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-An Introductiop
t9 Basic Writink

Lawrence N. Kaglen
Sargeani Reynolds Corninunity College

. . .
I

In addition to discussing the purpoSe and.content of the collection,
the first chapter makes a.case for basic *ritirig courses based upon a
thorough understanding of the nAture ancrnieds izt the students for.
whom these courses ake 'designed.

Although-researchers and pölky makers in government and education
haye only recently begUn to pay -close attention, to developmental
education, such..basic instruclion has existed at least.since Wellesley
College started a developmental prograM in 1894. Since thab thne the
emphasis in.p;rograms'for poorly prepared students-shifted in the 30's to
study habits, inr the 40's to reading, and irrthe GO's to the underachiever's

: total personality.'
Today, research in'basic or developMental.education is widespread'

'but not very systernatic. Roueche and Wheeler point out that there
are dozens of different terms to describe ;"catch-up" programs. They

L attempt todistingtiish the two most frequently used terms, remedial arid
' drvelppmental:

."Re.medialA im plies the remediatfon of student dtficieneies in order
that the student may enter a program for which-fie was previouily
ineligible. Typiqdly, such work. consists qf noncredft courses in
Engkiih, inatheMatics.oustudir skills taken as Prerequisites to aedit:

-courses. Mevelopmental" or "compensatori,"--on the other hand:
refers to the development 61 skills or attitudes and may not have
-anything to do with makiUg a student eligible for another program.
Under- these-latter-opprokhes, curricular-materials are freqUently
modified to begin credit leark where the student is, and the academic
calendar is modified so Oat the student tilt 'ove at his (juin pace
la acquiring mastery of course.2

Cross believes that these terms should be:timd according to the.aims and
objectives of the prograrh rather than .according to the "pedagogical

*IA
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2 Lawrence N.ICasden

sophistication" of the apprOach: 'She noteS.,that -"a mire -useful/datinc-
tion is to be found in the purpose*. Oar of theprogram!': - / . ' ..

' I .. .
(

If the purpose of.the program 4sk tt5. overcome academic defiCiOicies, , r-

I would term the program reme4a1,.in the standard,dictiptiari sense . t .

10 whick remediation ii concerned with cop-ming weakitessres.:If,-: .
however, the purpose of the program is to develop the diverse talenti..
of Students, whether academic or \ not..,I would terni the iirograni. .

developmental."' .

. . . - .....
.

. \ -. i . . .
. .

Cross concludes tliat "realediation in acadeiiiic,Skills areis Is ...,a
a legitimate part of delielopMental edu!;!ation."f

. I ' ' ,

I.

Cross's classification sytteni is especially useful. It aCknowledges the t:.

need of sone students id- remediation in\ specific acadernic disciplines `as'
well as the need of other students.forcohesive enrichment programs that.

. .not only provide inst.viiction.in individual academic di,4ciplines, but also -'
. . assist the students to better underStand theMseives, to.civercome adverie.:.

4 . personality traits ahd those. features' of their. enviionmenti di,it mai?
interfere with their learning, and, finally, to absorb andikegrate all' that
they 'learn about their environment, about their 'varioUi`subjects. and.

. ,.
. r abdtit themselves. : - -

The works of Bossone, Cross, Gordon,Mulka and $heerin, Coleman,
Roueitte, and others give us a fairly COnsistent Picture of deVelopmental
students and the charatteristfcs that may relate ro their litniied educi;
tional achievement.i CrOss notei that low academic .achievers often
display five prinCipal characteristics, although not all students who are
in need of a developmental or remedial prograrn display each of these:
(I) poor study habits, (2) inadequate mastery of basic academic skills,
(3) low academic ability or low IQ (4) psychological motivational
blocks to learning, and (5) sociocultural factors relating to deprived
family and school bacfcgrounds: 4'

This list is at least partially supported by vthet. research findings..
Mulka and Sheerin, for example,.note that "studegts from families in ,

'The bottom quarter of income haVe 1 han oite-third the chance of
students' from *families in the top q of coMpleting an under,;
graduate d ."4 Katz nOtes that low achievers are characterized by their
great self-çiiticism and unfavorable self-evaluatior0. Jaffe and Adam? .

report t t the "students' acadernic self:image has a stiongef effect on
college ¶ntralice tkan, socioeconomic status", and that students who
combine high grades with bigh silf-image or low grades with'ligh
self-irnageare less likely to drop out of college than students. who
combine high or low grades With low self-image.1

Although .auemilitSt especially at the community college level,.-liav-e
been Made to assist students .from low socioeconomic status'groups.
Folger states thar such status is still a significant factor in determining

4
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acadeinic success. and that "paradoxicallY, ihe commnnity. colleges
apPear to have inaeased college opportunities for low-status.youth. and.

..; at the saine tim e'. to have increased the sOcioeconomic differential in
college completion."9 While Mitch is being done through federal:and
state'programs to enable socially 'arid eConoinically disadvantaged stu-
dents to-meet the financial requirements of attending college, hide has
been done to help'them overcome other 'barriers that appear to impede,
their edusitional progress: In fact, Cordon no.tes that our educational
iy*stems antinue-to.inhibit winority and...dt,sadvantaged students even
while-they are in primary grees. Cordon and Wilkersbn 'write -that
'many students from loW-incdme and ihinority group populations are
diVerted from the academic stream asearly as third or fourth grade by
archaic tracking proceduies."19 COnlequentli, GordcM argues that for
disadvantaged students to have a fair opp6rtuniti to earn college degrees,
the colleges must offer developmental ukases.

.

In addittOn to overcomiqg finanCialand educational obStacles,
yantaged stulleMs must also 'struggle with social forces and expectations
that wOrk against their achieving educationalsuccess. Astin cites research
studies' indicating that the?eisadvantaged are.less mi)tivated and. have

.-lower academic and vocational aspirationt than do People of 'higher
sOciOeconomie grotnis and that this is often due to theif realistic percep
tion that for them there are few perional and vocational oPPortunilies."
The relevance of, theSe findings to,4 discussion of developmental
education is made obvious by Roueche anti *irk, whn note that the

-idisadVantaged student, in particular, has low self-eSteem. Such a *Went
feels. powerless, alienated. and incapable of coping and adapting.12 .

The barriers caused by . poor self-image and low, aspiration that
characterize. Many developmental-students cannot be dealt with simp)y.
1.be students need assistance from the college so that they can ov rne
the environmental and parental influences that inbibit their chances

. . for success. The assistance giveti bY the college needs to be substazIiil
and requires a substantial comrnitment, for- schools are not exercisin
sufficient influen'ce in these areas to have any :meaningful effeet.

toleman notes.ihat at presmit .

.3

. .

eschooll bring little inflUence to bear On a child's achievement that is
independent of his background and general SoCi41 context; and that ;
this' very lack. of an independent effect means that the ineqUalities
imposed on children by their home, neighborhood, and.peer envi-
ronment are carried along to becorne inequalities with which ther

. confront adult life at the end of school.13

We see, then, that tO Cross's list of characteristics common to low'
achievers ty e might add such specific items as (1). lack of parental
encouragement, (2) minority and/Or sex discrimination, (3) occupational

. e
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rather than academic preparation in the high,school curriculum, (4) lack
of motivation, (5) poor *selaimae, and (6) sexise of powerlessness arer
oneself and One's environment. While these items characterize moit basic
writing studentsw it ii by no means certain that they. necessarilir Cause
poor academic Perfo,rmance. We must also be elpecially careful not to
assurne Lhaç all or even most basic writing students are members of
minority grdiccording to Cross,. "the overwhelming majority-of
low achievers whob.gained admisSion to colleges through Open-door
policies were hot ethnic Minorities. They were predominantly the white
sons and daughters orblue-collar workers."14

Developmental Education
. *-

A comprehensive developmental education program must address niany
student needs. It must provide siiidents with adequate financi4 assis-,
tance; it must improve their self-image and mcitivation; it nut help
th(m take responsibility for and iontrol of thtir own lives; it must

. improve their study h4bits; and 'it must compensate for inadequate
mastery of basic academic skilis. .

.

Heipirfg students develop kask adademic skills is very. complext for
not only does it presuppose tliat the earlier stated needs are being,mei;
but it requires faculty with expertise in a number of acadernk disciplines.
The two principal skills of most developmental programs are mathe-
matics ana- language arts. The language arts skill's usually include
'reading, writing, speaking; apd listenink, but.the language arts teacheri
must also. be kriowledgeable in dialectology -and 'sociolinguistics, in

.psycholinguistics and leaining tipeory, in phonics and asticulation, and
, . in the teaching of English asp $etblid Language (ES1). Writing

teachers, for-example, find then- iriorkb is closely related to and often
p"anially dependent upon students customary 'wanner orAffewing and
speaking about their environment, their ability tb read, their votabulary,
.and their experfence in developing their thoughts:. A cursoty, exadiina-
, tion of 'itast a few of the Olements that the writing teacher must be

c' concerried with May serve to suggest tle coMplexity of teaching
'" developmental- writing. .

Tlie most respecited and.coniprehensive study of teaching develccm:
Imental writing is Shaughnessy's En.ors and Expectations, which Outlines:

the various writing problems developmental studentShave and the ways
in which 41-...e and otheirhaveworked with these stadents...(Because of

.r tlic Significance of this text and ShaUgihnessy's other, works. hey term
- ba4iclis rmigt often used ln Engliat teachers in place of the niore conimork
'. ' lernivieveloprnenral, remedial, or corripensatory.) .

. .

-
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Shaughnessy. divides her study of writing problems into chapters on
. -handivriting and punctuation, syntax, common errors, shelling, vocabu-

iafy, atid units of writing larger _than the -sentence. In each Chapter.. :I
she outlines what the.basic writers'shi has worked: whh-know .and do
not -know, and how theirtlack of 4cnowledge in one area 'affects their.
performance in otiers: for. example, she notes in 'tip Chapter on
handwriting and puncivation that basic Writers* have only 41!nuops*,

, command of the use of petiods, commas, and copitals -and almost no*
fat iliarity with the correct use .of colons, semicolons, parentheses.

hens, dashes, ellipsis points. and. brackeli. As a result they cannot
se furintheses and dashes tci overcome:the "linearity'of -sentences," I.

they 4:annot use the colon as a means of economicitlly presenting a
series, nor aln .they use punctuation to..provide a "Map". that signi
fies to the reader the relationships, changes and continuity of their.
thotIghts:15 -

Mem basic writink teadirs have firsthand experience with. such
writin In fact, it is-not un mOn to find in the Writing 9f a single
Student many of the prob1em Shaugtenessy mentions, as these sainkles

- from two student's at my college indkam , '
e I

:

Cars are.a lot of trouble. My Car.for. instanCe, whet) friest bought it;
I had No ideal that it cost the so much money to keep h up. (in
shape) dumber 1 was khe ;hide to foe 'chatige from the,
prOprietor to me.
Setondly, thier *as li plates that Wa'S ngeded for .the car.
thirdly. insurance that w also dafinitely needed. Also xity stilt&r.
all Which Was costly and just tat beganning of car trouble:

A person's car tells whatItind of person .he is just like his home.
but, the up 'keep of it the cleannees the time you takewith jt
whealherits run down or kept Up well. If you car is always dirty
on the out and in side gieOp* will figure lou are the same way
ciirt out gide and doWn in y.but heart. atar tellsalot about a person
life and what kind of persons l*'reallyis if your car is .

.

Shaughnessy says that. these .writihg problemi are not* the resuk of
ignorance of the relationship betwsen the partofi wrinevOmposition,
btit, from students' unfamiliarity With the stafidard conyentions for
shoWing those relationships.

AlthOugh oral drilling and speaking exercises ate often helpful in
-leiching students to write; there4re significant_differences between oral
And. written codes. Many of these differences are discussed in Hirsch's
The Philasophyof Conposition.,- and:the basic writing student's reliance

lion the oral code at* the AXpense of writini is dikussed in Ong's
MI Literacy and Orality in slur Times."16 The iVorks of linguists such as
Labov, ShuY, and Wolfram substantiate Shaughnessy's claim that the

k
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. speech of minority.and disadvintaged:itudenwis graminatical, although.

not necessarily in agreinient With conventiotwoleither spokerior written -....
i.#tandara dialect.,7 The issue bf standards and.correctness frequently

. :. arises when one works with basiC Writers, espedally, if they, are km^
.is6lated rtiral areas or,are minoriti students, af. far instance,when onl!
examines .the way sornenstandard skakers show thrie, perlon, and
numper... As we know, the rules in many nonstandard dialects make it' -*

unnecesiary to 'use pultiple linguistic markers to signify a siniTe,

. semantic nein. (Thus, in .soipe dialed* there is no need!,to addan -es ...
ending to the verb. gri itt `The boy goes to the store" ,since, the 4s . .!.

,-. inflection serves only to repeat linguistie informationthat the subject,
is third-person sihgularalready contained in-therword boyl We have
learned that frequently.. the nonstandard writer and speaker is not ,

incorrectly applying grammatical rules, but ;rather- is. often tusing a
. . different set of -rules.. HoW the student can beit-Aearn to use the

standard set of. rulesrequires knowledgeof fields outside the traditional
training of English teachers, who generally do not 'have the requisite
knowledge 'of linguistic§, language develoPment, and the methods used

. in tebingEnglishasaSeccfnd Language.
... .

e .

Approaches to the Ti_ching of Basc Writing a

. TIte mews that follow directly' address .. the, concerns of bisic writing
teachers and those who teach basic writing teachers: The essays fo,cus-on4a
program design and evaluation, teacheraraining, and research. Most of

_the basic writing courses descriiied in the four essayi in Part II alloiv
students to conFntrate only on' ihose areas of writing with Which they
have difficulties. Most of diesewriting Programs relY to spine degree On
the students' native comptericies and intuitions about language; conse-
quently, the programs often. emphasiie eXercisesthat iequire the sibdents
to read their writing aloud, listen to it, and then edit with both eyes
and ears. some of the programs alsd put into practice, either consciously
or not. Bloom's maStery learning theory: dearly stated objectives, a hier-
archy of skills, 'and flexible iched4les that allow students to spind as
much time as it necessary' meeting rather high performance aiteria.11
The lessons lid writing assignments in these programs tend to be short,
always beginning at 2 level that assures the student initial success.
Students usually progress through the lessoni at their oWn pice, often
cluing individualized Or individually assigiiid lessons, and'always re-
ceive an immediate resporite from the instrucuF. The .suidents work
much more clogely with their instructors than is. typical of other college
courses, and the instruCtors, consequently, have additional opportunity,

12
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.. ...a . .. . . \ /**. r.. w - e .(.' td praide encouragement and supPort. GfVeri what *wg- khow abotit. ..., b4sic .writing students4-their.b*Krouhd:.1s-pirations; filti ield-cence0- : , : { --t
-7,:it .ir clear tipi 4-close instructbr-studeen Jelatiodship, isligicessary. ...

, - Others.of thse prngrams described do- not att 'apt thieparate Writini 1 s
.. .. ,iktoo -a. set .41..subskills. but ,tailierteaCh 1.4) ''' tng.as,AltoliStic proCer.i.er, . a

*

, , : ;ln tirogianis like: die One: &Scribed altwell, Students' learn ;the. .-.
subsIdlis as they afe neeaerlin `the process*Of theif,toiiltapsing..A11-Atich !, :.

- note'S in,his esiay in-Pstri V. reearch. his Yet to verify whith'Of these -
,^ two approachesteSching wiiting Ss a seqUenfe of' acilIs or Aching it-

. _ .

as- ah organic prOcess-7is more sound. Hirsch hypothesizes that kis .7., .
, .likely that .13:oth'approaches 4re.partially cOtkect. IC is pnssible that the,

best apProach, tuised bn carefulanalysis of:the types of wrikting problems
the students have, may vary born institution to institution, frorn class

;,--.4Class; from 'student to student. Based on the inethodk found tcr be'r
II.

successful in the programs described in this collectiOn, however, it ,

appears that students Who haveksevere difficulties with standard dialect,
usage; and sentencecraft may btest learn hy studiing one element at a. . .
time, while basic writers who have fewer problems may better profit from

,,amorrorganic approaFlt. * . _ -..

Perhaps the mosigsignifient feature of all. the basic 'Writing courses'
. described here is the requirenlent that students do an ectraordinary.. .

amount of writing. Unlike the trad#ional freshmah a:imposition course.4,
the basic writing course usually iequires that students write. daily. And
evert a lesson that concentrates gn mastery of only one feature Of writing

lly concludes by requiring that the student demonstrate Mastery by .,

.g a controlled paragraph or theme. . . if - . .

succeed, since much of the content oasic w *ll ne needs
lita

ng teacher i
Kno (i.dge4 course structure alone, however, Will not insure that a.

b
tc4now to teach ,basiC Writing is not what most writing teacher's stirdy ,

. in their graduate programs: For -such teachers and, even more so, for
teachers of future teachers of basic. writing, Gefvert's essaj in Part IV.
provides a guide through thernostrecent theOries'and findings regarding

. those areas of basic writing that deal with interference and: surface
features as well is Fornpqkfrig as a process.

'IN

While the types of writing problems that warrant the concern of the
basic writing teacher -at one school miry- primarily, or au least most.. immediately, be surface ones°,--syntax. grammar standard dialectat
anOther school the basic writing teacher may start a course with more
rhetoricalconcerns, such as organization, devdopinent,soherence, audi-

" ence,.and style. Such cpncerns ale the Principal fotus of one orthe three
courses described bY Spann and. Foxx .and' the courses .described by.
Hartwell and Crosby. These are also .tbe primary concerns of Briiffee's
article on training peer tutors. Likethe other writers, Bruffee emphasizes
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4.s. the °importance bf individUalthitruction, and
frequent and.prompi response and encoagement. Furtlfamore, be

.. describes a rigorous program kir, training peer, tutorrthat can beieadily
.adipted for. t41ectively- training full-finae teachets of ifritirtg.

The risays bjt JohrtSon an& Brown in Part Ill discuss writing assess- .

mew. Johnson argues that student-written essays provide the best basis
for placing students in the proper writing course:However, as many of
-Lis know, the time and Cost involved in administering and .p.ng such
placement essays often make using them unGsible. Asa lesi Elisfactory

. but "nonetheleis fair and reliable: alternative, johnson. recommends a .
carefully constructed objective test of the students' knowledge of writing

BrOwn reyiews the types . of tests basic Writing teachers and
administrators may use and the purposes each type serves. Like Johnson,
Brown cautións that no test can serve all purposes and that care must
be used in selecting a test insti)t,ent.

The second essay of the col ection describes soine ot the characteristics
of student writing. Perl's essay focuses on the writing 'process wed by
some hasic writers and the differenies:.between this process and 'the
composing process of triore skilled. writeri. She notes that even in the

0.process of writing,- these students are often insecure, frequently stopping
thernselves, constantly checking .for errors, and uncertain as to the
directiOn in which to head. Perl notes *that basic writers so frequently
interrupt thiPrnielves in the comPoSing process to correct surface features '
that' they lose traclZ of theirlhoughts; tints, theit writink is often
incoherene.and 'disjointed-In response to this habit inf bisk writers,
a teacher tan either have students ignore surface problems in order to
concentrate ion composing and hofse they Will masterthe standard. code .

- through greater exposure to good reading-and writing, or the teacher
can, help students master the sta0ard Code first so that they do not
interrupt their composing unnecesSarily. Which of 'these instructional
approaches is-more viable is uncertain, but it may,' again, very much
depend upon the degree to which students° coMposing is intenupted
by suCh surface features. Of courSe, any actual instructional program
will inchide soinething Of both Methods, and we can best judge the
effectiVeness of a prograrn by looking at th'e writing the snidents produce. .

. We should remain awaie of the importance of research and 'the
valuable service it provides classrocim teachers.; Student's Will not master
basic skills sily be:cause their teachers are sensitiveand empathetic
or' ethnhailly or culturally similar. Of pararnoimj importanceis the
teacher's knowledge.of the subject Matter and his or herability to imPart
that knowledge. Hoeber's concluding bibliography Provides ready access
td much of the present. body Ofiesearch on composition and on basic°

° r
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writing specifically, and Hirsch's-ticlesüggests further-areas That need .

-- , to-he_ researched -datefidly .so 'that we can isctlmulaie a verifiable body .I' of knOwledge that tan be readily' built upon: "-- , ..

% .
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Prospects of 'die iiiscipline . .-

An Inprodnaion to' Basic
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7he initial.intention of this collection. was. to hiing together "iiiews of
people)who had earlier Spoken, or written akout different 'aspects of
basic education and teaching writing. Weexpected the esiays to cover.
che wide range thai they do. but we are, quite frankly, surprised at
th e deee to which the various essaYs reinforce one another, build upOn
conimon prineiples, and provide in assuring sense that teaching basic
yriting is a disCipline. The disagreements, too, are reassurini, for they
rentind us thatlhere is still Much tO be learned.

Beyond these reasons there is a very practical justifiiation for' this
cóllection: while teaching positions in English ditilinish in number, ..
Moie and. more peofale are being hired to teach basic writing. wThe*
number Of tenure aid positions in coniposition and rhetoric has grown
iapi44, and in 1976 the Modern Language AssoCiation famd it neces-
sary to establish a se0arate j?b classification called "developfnental
English:49 Worth writes that "to the extent that ,college teachers ire
wanted at all, there isla market of sorts for teachers of composition and
reading, arid fopersons able 'to work with students most of whom would
never have gone beyond high school until Veryrecently."20

As teachers-of baiic writing, .we have come through the first stage
of our own change.. We have become acCustomed to meeting in .our
classrooms students who, as Bruffee notes, "coukl not, or Would not,

. write sentences in a way.that made sense to us," who "did not think
as we thought" who "dicr not value What We valiied,' and who "mis-
construe'd what we had asked them to do in ways that were beyond our
ibilit'y to Comprehend."21 We have recognized and attempted to rectify
our ila4 .151 knowledge and our shortcomings as teachers of writing.
In ithe process we have come to recognize the complexitY of. the task
students are aiked to accoMplish and the virtues and sophistication of:7,-
the.resourcei they brinito it. As a resith it are better able to respect,
suppart, and encourage Our students. Only more, complete knowledge
will better enable us to teach them.

.4.
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Peri-Us e*. the writing process as a means Of understanding the
.prewrit ing habits of basic writing snit:lents. The information gained
through her study reveals much that modifies our cunetit views of
the basic Writer and ought,-. therefore. to Modify the instruetor's
methodology in Working- with the basic writer.

For over one hundred years AmeriCan colleges havepffered courses in
Written composition, but only in the past ten yeari.have researchers*
begun AO study how people write. It was not until' 1969 that Emig
showed that composingthe procedure through which writers 'pin
Words on a page to form a textii arnenable to research and warrants
the concern of all ivriting teachers. Her pioneesing work on the ConV
posing processes of tWelith-grade Students `was 'followed in 1973 by
Graves's work on diecompbsing processes of seven year Oldi.1 By raising
pertinent questions on procesS, Emig ind Graves naugurat%1.1 new
direction in the field of written composition: tir suitly Of a a ions
through which written products take form.

Emig recognized thai the lacic of knowledge concerning the nature of
the comp?sing process placed composition teachers on shaky peda-
gogical grounds. 4s she put it:

If certain elements in a certain order characterize the evolution of ail .t student writing, or eVen most Writing in a given mode, and veiy
little is known aboUt these elements or their orderiak, the teaching
of-composition proceeds for botti students and teache4 as a 'meta-

- physical or, at hest, a wholly intaitive.endettVoi.2 (

Using a case study apprbach, Emig examined the composing pro-
cessei of eight twelfth-grade Students who ranged in Skill from adequate
to highly proficient. In order to,aid her in discovering what 'students
do as they write, Emig used a tape recorder and instructed her students
to "compose aloud," that is, to verbalize whatever thoughts crossed their

. 13
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.6. miPds wi414-they wire Writin/i... 'The:eight student's in hel- itudi engaged-.
. .- . , ..

.`. iitithis"fsgecializediorni:ot verbal behaYici,"3 on twaskeasioris. Durcrig .

.. ...

two Other sons--ihei.di.scuised with lier particularpieces a Writing
. completed between; sess.Gnsand. &ivories of their 1.previou.s wiiting ,. ,

experientes. . .. . . . .

. ... e .

..1Y1/ 'a 'result cif her itudy.,. im.`ig identified ten dimensions 4c-ii th, '.
.composigg prOcess thaf had rarely beep giverithe attention she believ'ed
they deserve& the conte!Lt 61 writing, the nature of the stimulus, pie-
writing..planning, starting, composing aloud, reformulating, stopping,
contemplating the product, and the influence that teachers Of cornposi-.
tion seem to haviem their studenis" writing.4 She fotind that her stUdents
engaged in two dominant modes of composing, the extensive and the

. reflexive, 'each mode ' Wing "characterized . by processes of.- different
lengths with different clusterings of components'_':

4 4

4

ReflexiVe writing haea far longer prewriting period; -siarting,
stopping, and contemplatihg the product are more chicernable
mothentg. and reformillation occurs more efretiuently. Reflexive
writing occurs% ofteh as paetry; the erkkgement with the field of
discomie-is at once 'wmmiued and exploratory. THe sais the chief
audienceor, occasionally, a trusted peer. ,

ExtensiVe writing occurs chiefly as prose; the attitude toward th4
field of discOurse is often detached and reportorial. Aduli oche**,
notably teachers, are the chief audience for eXtensive writing.5

Emig's findings led her to challenge many of the cull-6A assumptions
and-practices of writing.teachers. She pointed out that while extensiye
.writingris the mode favored by mo:se teachers, reflexive writirit receives
more sustained interest from stUdents. This, she sughested, accOunts in

; part for the "limited, ahd limiting,"0 writing eieperience* of most
secondary sChool-students. Furthermore; Emig concluded that teachers pf
a:Imposition "underconceptualizeand oversimplify the process of.C4-
posing."7 Her work stands as the Ifirst attempt. to alert teachers to
the many imricicies tha begin to emerge when auention is given
to the composing process.

In 1973 Graves investigated the writing processes -.of seven-year-old
children. He analyzed the themes that appeared in the writing of
ninety-four Children, observed the behaviors and strategies oVourteen
children y.'rhile theY were- writing in either "formar' or "infOrmal"
classroom settings, and fOcused.particular attention on-eight children,
reporting one as a case Study. Based cin his ObstrvatiOns ol how' children
Write, Graves divided his seven year Olds into twp types, each eXhibiting
distinctive characteristics. Accprding to Graves) reactive writers are those
who needimmediate rehearsal in order to Write, whO use overt langUage

41
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. . V. 1tO acconipanyyriting, who proofread at the Word level, nd who tick a' .. .
sense of utidience. Reflective writerS are thOse yho rehese tninimallyi
before beginnirft tOivrite. Who compose sifently'fordie most part, Who
r6eadperioditally artne.wcir4 or Phrase lev4 and.who have a growing ,.

i .

senie of 4(.4; audience.s . '.
. % . In aadition to these and other speciffe. findingt, Emig sand ciaveS

es6b1isfied importan't methodological precedents: for future research. . .
..

They showed thak detailed; systematk observation is possible thtough a-
-:- .case studj'approach..Theifwork demonstrates that case study research

Canyrovide. ths rich:albeit tentative, findings that will help! generate
np9Jieories and hypotheseslmenathe to testiiig and analysis..In the

ainder of this article I will report findings from trty own work in
hich I used the.case- siudx. method to examine composing processes .

mong basic writers.9

.Overview of thAiStudy

The research reported here addreised tbrel niajor questions: (I) How do
basic writers writty (2) How can their writing prOcesses be analyzed? and
(3) What does..an increased underitindingoof their processes suggest
about the nature oflhe composing process ingenetal and tile manner in
which writing is tkrigitt in the schpols?

I. chose to studN,Aiskilled writers in a community college kr two-
reasons. First. studenti 'whose writing is judged as ildeficient" in Ian-

. guage Skills and Whose linguistic and echicational backgrounds set them
apart from thelaetter-prepared, traditional college studentsare a growing
segnfilil of the college population. Second. such students have befn
most seriouslyticonstlained by the traditional approach" uied tO teach
writing, the Pproduct ellientation" that focuses on the errors of per-
formance without acknowledging thi writing competencies that lie
beneath the surface. '

An undhlying assUrnption in this study was that an adequate under-
standing 'of a hurrian process will racist likely develop from observing

Teople-while they engage in that protess. Observation alone, however,
is not enough. A systerna* method for reporting what has been observed
is aI* crucial: In this study I devised a coding' system for describing
and analyzing wpat students do as they write..This method provided
a way of viewing on one page the movements and behavioral sequences
of a student's comyolinq process: a /ay of determining Elm frequency
and duratiOn of each..behavior; alfi a way of assessing' the relation_
of each behavior to. the Whole process. Usine this coding Systemc

t
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construtted. a coiitposinestyle sheet
style sheets revealed the patterns of

.allowedene tc: determine na
. .of students. , .

.

t,

.10

I
Thf CoUege -

:*

each studint. Study, of the &
t's prooeUi these. patterns, .°

d differences among the grotip
. .

.:. r

t I
1

Thz st.ukty tclok place during dle.1975-76 fall semester ai Eugenia Maria
de Hostos Community College of the City University of New York.
Established in 070 and delibeiately placed in one of the most economi-
cally depressed areas of New York, the south Bronx, Hostos Community
Callege was designed with a dual purpose to handlethe excess Of new
students expected to enroll at the City University as a result of 4 newly
instituted open adrlissions palicy and to serve the needs of the urban
poor whoinhabit the Bronx gheuoes. The students whoattend Hostos
are nontraditional college suiderns, impoverished bath by economic
circumstances and a lack of sound educational experience

The St:Cdents .

In Order, to represent a iange of educational background and experience
and yet remain within reasonable case study limits, I selected five .

ituderki`for thfs study: One was a Puerto Rican male, twenty-one years
old, who had cliopped out of high school, to join the US. Marines
ind wast now hoping to iinprove his econoinic situation by. getting a
college education. Two, a male-and a female, were Jamaican students
who had come to this country for high school and had stayed on to. ,
Mend college; and two were black American females, one a recent high ,

school graduate living at home, the other a twenty-sevenear-old high
school drppout with four children. of her own. All represented the first
generations of their fimifies to attend college.

The students had been placed into :the Lilira program at Hostos,
an inierdisciplinary bask' skills program designed to link college-level
"content" courses with basic-level reading and writing a3urses.10 All of,
the studenti- were native speakers of English. All tgsted below the 10.0
grade. leVel on a nationally standardized reading test (see Table l),' and
all of their placement essays exhibited the "writing defieiencies9 asso-
:dated with basic writers: "an inability to organize, poor diction, com-
mitinent of gross errors in grammar.' and an inadequate knowledge of
punctuatiOn, and mechanics.""

. Liftra ia a "block" program, -all students in this study had
identical schedules and attended the same classes. FuithermOre, through
my deliberate choice, all of the students in the study were members

-
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e, . 1 2 'tof ,my writing clasS. I made this choice .for two° re.asons. Fist, by
selectiitg my own,Odejits foithe resech; I would Idiowlifihand what -

they vete studying in their' coMellt courses and thus wc;uld be.able to
coluttlut tCPics Thuile writini. seisions thsai legitimatety *reflected
classroorn Work. Secopd, from working ?with,zelatinifto, and getting tos , .

ow my students in ibe daily, interaZtiVe manner thaf enhances
' teaahfig, I would Most likely devel9p' the rapport and trust necessary

kir case stUdy, process research.I decided that these considerations
outweighed the need 'to justify claims of "objectivity," since, mating
the customary ditiance between subject and obServer may have made it
virtually iMpossible to Conduct the stUdy at all.

I inttoduced the studY to the studendurinedass time and presinted -

it as a collaborative effort between the students artd the teacher. I ex-
. plained that although teachers .try to "teach writing," they don't reitlly

know how indiVidual students actually conipose and that one of the .
only ways to discover this is to obserye *students in the process. The study,
i concluded, Would be one in which the suidents provided the means bY -
which te?chers would learn more about their task. All fifteen students
in my class Volubteered for the study with the understantling that there
woUld be five sessions, mai/taking place outside of class time. None-of. ,
the five students selected missed apy of the sessions. Although there. b

, wai no mention-a remUneration, once the data colle4ion was complete,
I paid the students for theil- time andparticipation. -el

s

The E4ign
-

brad with each of the students tor five individual one-and-a-half-hour
sessions. Eour of the sessions were devoted to writing and one to an
open;ended, in-depth interview concerning the student'sperceptions-and

f-

Table 1

Reading Scores: California Achievement Test, Lei/el 5

Vocabulary Comitprehension Total
(Grade. (Grade (GradeStudent Level) Level) - Level)

Tony ' 9.7 10.1 -9.9
Dee , .. , 10.5 7.6 ' 8.9
Stan . . , . . ,10.0 I 9.8 9.9
Lisa 6.6 7.8 7.2
Beverly . . . . 17.0 8:2 7.6

4
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memories of- writing and writing instructiori. When tin* permiuecl,' I .
questioned Students at the.end Of tach. of the writinisessions on their'.

. ' pcaceptions of their owniwiiting process'ind on the _chokes they made 7 I"

while i.vriting.All of tlie session. Place in a, sbutidprootroom. in. the.
-toilege libraiy. and.all sevions **ere Teiorded. l(Ste7Takile. Mcit.
partitulars,Of individgal sessions.) ;

_
* It

*Composing Aloud
. . .

Customarily, people compose to iheInselves. 4,s a consequence, moscof
what goes on during this process is hidden rpm an ..aservir. In an
attempt to. bring,to light the patterns and movements that occur during :

composing, I. followed Emik's example in directing the studenti to
compose aloud, to vrbalize. as mud) as possible whatever they were
thinking from the timf they rec6ved the topic tO the time they considered
themsellies finished. I: realized, as did Emig, that nobody can say every-
thing that comes to ifrand. So students' verbalizations cannot be taken
ai anything .more than a rough approxiMation of events that reinain

iTable 2

Design of the StuCht

. Session
.

Mode
. .r

Topic Directions

.

.

7

1 6

. ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

"

.

. .

.

Extensive

Reflexive

.

ii
.

' 1

Extensive

- V.

Reflexive
.

.
,

.

.

Society .

and Culture

"$ociety
and Culture
-

.

Interview:
Writing
Profile
Capitalinn .:

.
-

. .4

Capitalism
.

.

,

Stgdents told to
compose aloud; no

, Other directions
given. -
Students told to
compose aloud; no
other directions
given. .
--

.

Students told to
compose aloud;
also directed to _.

talk out ideas be-
fore w
Studen told to
compo aloud; ;

also directed to
talk out ideu
before writing.

4

,
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largely internal indineffable..lt is also conceivable that askirig situdeniS
.

conip9se aloud changes .the process substantiallys,.tbat CoMposing-
aloud is- not the .s4rne as-silent composing. These and other thethodo-

... logical issues can, only. be settled.throUgh further research.
%

The ToriRse'. . s#.;

All of the students in this study Were enrolled in .1 t...gmrse entitled..
"Introduction to'SOCial Sciepce," which I attended as'part of the basic
ritiiig program. The topics osen for sessionsAie and four of my
study Ivere drawn directly &ork. the Material 'pksented and discussed
in the social :tcience class and ihre typical of the impersonal, formal
assignments required in college courses. :The topics chosen for sessions
two and five referred to the same general material but asked the students
tb take a personal approach: The general topics were "Society and
Culture': for sessions one aad two and "Capitalism" far sessions four
and five. It should be noted that before sessions one and two took place,
the terins ideology and cultural beliefs were discussed in dass, along
with the American principle of equal opportunity. Similarly, prior to
sessiOns four and five, classroom discussion focused On the rise of
capitalism as an economic system. itntecedenti to capitalism were
explained as well as its concomitant problems. ThuS, the concepts and,
the vocabulary used in the phrasing of the topics in this study should. .

have been familiar to the students. The topics and their -sequence were
as follows:

Session 1

Topic Society and Culture [Estensive] .
Directions: Answer the question below by relating it to class discus-
sAs, readings, and your general kfiowiedge of.the problems of New
York City. Give examples to illustrate your ideas, bui remember that
you are being asked torwrite about the general Oroblems of New
York City and their effect on the society as a whole,. not on your
personal life.
Question: All societies have ideological beliefs. One of the ideologies
of American society is that all men are created equal..ln whal Sense -
is this cultural belief being threatened today by the financial crisis.
of New York City?

Session 2

TopiSociety and Culture [Reflexic- ve]
Directions: During this session; you are being asked to write On your/o.
personal thoughts and feelings about a particular American-F1Wf.
You may handletthe topic in any way you like, but remember that
you are king asketteti relate the topic to your personal experience.
Question: All societies have ideological beliefs. One c\f the ideoltigies

?4
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of Aimerioin sOciety is that all men arecreated equal. If this is tst;e,
then yoti altd tbe meMbers of you family are equal toiveryone -else
ineXFnerica. Describe your persoml reactiim to the last statement
ahd &dim what '''being equar means to you.

.
Session 4

Topi,F Capitalism lExtensive] .

Directions: Distuss thetllowinistatementtaiecton Our readings,
-

class notes. and yoirr general knowledge of American.society. .

&Statement: Define tapitalisin ans expl:kin how it operates in
Ametica todaY.' . -

Session 5

Topic: Capitalism [Reflexive]
Directions: Answer ihe following clnestion using as many.details Or
examples from.your life as you like. t .

Questiiin:bo yu believe in the Americancapitalist sYstem? Why or
4 6

The follo%ving are examples of student writing produced in response
to each of the topics;

t Dee
Session I

In own Society today, if is said that all men are Created Equal.
Now they are forced to look at a Financial Crisis. This will Vrobably
Effect the black man in our Society more than anyone Else. Because
he has Away had to work harder thin inyone else to get What he
Wanted. If the statement allinen are Creat\-d Equal is ture, then why
-961:4Should he have to Work harder.to get on top.-Thetthite-men-
4.-elent+444tethit-thit-I don't think the Financial Crisis is going,to
Effect that White man as much ahe black-min, because the White

... man can get over by the tfolor of his Skin: iMost People Come to
New York Wh- With the idea New Itork is where the money is att.!
Well the money is here, but Who Know Where? These people also
believe that You Can get an Equal Chance for a job if you have a
Education. Well guess that part of it is probably tyre. Now that
New York is having a Financial Crisis these People Won't be able to
get jobs Wheather they have a good Education or not.These peoPle

. -Came from the Environmpt.w-bere they grew ttp because they
' Wanted to find a Stronger Culture and perhaps Start all over again,

Now these people will probably look at New York as a place what
their-biggest4 biggest dreams were lost.

Lisa
Session 2

. I don't believe that equality is being pmctist to ,the fullest in
gmerican Society today. American Society may say that everyone is
eqpal. But they don't practial or treat everyone equal. Being equal
means that-eve:la-anyone can buy land,. property, or live anywhere

,
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they want to if they can Pay the asking eike. regardlesebf sex color,
or aced. It also =ins each individual has the .saine .rights.'as
another within the laws. Bur.l. mast admit things are better-then
they were years'ago. Years ago when Atnerican, Society talked about
equality that ment for only certain 'class of people. Blacks:couldn't

land.are live where they Wafted to: There were*separan4 in
ns Vihitek lived in big finehouses and had the best. But Blacks

had" to live in riandown hoosei'which they didn't 6wn.. And had to
work very hard in fielas for what:they got. Today things haven
change but they arca lot betier. It cotild still use some improile-
meat. Sometimes we still can't live in the so call better area of the
%city. Even if 'You have the money. This not only goes for housing but
jabs as well. Doyou know how it feel to walk into a place to buy .something or to ask\a..question 'and thelooks een the way they
answir:or their rnaner of sneech tone you get. It's degrading. But I
think that Blacks P.R."or any nationality should be treated or has.
the same right to live or go where they pleace. I think we contributed
a tot to this coUntry. We should be given equal Opportunity just as
much as thei next man.

4

Stag
Session 4

Capitalism which is very well portrayed by the story of the "Man
from Venis" shOws the way In which he makes is living by trading
goods &Om other lands and making a huge profits. Now *as the

, years prolceiged countries were coping this principle. England
became the major figure in Capitalism. This idfa spread like wild
fire that today America shows a.great deal in Capitalism. Today
it has been Modified by rising surpluses and inaeasing the.produc-
tion. Alexander, Gimbies. and Macy are making an abundant
amOunt of profitbased'on the idea that if you take the surplus from
the productfm and return it by iter-its- replacing either man or
Machine the production will increase. e.g.: If one man was baking
50 locus of bread per day and receaves a payment ofsay two loveas
a day. -T-bere-Then the employer hiriek,another baker at the-sey-
Same !vage/the employer would be getting an increase of 96 loveas
a day instead of 48. Thii is the principle which America is utihg
today.

Tony,

Session 5

I believe in America capitalist system because it is the only way
of life I knowl.What 1 know.from the one other system. for example
communism. twould ref, perfer to live in a capitalist system, forin
A capitalist system you have the oppueQ!nity to get ahead/it you 4
have the ability. In America they offer you the oppurtunity-esto get
the ability through education. Where as -in- in a communism
country, if you have the ability they do.not offer you the oppurtunity
to get ahead. Because it is ran under dictatorship, which dictates that

.e
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all are equal. This is not true /for minty reason. Mere is just one
general ewnple with the dktator of -a comniunism country.t The
dictator is alwaysgoing to live better than his dictittees'aldng with
his friends, and family. I would nothe able to live ina System/wkere
lain told how to live.

Findings

A major finding of this study is that all five students displayedconsistent
coMposing processes: the behavioral sUbsequences prewriting, writing,
and editing appeared in sequeritial patterns that were recognizable across
writing sions and across students. While the tone, the mood, and the
specific arnent of each session differed, the data show that each student
employed certain strategies in ordr to write,and that Structurally the
unfolding of these strategies occurred.in discernible and stable patternS.

This consistency suggests a tnucli greaterinternalization of process
than has ever before been suspecied. Since the written products of basic
writers often look arbitrary, observers commonly assume that the stu-
dents' approach is also arbitrary. However, jusras Shaughnessy poinis
out tiiat there is "very.: hale that is random ... . in what they have
wriuen,"'2 sO, on close observation, very little appears random in hop
they write. Basic Writers have stablecoMposing processes which they Use
whenev& they are presented With a writing task. While the consistency
argues against seeing these students as beginning, writers, it does not
necessarily imply that they are 13roficient writers. Indeed, their lackof
proficiency may be attributable to the ivay in which premature and rigid
attempts t rata and edit their work truncate the flow of cOmposing
without t ntially improving the form of what they have written.
I will rev i greater detail mit obiervations and conclusions in the
following s lions that treat the three umjor asPects of composing
prewriting; writing, and editing.

Prewriting

Prewriting played a minimal role in the composing processes Gethe
students in this siudy. Time spent.prewriting ranged from 1.5 to
minutes', 'with an averagefime of 5.5 minutes. During this brief time,
these students used three principal types of 'planning for developing
their ideas on a given topic

I. Rephrasing the topic until one word or an idea in the topic con-' nects with the student's exixlience. This establishes a connection
'between the student as writer and the field of discourse. Thestudent

c
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.

then has "an event" or "an 4xperie4ice"
begi.ns- t.

2i:NarroWing down the topic through ditliofornizipg or-Classifying:
This breaks-the Litge conceptual category in-the topic (e.g., equhl- -

1

iiy) into two manageable PleceS 101: writing (e.g., rich:vs. poor)...
3. hicusing on a key V.,(3:rd in the topic, initiating a' string of atio-'

CiationS to that yord, and then developing one (4 More of the
associatio-n7 during the,miriting (e.g., equality Ail ustick
-0-rnurclet -6-.Zontrol ciguns).. -

When students' planning proceeds in an of these.Ways, they I;egin to
write with a sense of direction. Often they recognize that the act of
writing itself may change some oi their initial formulations and that
.theSe will hZve to be reworked on subsequent.drafts. To the extent that

ar-,* such an understanding was' dear to them, these students were similar
to more profk.icnt writers. klowFver; basic writerS rarely maintain thii
initial sense of flexibiliiy and distanceonce rewriting occurs. .

A fourth type of plannin% behavior also ,Occurred. at times during
prewriting.. Students read, the topie a few times, indicated that they,
were not sure. what they wanted to write, but stated thit they wordd
"figure it out" as they went along. In these instances their first sentence
was often a rephrising of the question. Then; after this first sentence
Was down on paper, planning began. Through CoMposing aloud, they
projected what they thonght ought to come next and in this way clarified

t

what they wanted to write about. After the clarifying took place; they
moved back to Writing and alternated between planning. and Writing
througliout most of the discourse. This antiCipatory planning or. pro-
jecting ahead to determine what will come next appeared frequently
during the writing itself, even arter students had begun writing with a

, .

secure sense of direction.
.

.

Little time was thuS spent on prewriting. But this does hot mean that
planning-necessarily suffered. The strategies coMmcknly aSsociated with
prewriting, such as planning and devising possible approaches to the
topic, occurred even morelrequently and with.even greater effect 'upon

. the subseqUent prOductir Of distourse once writing had begun. One
might be tempted to conclude, therefore, that students begin writing
prematurely and that the planning and clarifying oftwhat they want to
write ought ta-come first.. t 1.

In contrast to such a conclusion, however, the data here suggest that
certain strategies, such as aeating an association to a key word, TocuSing
in and narrowin A wn the topic into manageable pieces, dichotomiz-
ing, and classifying, ana do take .place in a relatively brief Span of

1
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time. The data altso suggest that:the developing of and planning out of
- ideas receive. impetus from students'. having afready translated some of

their ideas into writtenformimother words, through theact of seeing
. their ideas on paper. students are enakled to reflect upon them and

to develop them further. .

Writing 4 ,
.

Careful suidy revealed that the students wrote by shuuling back and forth
from 'the sense of what thei wanted to iay forward to the words on the

, page and back from the words oh the Page to their intended meaning:
This backqnd-forth MoVement appearsto be a recurrent feature that May.

. be characteristic ot composing even aniong skilled writers. At one
moment students are writing, moving their ideas and their. discourse
forward; at the next they ire backtracking. rereading, and digesting what
has been written.

Occasionally sentences wei.e written in groups ind then reread as a

* "piece" of discourse; at other times sentences and phrases werewritten
...alone, repeated Until the writer was slashed or worntlown or rehearsed

until the act of rehearsal led to the creiiion of a new sentence. In the
midst* Of !writing, editing oCcurred is students considered the surface
features of language. Often planning of a glaal nature took place: in the
midst 9f,producin0 first draft, students stopped and began planning
how the second draft would differ front the first, Often in the midst of
writing, students stopped and referred to the topic in order tO cheCk if
hey had remained faithful to the original intent, and occasionally they
Agentified a sentence or a phrase that seemed to produce a satisfactory:
ending. In all- these behaviors, they were shuttling baCk and forth,
projecting what would come next and doubling back to. be sure of the
grourrd they had covered.

These basic writing students exhibited a number of other back-and-
&gat strategies when they became "stuck," or when the words on the
page Seemed to them not to cOnvey the meaning they intendeckThe most
common strategy Was to returin to the topic, to read it again, to see if
anything in the topic could regenerate .the, thought tirocess that had
been lost. A second strategy was to reread whatever was down on paper
with the hope that through rerading, preViaus thinking would be
retraced and the missing connection Would emerge. Occasionally stu-

- dents sidetracked themselves with editing concerns, worrying over spell..
ing, syntax', or ptincivation, glhough a "delaying" action on thesurface.
level might provide time for connections to emerge frOrn the deeper,
meaning level. A finil strategy Was to delete what was di the paper
and to &gin again in another direction. .t

.1
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; A number of.. recurrent operations were. alsr; initiated in the time
'between drafts: This..time was always distinct, and no studein in,the.
study eirer moued immediately from the firit draft to the second. During
this perio41 attending to the question occurredfrequently, as did reading
the discoutie as a whole. The. stanse and Obtv'of the writing. wtre also

i.Considered, same areaS Were .reworked and reworded, decisions abr.:tut
'paragraphing and organization were made, and editing bperations 1,

4 were performed. . . 1' -

-... Wrkting the second draft freqtimitly took longer than Wrifing the first
S. ...

drift due to the number of editing operations performed by the studentl.
The mjority 'ere changes in, form, but students also Considertd

e

questiOns of 'Wary, stYle, organization, 'and audience. -AStudehts
moved back a nh between irafts, repeating Ahrasts frOM one,
adding:elements to another, exhibiting a 'continuous stream Of encoding
and decoding behaviors. Even whin students composed silently, they '
Paused frequently, added and deleted Words, and rescanned in order to
see what their had accomplished thus far. ,

.Ceasing ftwrite is always a definable moment. It occurs when "

students put-down their penS and coMment, "I'm finished," tar 7That's
it.7 Yet, however and w4enever the moment occurs, assessin g. what
internal decisions Jett up to it is' difficult. The students iit this study
ofien. ceased to write &cause of.physical constraintstheir "hands are

,tired"or .beause of mental fatiguethey had "run Out of ideal."
Summarizing or concluding statements were often tacked onto the
discourse, but most of these statements did nouseem to grow out of
the flow of the thscourseitself; rather, they seethed like appendages with

, a-clear purpose but an 4npaired functionthey preached rathe4 than
summarized, asserted tither than,. concluded, flatly stated the initial
premise rather than pointed to further implications. At other times
students tacked statements of opinion onto their discourse as if the act .

of statink what 61ey believe 'absolVed them from the task Of Vevelciping
their answers ,Irty flintier. Ali of these strategies point to the fact that
students con&de the:Writing act ai graCefully as they knoW how, but
t4t their conclusions haye more the quality of otits than endings.

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the observations of these
students and from the comments they made. Although they produced
inadequate or flawed products, ty neverthereis seemed to understand
and perform some of the audzf operations involved In skillful Com-
posing. While it cannot be stat4iwith tertaintY .11tat the patterns they '
displayed are shared by other, writers, some o( the operations they

: performed appear sufficiently sound to serve as prototypes. for con-
structing two major hypothesei ..on the nature of composing in general:

23
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IWriting does not oCcurtin-a itaightforward. linear fashi n. The
'process is one of accumulating diScrete bits. down on paper and
then working froni those biti to reflect upon, structure, and then
further develop what one means to-say. Writing can be thought of

, ,as.a kind of "retrospettive structurine; .moveme t f ahl only
occUrs aft& one has some sense of where one wants to. . Roth
aspect:s, the se:aching back and the, Sensing of fOrward movement,

e

0
S dra Poi

have a darifying effect. . ,
2. The tleveldpment of meaning through writing always involves

some measure of both construction and discovery. Writers construct,
theiidiscourse inasmuch as they begin with a-sense of what' they
want to write. This.sense, as long as it remaiqs not

. 'equivalent to the explicit form it gives rise to. Thus, a pratess
of constructing meaning is required. Rereading or backwards
movements become a way-of -assessing whether OF not the words

I*1 on the page adequately capture the original sense intended. Con-
.

,
strutting simultaneously affords discovery. Writers know more
fully what they mean only after haVing Written it. In this way the
explicit written.form serves as a window on the implicit sense with
which one began. 13

c'he

Editing .

For the students in this study, edititag occuirretr almost froth the moment
they began writing (see Table 3). it had a separate and %distinct placi
in the tithe between drafts, it occurred again-with generally greater
frequency .duringithe Writing of the second-draft, and it could be
again, although in a diminished form, in the final reading *of pa

- During editing; stUdents are concerned with a variety of items:. the
lexicon (Le., spelling, word choice, and the Context Of words), WO
syntax (i.e., grammar. puncmation, and sentence structure), and the
discourse as . a .whole (i.e., organization. coherence, and audience).
Changes in form greatly outnumber changes in content and, indeed,
the students in this study spen t a tremendoui amount of time andenergy,
on the correction of surface *features of their writings Spelling, an area
that teachers will often r4lect, received the most attention, while verbs,

, the one area that many teathers of basic ;iriters traditionally emphasize,
teceived the least.

.

An analysis of the content changes reveals that all of the studentiin
thestudf concerned themselves with the depth, the fullness, and the style
of their finished products. The following list summarizes the kinds of
content changes made by the studenti:

4
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I. ElabOrati4 of ideas through the use Of. specification., and detail
*(Tony. Dee, Stan, Bevel

2. !Additions Of modairthat &hilted the mood. of a sentence (Tony)
3. Deletioneor rephrasings that narrowed the focus of a paper (Tony,

I

4. Rephrasings that Created a.`stronger Opening (Stan, Lisa) *
.5. Cfause reduttions or embeddings that tfghtened the stitittureof a

paper (Tony)

6. iipcabulary choiceslhat reflectki a sensitivity to lapivage or an
increased sense .of audiencl(Tony,1Dee; StawBevetiy)

7. Reordering the elements in a narratiye (TonyStln, Beverly) 5

8. Strengthening transitions between paragraphs (,Tony, Fverly) fi
' 9. An awareness of and a concern for metaphark language or ironic'e,

intent (Stan,. Lisa)

'Despite the sophisiiCation of the content changeS and the magnitude
. .

of the changes in form, a cursory look at any of the stiadents" written
products reveals thalmany problems remain unresolved. The problemS
in what may be called form included errors in 'syntax, punctuation,

, spelling, Word choice, and sentence structhre; the problems, in what is
traditionally called content concerned audience-syeaker relationships,
atherence, and, the establishment of logical, consistent relatiOns.

All Of the students proofread their writing in order to Make it conform
to die code of standard written English and all Of ,them oncerned
themselves with various aspects of style, These untilved problemS

, mu.4 therefore be accounted for by looking beyond ihe kinds of changes
the students made to some of the problems that arose during editing.

,:The 'following seven items summarize the problems for the students
in this. study:

They fteguently asked themselves, "Is this sentence lor feature]
correet?" but they ditrnot seem to have recourse to a workable set of
rules to guide or inform their editing decisions. In-searching for a
"rule" Or attempting to devise a principle that could .be applied
to the construction at hand, they often made changei that impaired
rather thAn clarified their meaning.,
They seemed to have internalized a limited set of rules for correct-
ing their own writing but they lacked recourse to all of the
exceptions to the rule or -extenuating circumstances that change
the rule, As a result, they applied a rule where it did not belong
and produced a hypercorrection.

tl
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They produced structures that were syntactkally more CompliCated
than the single set o( editing rules at their disptisat when they tried
to apply a rule to a complicated construction, they became tangled
in their own syntax.

*

They had begun to experiment with "acadeMic" lai)guake and to
employ terms they were famlliar with through class discussions or
through other speech contexts; yet they were not familiar with tkie
syntactic and semantic consiraints one word places upon another,
which 'led them to produce "lexical transplants" or "syntactic
dissoninces"" that jar riiiders familiar with these constraints.
They tried to r,ely on their intuitions abOut langt4ge, in particular
Me way words sound. Often, however, they had been taught tO
mistrust what "sounds'.! tight to them, and the34 wereunaivare of
the PArlialliT featurei in their speech codes that may need to .be

` Changed in writing to Match the standard cnde; As a resUlt; when
they attempted cortictions by soUnd, they became confused and
began to have diffiCulty differentiating between .what sounds right
in speech and what needio be marked on the paper. At times they

' attempted to rely on absolute sound...letter corresizndences,. per-
hap' because no one had ever told thetn that the waY words Sound
depends Primarily on Context and parqcularlangnage habits.
When they reread their papers with the .intention of correcting
errors, they read from a semantic or meaning model in their heads.
They extracted the meaning they wanted from the minimal Cues oil
the page, but did not' recognize that outside readers would Lind

I !

Table 3

k, Editing Changes

.

° -. Tony Dee Stan Beverly. Totals .

Total number of kt..
word: produced . .

pc

1,720 1,271 1,640 1,754 2,179 8,564

Total fonn . . . (IP. 210 24 49 l 167 1d0 550
Additions 19 2 ' 10 21 11 63
Deletions . . . . . . 44 9 18 41 38 150
Word choice 13 4 . 1 27 6, 51
Virb changes 4 1 2 7 12 26
Spelling 95 4 . 13 60 19 . 391
Punctuation ..... . . 35 4 5 11 1* 69

24 7 13 21 67
,

. Total contint .

cp.
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these cueS insufficient for ineatti4. In other words., although these
students rertad. they dicinot read.closely or with analytic-distance.
They humediately`imbued surface features with the meaning they
iirante4 them to have without Scrutinizing thcise features carefully
ti; see if theY..ca.tri:ed such meaning "on* their own." Thei
hibiied as"lack of vistfal acuity 'With words and letters, a habit of

;seeing which swiftly transforms Witit is.6n the Page to what is in
the mindof the writer:" ,

Their writing was egocentriC, understood as.a cegnitive psitcholo-
gist- 51i.ses this term. While they occasionally indicated a concern
fat their readers, they more often took the reader's understanding
for granted. They did not see the necess,ity of making their referents
explicit, of making conneCtions aMong their ideas apparent,' of
carefully and exPlicitly relating one phenomenon tO another,
or of placing narratIvei or generaliiatiats within an orienting,
conCeptual framewOrk,

. -

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the editin&behaviors of
the itudents in this study:

All of the sutdents. edited, and the nattut of their coricerns was
'remarkably sophisticatedfar more sophisticated than one would
suspect from a quick reading of their papers. Why theii papers
have so many unresolved problems has less to do with their being
careless or "nOt editing" than it does with the rule.systems they
have only partially mastered, their selective perception, and
egocentricity.

kchting for these students intruded so often and to such a degree
that it broke down the rhythms generated by thinking and writing,

aoroicing the students to go back and, when possible, recapture the
strands of 'their thinking once an editing operation had been
completed. Thus, editing occurred prematurely, before students
had generatet epough discourse to approximate the ideas they had;.

. as.a result. the Students often \lost track of their ideas.

While 'editing . during writing Occasionally has the effect 'of a
delaying action which allows stndents to consciouSly focus on the
surface features of language whckthey are waiting for ideas to. be
&nerated or to reach a level where theY May be grasped, editing
also hassithe effect of side-tricking, of busying students with the
More superficial aspects of writing and thereby drawing them away.
'from the real problems inherent in composingcanstruaing 'and
discovering meaning. Here editing becomes a strategy for avoiding
writing.

t.
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Editing is primarily an exerciSe in eiror-huriting. The students
were prematurely conwid with the "look" èfhiwridng thus,
as soon as a few woM are written on the paper, detection and

. correction of efrors replaces writing and revising.'Even when they .

began writing with a tentative,.flexible frame of mind, the students
soon became locked into whatever was on-the page. The}, had not
yet developed the same flexibility or suspended judgment in editing
that they had developed in planning and writing, a flexibility*
essential to revising that, when done suCcessfully;allows writers

.
to jugzle possibilities and rework ids.6a

. ,..

The Mode of Discourse

One of the queitions in thiSltudy was whether the mode of discourse
extensive or reflexivewould affect the students' compOsink processes.
While students do not-always acknowledge that a particular mode is
specified and 7,vhi1e they occasionally switch froin one mode to The other
during writing, the following observations regarding theeffect of mode
upon their %Writing proCesses can be made:

The basic writing °students in this study were more fluent in the
-reflexive mOde, consistently producing itore, Words 'with greater
ease and generally in less time. Their writing pace was smoother
and ch'aracterized by .fewer pauses and hesitations:Sentences were
often written in groups, with one sentence flowing easily from the
preceding one. In this mode students also expressid approval oi
their written products more frequently and indicated tho had some
sense-of how they wanted their palters to end.,

Composing in the extensive mode was characterized by more
pauses and hesititions. The hesitations occwred both within

1. individu.al sentences and, more frequently, between sentenCes.
Thus, sentences were often written inisolition, and the studenti'
attention was often focused on indhiclUal words rather tfian on the
larger units of discourse. The pace of writing was sporadic
studerns reread .often, and they had many false starts and negative
astessments. They frequently returned to the question, were cone
sistendy stuck in one place, and exhibited difficulty Moving
forward with their ideas. As'a rule, feyr total words were.produced
in this mode even when the total composing time exceeded that
given to the reflexive mode.

). 4
Sirece students do not always remain in one mode during writing,
the greater ease.and fluency assciciateld with the reflexive mode may
need to be atcounted for by a further analysisone that may have

3
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less to do with what students art actually writing about and more
to do with how thç tonic for writing andthe initial directions for
writing sE.t a particular tenor and tone. It may be that students
develop their, ideas with greatei -facility when they are addressed
directly, as in the reflexivetaode. When a distance exists between %

them and the topic, as- it does in the extensive mode, the dittance
:itself waddle wording of the directioniMay make iccess to their.
ideas more difficult.`ThuS, studenis may need a wedge, or a "way
in," to the topic. When thii is.provided. a§ it is by the personal
nature of the reflexive mode, extensive or retie-lave writing may
occur smoothly. When this wedge is less apparent, as it often is in
the more distanced, abstract directiOns 'of the extensive mode.
`writing of whatever nature miy be more difficult.

.

Conclusions

Saiic 'writers haVe diVonally been viewed as students who "do .not
know how to write." T data in this study reveal, contrary to common
opinion, that basic writ have stable composing proceSses. They have

4definitestrategies to start, sustain; and stop writing, 4 the composing
. be air-Thas these strategies set in motion occur in ti Tansistent fashion.
Indeed, one of the reaions the writing of these students remains flawed
is related to the nature of the behaviors set in motion during ampoSing.
Seen from this point of view, teaching basic writers how to write needs .,

to be conceivedof in a new way, in part, by "loosening" the process\.. , rather than "tightening" it. .

One posaible way to loosen the process, orto free students from some
of the constraints under which they presently write, is to provide them
with guidekines that draw on an experiential model of the composing
process. This model would need to explain the kitads of processes set,..
in motion when writers write in such a way that students, during the

. act of writing, could begin to assess *here they are, what, they are doing,
and what they need to do next. Stich a model emerges in the lollowing
outline of the four features of the composing process. As features, rather
than steps or stages, the four are interwoven or alternating strands of the
overall process itself.

(1) Readying.oneself for writing. Drawing froth one's experience a
sense of what one wants to tvrite about; coaxing what one means to the
surface through words; making the commitment to write by moving
from the initial sense of one's meaning to a readiness, however tentative,
to go in a certain directidn with one's ideas; and starting to write. ; ..
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A
(2) Sustaining the flow, of writing. Having begin to write, keeping

the flow of thoughts moving; keeping hold of the thoughts long enough
to translate thern into written syinbols and get them down on paper;
cultivating bakward movements to check whese orie has been and
forward movenients to project where orie wants to go; developing the %
writitig in this rt-cunent manwer and keeping track of possible alternate
directions.

(3) Shaping the discourse for oneself. 'Re;ding one's writing to
determine whether the words on the page correspond to one's intended

. meanin& getting the writing '"right"Avh the "self," recognizing that
there is a "writing self" and that by Matching the meaning of-what one
'thinks to what one writes. one 'can clarifY meaning further; reworking
and refining the writing so that it more precisely conVeys what one
wants to say.

(9 Readying the discourse for others. Reading and reworking one's
writing in order to Meet the demands of readers; distancing oneself from
the written product in order to astess whether readers unfamiliar with ,

the context Will be able to follow ones thinking; editing one'S writingso
that surfaceleatures.of the writteti code will not distract readers-from
their primary focusthe extractkng of meaning frank the written page.

The students in this study acknowledged and integrated theprocesses /
of these foUr features with varying success. Some they krformed
naturally; others they had learned and *formed mechanically; others
th till need to learn. Frequently, however, die ones they performed
mechanically interfered with their developing and sustaining others.

Using the term basic to refer -to the wrlters inthis study is thus apt.
It is not that these students "do not know how to Write," for they enact
many basic composing processes'and exhibit, many of the strategies of
more practiad writers. Their problem is not one 'Of absence but of
emphasis. This laac of knowledge is not surprising. Having been drilled
on the surface features of language, _they focut preniaturely on form.
Having learned how topic sentences sh4Old lead to proper paragraph
development, they are uncomfortable when the sequence of what they
*rite is not clear 'and does not conform to the models of polisheil
discourse in the textbooks. While trtese writers lack an understanding
of`some of the rules governing the form of clear and forthrigin proSe,
more importantly they lack an adequate conception of what they are
being asked to do when their teachers tell them "Write." \.1
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Artluir L.. bixon
J. Sargeant keynolds Comniuniti College

.

t,

. Dixon describes a seguernial basie.writineProgram with emphasis
on the orgAnization. instructional techniques, and the daiko-day
workings of a program which has produced excellent results akthe
two-yeiAr colkge level.

- A few years ago one digh . have started 'an article like *this with an
anecdote about a traditional English teacher confronted for the first time.
with whit are variously called nontraditional Vwriting, remedial, or
developmemal students, An essential featur of the antcdote would hav.e
been the teacher's shock at seeing the kinds- of language problems he
or she wai expected.to deal with. But tqi now, few English teachers have
not -had to deal With such students and Wch. problems. It can be a
frusuating eiperience sLmetimes h rewarding'one, but always a chal-
lenging one. This article will describe one method for teaching basic
writing using easily available materials. The method is flexible and
provides for frequent one-to:one contait between student and teacher,

, a necessary condition for the effective instructidu of most basic writing
students. Further, 'the course requirh neither hardware nor,. special

... facilities*(though tables, are better than tablet. 'chairs) and is no more
expensive than traclitiiiiial thurses except that enrgIlment 'should be

;limited to no more than fifteen. The course does notrturn all those who
lajce, it into good writeri, but it has proved.helpful in preparing most

. of them for college-level work. .
All freshmen entering J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College tate

a writing placement test developed at the college. It consiUs of correcting
ten "sentences" containing errors and writing a paragraph at least ten
sentences long on one of a number of suggested topks. The ten sentences
in the first pan contain the most coinmon kinds of errors made ly
_students who are tiaditionally diagnosed as reinediak subject-verb dig-,

. agreements, nonstandartorms, fragments, and run-on sentences. Fail-
. .
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tare to find and correct the errors in three or more sentences is a firtt
indication that the student may fte&I developmental Weak. However,
because some students Can correct errors in isolation but cannot produce
consistently correct forms in their own writings, the paragraph is a better
'indication vf skills and can either confirm or reverse the prelimiParY
juagment `made on the basis of the sentences.

.
Experienced English teachers can read and come to holistic decisions

placement paragraphs very quickly and with impressive consis:-.
tency.1 The English Department at J. Sargeant Reynolds conducted an
experiment with the placement test by having all the full-time English
teachers read the same ten tests-and decide whether or not the students ,
needed developmental wroiting. Smile tests fell into a 'borderline class;
in these cases the grading teacher Would seek another reader for the test
before making a decision. The consistency of the whole faculty was
approximately E5 percent and the chances of placing a student correcdy
were 913 percent

The Basic Writing Course

'The Verbal Studies Laboratory, the basic writing course at J. Sargeank
Reynolds, meets five hours.a week, and the students wcork
with the teacher providing supervision and tutoring. The course has
four tinits: basic grammar, standard grammar and usage, sentencecorn-
binIng, and paragraph writing. All students in the course do the first, .

unit, largely as homework, and, on the basis of a diagnostic test similar
to the placement test, start their classroom wotk in oneof the other units.
Thus, most students begin their classwork with standard grammar and
usa e or with sentence .combining. Since the basic writing course is
pri ily aimed At probleins at or below the sentence level, only rarely
is a student placed in the course for composition problems beyosnd the
sentence level..

For many students, the b;asic writing course takes two or three quarters
to complete. Students who have not completed the course but whaAre
making satisfactory progress get a grade of R (re-enroll) at the end of
each quarter. Those who complete the course get a grade of S (satis;
factory). The course carries- five credits 'Which do not count towards
graduation but do count towards a full.19ad for financial aid purposes.

t.

Bwic Grammar

For students and teachers to discuss sentences and words productively,
they must 'share a basic vocabulary, and the first unit of the course
helps provide that. To introduce students to standard grammatical
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terMinology, or to remind them of the terminoloiy they learned in
elementaq or ingh'schabl; all' students in the course work througb a
prograinmed grammar text, Joseph C. Blunienthal's English 2600 (New
York:. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. .1973). The text begins with the:
idati-Tication of subjects.and verbs and goes through semente patterns,
mbdifiers, the sentence unit. subject-Verb agreement, capitalization, and
'punctuation. There are twelve units in the teit, and students must pass
a.ulst on each with a score ;of 80 percent or above. The text is fairly
easy to use, and almost all students can learn the material on their own.
needing help. only With Occasional problems. Tesig are administeredo.
periodically, and the teacher.can help indiVidualstudents with material
that the test results indicate they have not yet matered.'Studenis .are.
retested on the, nulterial, using alternaie versionsof the tests, until they
pass with the required store. Most students can do six to eight units
per quarter;The programmed text units on fragments, run-on sentences,
possessives,"and the like can also be assigned by the teacher in-response
to particular problems the student may be having in other units of
the course. Whilethe knowledgeof grammatical terminology alone does
-not improve students' writing, it does enable them to discitss th6

. writing with their teacher and with other studentssomething that is
essential for improving their writing.

-
Standard Grammar and Usage

The book used for the standard grammar and usage unit is Constance
Gefvert et al., Keys to American Etigli.sh (NeW Ycirk: Harcourt Brace
jovanovich, 1975), a book intended for speakers of nonstandard dialects
(called "community. Aialects" in the text), especially "Black English
Vernactilar."2 The,text puts the standard and nonstandard dialects side

side.as each paradigm- or form is discussed to help the student recog-
nize 0e-differences, an important but often difficult step in. achieving
"correctness." The text starts with the tyrd-person singular -S and-goes
through all the basic inflectiOnal forms of verbs that cause problems:
third-person singular present tense, past tense 7ed, irregular verbs,,
compound verb forms. There are also sections on noun forms (plurals
and possessives) and syntactic forms (indirect statements, passive con-
structions), but the section on Verbs. is the one most useful tO. the
majority of studeins.

The text is unlike most handbooks for Writing because it includes
scores of exercise items in'each lesson. A lesson begins with the presen-
tation and discussion of a paradigm, and then, using the type of
extensive drill and pattern practice Often employed in teaching foreign
langtines, it provideS enough practice for the student to begin to
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internalize the standard forms. The first lesson, fOr example, provides
eighty short sentences in which the student must identify the verb, decide
if it should have the third-person singular -s, and write the correct form
if the one in the sentence is wrong.Th'en there are Seventy-odd sentences
where the student must supply the correct form of a giveniterb. Finally,
iacii lesson has a series:of sentences, Constituting a paragraPh, to be
proofread and corrected.

AU of the lesson's have the same basic forrhat, .so students need not
learn nqw instructions with each lesson. This allows the students to
move çaily from lesSon to lesson without having to-Wade through new
instructions or depend upon the teacher for interpretation of directions.
fo further facilitate the student's progress and free the instructor, the
English staff ai J. Sargeant Ileynolds has filled in ail the correct answers
in one copy of the book so the students can-check their Own answers after
they have gone through a set of exercises.

By the time they have coMpleted a lesson, most'students have learned
the material fairly :well. Some students, howeirer, &Mantle to have
trouble with some Of the forms becatite Of interferente frcin the dialect
they have grown up. with and continue to use outside the class._ As
Shaughnessy and Others iliggest, our job aveachersof writing is to give
the students the competence to write standard dialect, nor necessarily to
Speak it; students y have to produce the itandard fornis Consciously
while writing or in oofreading, unlike the unconsciOus way they
produce the fonds. of th first dialect or language.' Thougl oral
production is not the.goal o e course, oral drill can help st
with some forms. It can help attu the student's ear to the differeilce
between formsfor example, between a rb with an -s ending and one
without-T-much in the way oral drill hel students, of English as a
Second Language recognize the phonemes of En I' h. (Speakers-of some
languages do not hear the difference between the lish words ship
and sheep, for example. Because the difference betWeen theyikwel Sounds
in those words is not a significant feature of their natitte langiiage, they
must learn to hear the difference.) .

In oral drill the teacher works with an individual student, specifying
a verb and tense: run, let us say, in the present tense. Then the teacher
leads 'the student through the present .tense paradigm of the verb by
giving cues that will elicit ali the cases (e.g.1,,you, he,'they, the girls).
The.student responds by repeating the cue and additg the proper form
of the verb. This kind of oral drill can be 'done pidly and quietly.
without disturbing the other members of the class. As I will discuss
later in relation to sentence combining, the ability to "hear".what has
been written is important to students' ability to proofread their work for
eriors in standard dialect.
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,The twelny-five lessons on verbs in Kr#: to. dinzeriain English Are
the\ones needed by most studenti who have dililect-based problems Wiiti

standard grammar.. Students can be-assigned particular, portiOns of the
remainder of the .texilessons on nouns, pronouns, adjeCtives. and
adverb.% questions, negatives,-and sentence pepeinvt4-ort. the basis of a
diaknosttc teu made by selecting hints from ihe lessons in those parts

the text. - .,
-since the courie . self-paced, students-progress at different rates

through the unit on standard grammar ancr ulage. Teachers roust- keep
. close track of their students' progress, enioura0g thern.when, they ire
ha-vhfgdiffkuhies with some. material.and working .orally, and indi
viduallY with khem brkily .almOst daily. Tia,..-shdw their maitery of the
material, itudems take tests based.On the.material.in groups of lesions.

. -After lesson three, for example, the studOctake.a.len-item test odthe
first three lessons, reguiar verbs in the oteleki'and past tenses:1f. the

. student gets eight of ten right, she. or -he qcs 02:tO thenext group
of lessons;i1 lOWer Score-means thestgAtt.:MnStgqback through the

witk inasea upervinJi die 'teachir4 Since the-number 4
r of ..le,sson4.*041 group t epiaU, ini*siudents pass, miist tests

This -sucqSgp WhiCh.,tbi:=**/(coursti is:designea to provide by pie-
seining "Ote`material with- itudenf .mOtivaiion
and se1f4iMage, two keys ôaadenuc ,pccess.4::Studerits whq, :have
resisted addentic Efigli01,44,70.4axs becatise:ifbaffled them. Or who,have
so seldom met with- stioAs in school thai-filiey helitate.lo coMinit
theinselVes .to any academic 'task begin to see ihaeithey Lin .deal 'with
"English-feather Enghsh." When theyisee:Ithat thetutes.of the standard
dialect can be learned. they .begin to fea. ..can learn.4-

Most students -who begin standaid grammar and.,
usage will finish the first twenty-fift.tessons.ing.ttarter,-After
and after they have finished anylatetsections in, the teitX3441cated by
the diagnostic tett, they ga.On to ;he second:part of ske course if their?
diagnostie test indicated need for work:in.:sentence wrifickg.. StildeAtt:-::.
who have cornmand Of 'standard forms but need work in...Sentence
skip the first unit and begin idthe..eCondtinit,'stmence cOmbining.

. ,
t

,Sentenee Combining.
.01

The second unit, of the course tit based on sentence combining, a
technique intended to impnave syntictic fluency by tapping the linguis.
tic ability that all native speakers 'of -ft-language possdi. Originally
developed in an-attempt to use the theoires of transformational gramMar .

to improve student writing, sentem unbining has beedinvestigated
by anumber of researchers arid: has been shown to be an effective-,
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techniql.it for improving, the quality oistudent writing.Though not
generally used to t4ch correctneis primarily, sentence combiningcan be

'so used when combined with in;struction in,grammar and punctuation
pi the sentence unit. Sentencecombining exercises tempormily free .
students from the need to invent and allow them to play wiltientences,
practiciug pauerns they (!an later use to eipress their own ideas. Foreign
students Who get into the basic writing coursegenerally do not work in
sentence combining be4ause they do not have- the intuitions a native
speaker, even" a. speaker of nonstandard English, has about what

' is grammatkally acceptable in English. Instead, they work with a
cOntrolled composition text.

. The sentencombining text we use is William trong's Sentence
Coinbining: 4 Coniposing BoOk (New York: Random House, '1973).
Basically; students are asked to obrnbine groups* of short sentences into

:Jona sentences. Thesestioups become longer and more complicated as
one progresses through the text, requiring More complex transforma-
tions to make good sentences. In the second part of the book, there are
models to follow soli that students can become familiar with partkular
structureS such as flar.ticipial phrases and absolute phrases. Here is an
exampit of the sentence-combining exerciies frail the first part Of the
book:

The Nuremberg Waf.Trials followed Arid War g.
The trials posed a dilemmi

.

The dilemma i?as for individuals.
-The.individuals were thoughtful?
'nig individuals were all over the world.

[14 The Nuremberg War Trials folloWed World War H arid posed a
dilemma for thoughtful individuals all over the world..

[21 The Nuremberg War Trials that follOwed World War II posed
a dilemma for thoughtful individuals all over the world,

The 'following is one of the models front- the second part of the book:
t

The teacher smiled tO himself.
The teacher craw/ the blackboard. [base clause]
The erasing was with a sweep. -
The tweep was lazy.
The teacher trailed patterns. 1

The patterns were of chalk duit.
The chalk dust was gritty. .

TIie chalit dust Was grayish..

.32 Smiting to hit'nself. the teacher erased the blackboard with a lazy
sweep, trailing pauerns of gritty, grayish chalk dust.

4
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After the teacher explahis the idea of sentence combining and does the .
first few combinations orally,. studentS .can 'generally do the next few
oially without difficulty. As they work through the text. 'students try out
their transformations; subvocallih perhaps writing them out and trying
several to find the one that sounds best. and then they Write their final
versions to hind. in at the end of the class period. The teicher analyzes
the combinations mitside the class and goss over them with the student
during the next class Period."When the teacher hands the sentences back,
he or she has the student Euietly. .read aloud sentences that -contain
errors. The students will generally Stumble at the points of errar in the
sentences, indicating their intuition that,something iS wrong, an int
portant step in their learning to proofread theiromork Sith their ears, so

, to speak. As every English teacher knows, students willtwritethings They
would never, say, would tie all but incapable of tayin& sentence
cOmbining helps transfei their usually .ackurate lingtaitic 'intuitions
about. correctne4 to their Writing. Sentence combining 'alsc offers
another advantage most students du most sentences correctly, again'
helping to improye their self-image.

Because sentence-combining exercises result in comma spikes and
run-on sentences .more than-other kinds of errors, .the teacher should
explain these to tht?tu&nts individually as they clame up. When err6rs
of any kind occur, they should be liken up cipe at a time, The teacher
may choose sentences with, a particular kind of error [Or the suident to
read aloud. In addition to explaining the rules to the student, the teacher
can direct the 'student to the relevant sections in the programmed
granuuar text.. ;

In order to practice generating their own sentences, students:should
. write at least one paragraph a week, based on one of the suggestions

for writing in the sentence-comb'ining text or topic assigned by the
teaCher. This aids in the transfer of the structures Students are practicing
to their oWn -writing and keeps the eximises from becoming tedious.
The-transfer to writing of skills learned in senienceombining has been
confirnied by numerous studies. It is worth noting that beginnthg with `
the Baternan indZidonisstudy in 1966,6 all the research withwhich I am
familiar Oh the effects Of sentence combining uses student-generated frep
writing, not Senterke7cOmbining` exerCises,. t6 'matdre the changes
induced by sentence-combining practice.

41The sentence-combining t*t that we use serves the additional pur-
pose of introducing the students to paragraph Organizauon, since the-
exercis4 are arranged . in groups ,that form paragraphs On various
subjects. This has the effect of modelling discourse.for studentkone of
the purposes of readers used' in composition COMICS. By in etsence

a
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rewritingi dozens -of paragraphs, students tend to absorb the concepts of
Nragra unity, coherence. and development. It is not. perhaps; as
ri way of learning the Thetoric of the paragraph as traditional
methods, t it has sOme of the same vinues.

As.Sha gnessy suigests in 4rrors and Expectation's, the CMOS students
make ill' mace structure are often the result of their ambitious
attempts:1 -do too many things in the same sentence. The orderly
Wilding up of complex sentencei that sentence combining provides can
help student* tap and Control the linguistie competencies they ahead);
possess and enable them to'write ambitiou's sentences without too much
mix-up. The following paragraphs illustrate some of the effecjs of
senknce-combining instruction. The first Paragraph was from. the
student's pretest, the second from her post-test.

1.

The main reason haiie chosen special Ed. is to try to help thoSe
who are not as luck or as ;fortunate as you and me. There are alot of
mental retaned people fit children. Some people do not even atre
about them they just leave them a lone because they know that they
co not get any better. I know'that some children will never get any
better but at least you can give theiil some kind of hope something
they can holcion to. Even if it marhe it is just-to learn how to hold a
pencil thin is a big accomplishment for them and for me.

The main duty of My job is to help people. I jam a salesgirl so arn
always working with people. I help them mate decisions on what Co
get grandmother or what scarf goes with what dress. I alio deal with
merchandlse, checking it in, making sure it is what we ordered and
if not. sending it back and last-but not least working with money,.
clearing the register. helping trainees with the register and making

.Nchange. . .

There are still some errora-rin the post-test parafaraph, but it 4 syn.
tactically much more mature than the pretest paragraph ,. and it has a
satisfying rhythm ind flow thai are entirely abseni in the pretest
paragraph.

4

Paragraph Practice.

Students begin to write paragraphs while they are worlittg in sentence
-combining and Writithem ekclusively in the last unit of 'the course.. The
teit weaise in this unir is called Paragraph Practice, 1?ut any set Of
paragraphs illustrating a nuinber of paragraph development types
would work equally well'. In this unit students write ten paragraphs
modelled on those in the text; whidi include sample instructions, descrip-,
dons, and exposition. This unit, usually the briefest in the course, gives
students the Chance to put together 'all that.they have learned. In some
Cases, problenis the student seemed to have mastered earlier in the course
Will reappear: in fact, new ones may appear. This givei die teacher the

.1-
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opportunity to have the stiglent review -particular items and reinforce
composition

tirne under
tt1ugh the

them so that the student produceS adequate work in r
courses. Errors can be expected to reapPet from
presstue .and through carelessness. owev ;having
material of the course, students are g nera y equipped to find and Correct
arms the); may4not even have been awlire of heitire the course.

. Teaching the course

Much. of the day-to-day handling of the cotirie haS beenuwered in the
description of th'e way ihe students use the books.. There are SOtlic
practical matters that ought to be, mentioned here, however. The first
days of, the course are devoted to diagnosis, a general introditction co the
course,: and a discussion of the importance of learning the standard
dialect to succeed in college and in later life. The abritrariness of the
prestige dialect is discussed, btat moskof the students know that they.need
to "learn it if they are to do what they want with their lives and few have
philosophical objections. The teacher describes the overall design of the
course so that students know what they are supposed to do and learn.
Attendance policies, grading policies, and the like are specified. Within
the first few days, each student gets a form that shows What units of the
course she or he needs .to .do, including a list of the tests.so that the
student will know when "to ask for theni. ,

Getting everyone started in the right texts is time consuming and
somettmes less than perfectly orderly. Small groups of students are intro-
duced to the texts and shown-Now to Use them..At J. Sargeant Reynoldsi.:.
iii order to keep the cost of the courseas low as possible for the students.,..

c. the college provides copies Of Keys;* students whO will begin with that
unit usually start first. Students must purchase their own copies of
entence Combining and English 2600. Since students starting irethese,
books will not have their texts on the first day after diagnosis, they can be
let go early On the day the other students are introduced to Keyi.- All
students need some introduction to English 2600 because the prci-.
grammed approach is new to almost all of them and iS confusing at first.
This can be done for the.groilp ai a whole and then later for the Small
groups starting the units, since it takits a while for students to get the idea
dearly.

once the course is under way, with all students aware of what they are
to do, the teacher's role becomes that of supervisor and tutor. When 4.
dents in KeYs are ready 'for particular tests, the teacher gives and grades
the tests; English 2600 tests ate handled the same way. Students in Sett!.
tence Combining hand hi the sentences they-have done in claii each day.
The teacher goes oiler them outside class and then goes over them with

444
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the individnal students in Class, 4s destribed earlier. Xhe teacher alio
goes over t paragraphs As they come in and discusses thenlvith the
students. 40 drills with Keys students, grammatical explanations for .
students in e Combining, assigning topics for paragraphs, and
generally keeping pieryone working make up the rest of the work lathe .

(COMM ,
All of this sounds like a lot of running from student to student, and it

is; but once the Class is under way, it goes fairly smoothly. Teachers
cannot usually spend .a great deal of time with each student. and
sometimes it cakes two days to get around to ti* whole clasi. Teachers
must remember ,that tes,/ Are 'supervisors, directors of the learning the
students do on their own$ and Lhat they cann& teach everything4

Detailed records of each student's progress in the totrsetests'taken ,

and passed, liages. done in sentence 'combining, and types of errots and
assignments made in reiponse to those errorsare essential for the 4
success of the course. Near the end of 'the quarter, 4w4erns who are
'nearing completion of the course are given the exit test, another version
of the placement test, so that they can register for one of the regular
English courses iL they are ready. Also, studaus the teacher thinks have
learned enough to succeed in one ,of the regular.courses may lo
encouraged to try the exit test. Finally. -anPstudent may challenge the
exit test; since passing die placement-exit test is the measure of the :
Student's readiness to atter the regular progratn, this seeins okly {Sir. To.
insure impartial arid reliable grading, the exirtestsare scored by another. '
member of the English stiff who ctoes not know the status of the students
whose tests are to be read. eend of each quarter, the teacher fills out
a form showing how tudent who does not receive an S grade- ,
(satisfactoryl has advanc ' that a new teacher the following quartert
knows where the student needs to begin.

Results

No systematic follow-up of students who have completed the develop-
mental course has yet been done, but the free writing students do by the
time they finish the course shows& marked improvement in grammatical
correctness, sentence structure, and style. Ems are not completely
absent, but they are more like the errors one finds in any composition
courie, isolated and fairly infrequent. The Verbal Studies Laboralory
course makes success in the regular composition courses possible for
students who would stand very little chance ip them without the practice
and training it provides.

e.-



4 Basic Writing Programs
of ttie Western
North Carolina Consortium.

Milton G. Spann
Appalachian State University

,VirginiaFcxx
Appalachian State University

The authors describe in detail the Writing programs that have bten
individually designed by member 'institutions of the Center for
Develolimental Education for itse at schools, belonging to the.. Western North Carolina C.omonium.

-

%August 1974, fourteen two-year institutions and two regional universi-
were incorporated under state law as tbeMestern North Carolina

Consortium. Prior to the incnrporation, the member institutions bad
successfully worked together in such arias as curriculum, evaluation,
faculty-staff development, and student services tknder the stimulus of a
Title III grint from. the US. Office of Education.

In 1975 Appalachian State University, a member of the consortium,t
and the W. IL.Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek, Michitian, engaged

. in discuuions that revIaled a mutual interest in the field of develop-
mental and remedial education. Both parties perceived that, nationwide,
inaeasing numbers Si students were entering postsecondaey institutions
witliourthe expected prerequisite skills,, particularly the basic skills of
reading and writing. The presidents of the consoni institutioris were

, tive effort in .the fie1/41 of developMental and rem education. A
tkenasked by the chancellor of Appalachian State to co sider a coopera-:

proposal was written, revised several times, and itititnately accepted by
the foundation; funding ft:allowed in the spring of 1976.,. .

'The suppdtt Oven by the Kellogg Foundation and administered by
Appalachian. State's Centex for. Developmental Education has produced
several developments that address the needs of academically underpre-

- pareckadults. One of these developments has been the strengtheni of
existing writing programs and the initiating of new ones at con m

. I.
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schools. We will discuss several of the more successful basic writing pro-
grams fotmd at ihe three types of schools in the Western Noah Carolina
_Consortium: four-year public universities, community colleges, and
technical institutes. Writing programs at one, institution of each, type
will be deiaihntl,

4

Catawba Valley Technical Institute

Catawba Valley Technical Institute, located in Hickory, North Carolina,
has an enrollment of 2.500 full-time Students. Since accepting its first , .

student in 1960, Catawba has been committed to comprehensive educa-
tion M a variety, of occupatio al fields; it offers isso4iate degree and
diploma programs in busin allied health, enqteering, furniture
nisanufacturing; and environmen -agricultural occupations. Part of the
commitnient of the institutiOn is tia implement an "open door" adinis- .
sions policy. Since 1965 Catawba has auempted to meet the nee& of
students with weak academic backgrounds through a Directed Studies
Laboratory (Learning Lab), whiCfrprOvides assistance for students with
deficiencies in reading, matli, English, science, and numsiOus other
subjects.. .

..

In addition to the laboratory, Catawba has; with varying degress of
success, experimented with other techniques for teaching basic skills.
The result of the experimernation is an'innovative basic writing prb-
gram, now in its sikth quarter of operation, which, according to
evaluation, is successfully meeting its objectives. This batic writing
course utilizes a language experience technique to improve communica-

I tion skills. All four communication skillsspeaking, listening, writing,
' and readingare involved in the student? learning activities. -The
ultimate focus, however, is on written compositionf

Suidents are placed into the basic writing course if they score 21 or
below on the English section Of the Comparative Guidance and Place-
ment Teit (CGP). The course meets three hours a week for an eleven-
week quarter and yields three hotirs t..of elective credit. Class size is
limited to twenty students. The end-of-course objective is the same for
every student: each individual must demonsuate cOmpetence in wriuen
communication by writing a paragrapfi at least one-half page in length
which meets specific criteria in organiztion; unity, sentence sense, anck,
usage. At the beginning of the course, diagnostic procedures determine
the discrepancy between each student's current writing competence and
tile standard.established for passing the cotirise.

Diagnostic procedures include a writing sample, an4valuation of the
student's sentence sense; and a test on recognition of common usage

4 `1
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Fig. 1. Weighted scale for wising diagnosis.
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errors. Diagnosis from the writing sample takes place through theuse of
a weighted scale (see Figure l). Other iagnos& tests have been item-
analyzed, so that a specific test item error is knoivn to indicatia need
for work on a specific skill. Prescription charts similar to Figure 2 have
been developed to facilitate the assignment-of appropriate work.

Once students' needs have been tentativeiVidentified, they receive an
individually prepared assignment sheet appropriate to theircurrent level
of achievement (see Figure 3). Usually students undertake. work on justone of the pioblem areas at a time (fragments, subject-verb-Agreement,
etc.). When they can demonstrate understanding in this am; they write
another composition to practice application :-af this new learning. As the

, course progresses, the students' prescriptions are adjusted in keepingwith the instructor's observations of strengths and weikenesses in their
writing. The repetition of this diagnose-prestribe-apply'cycle resuhs in
substantial improvement of skills in a short period of time.

/n this writing course, gverything the student writes involves the four
communicative modes of speaking, listenckg, writing, and reidir. The

Problems

,
:

. ..
.,

4...
. Books

I,,
.

Potter.. Glazier
t .

Young

Study Exercises Study Exercises -.Study Exercises'
Noun plurals 115-117 118 2 9
Noun posseuives 147-148 148 26 28-51 ." 3 , 11, 13.

Pronouns
Case
Agreement

- ---
77-79

83
80
84 ,

106 107-110 . 19
20

29
, .2

Verbs
Principal pans
Tense
Agreement.

35-37
31-32
47-49
51-53

° t

38-44
33
50

54-56 99

'

102-105

37
38 .

40

49
45, 51
41, 53

57; 69
ifultipk negatikres 163

r 176

Adjectives and
adverbs

.

69-6r

e
62
66

.. 70-74
63 . 68.

Words frequently
confused 93-108 96, 100 10-13 155 , 161 .

Other
...

,-

Fig. 2. Prescription chart for supplementary books.
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students speak what they want to say into a cassette recorder, then listen
to what. they have spoklen and write it outtransaibing from their own
dictation. Nexti they revise what they have written, making changes
andrections as they see the need. They then read their written
cOm Hon. again recording it on tape, and listen to this recording,
making further revisions as they see. a This cycle may be repeated
as many times as is necessary until the students' compositions represent
the best that 'they kriow ,how to produce. They then submit to their
instructor the final drafts, along with all rotigh drafts and the cassseuks
on which they have recorded their work.

Outside class, the instructor reacts to the students' papers by speaking
to each student via the cassette tape. At the next class session, the

Asaignment
'

Em Date
Started

Date
*Completed

CIAas

C3

C4

C5

. '

,

Diagnostic Paper

Oril paragraph'
Written paragraph
Rx3 .

-.

.

..

.i.

.

.

.

.

.

$

.

lit

-

'

.

-r
. .

I

A

.

.

.

4

-

et,

,

Sentence lesson'
Paiagraph: Organization and unity.

Sentence kuon
Paragraph: Yourrcipic ,
Rx
Sentence lesson

Wows, Paper
Paragraph definition
Rx
Sentence lesson

",
Paragraph: Itour topic
Rx .

\
Sentence lesson
Progress Paper

Paragraph description
Rx .

Sentence lesson
Paragraph: Your topic
Rx

encetSen lesson
Progress Paper

_

Fig. 3. Assignent Sheet for basic coMposition..

I. Letters and numbers refer to sections in Doris Clinard eddington,Pakernsfor
Practical Communizations: Composition (Englewood Cliffs, : Prentice-Hall, 1976).

c' 2. The Rx blanks are used to specifY additional work from 9tse1 resourcematerials.
3. Reference to to Weddington, Patterns for Practical CornMunkations: .gentences

(Engkwood Cliffs. NJ.: Prentice-Hall, 1916).

..

.
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4 students listen to the instructor's reactions and conunents.°Their. paPers,
however, have not been marked; instead, the students must find their
crivn errors and make their own revisions by listening to the instructor's
hints, explanations, and editorial suggestions.

Instruction in the organization Of written composition is provided
through audio-tape lessons from Weddington's Patterns. fgr Practical
Communications Composition (Englewood Cliffs, N. .1.: Prentice-Hali,
1976).. These materials teach a variety of organizational patterns needed
for effective oral and written communication, focuiing on real-life
communication needs for home,' community, and work situations. They
also teach the student to use .the speak-listen-write-read-revise vide

--described above.
InstructionaI activities, Which alternate with the writing practice,

focus on sentence sense, punctuation, and usage and are drawn from a
variety of sources. Any audio-visual or print materials could be Used,
providl the presentation is appropriate in its level of difficulty and the
Material is designed in suCh a way that the sections can be tiSed in any
order. Materials whicIthave proven esPecially.usehil are Weddingtort's
Patkrns for PractiCal Communications: Sentence; ThottiA Relevance
of Patterns; Potter's l.anguage Workshop; Glazier's The, Least You
Should Know 'about Englisk and Young and SymOnik's Prgtical
English.2

All evaluaiions af learning are based directly on the student's writing.
Evaluation is standardized through the use of a weighted scale, designed
by fachlty to reflect the values they place on each of a variety of
specifeconipetencies. Qualities such as organization, development, and
unity aregiven positive numerical valUes. Points earned by the student
are summed and must meet or surpass a minimum score for organiza-
tion: Sentence faults and 'other errors such as punctuation, wage,
spelling, and capitalization are:assigned negative point Values. The
number of errors in .ech category is multiplied by the weight given
that type Of error; these values are summed fo; a score in mechanics.
In this case, the accumulated pointogifie must be equal to or less than
an established criterion sfore..'

The student's diagnoiiic writing sample is evaluated at the beginning
of the course; the error counts and scores are rectirded; at-appropriate
points during the course, at least three more papers are submitted and
scored according to the weighted scale. The progress papers are separate
from the practice compositiOns written as part of the learning cycles
and are always produced ,withOut the aid of recording equipment.
Some instructOrs ask.each student to write a Progress paper after the
completion of every, second composition-remediatiOn-practice cycle.

SI
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Other instructors prefer to have the. full clasi sir for these progress
papers at regular imervalcs throughout the term.. .

The weighted scale proves useful not only in identifying need.vand
enabling prescriptive treatment, but also in motivating students to work
toward improvement of skills. Students begin to realize that die errors
marled on their papers in previous education4 experieutes were not.

- as they. had supposea, just a my:,sterious'scauering of criticism xepre-
stinting the teacher'S feelings, but,, rather. that 'these emirs can be cate-
korized into rYperof -errors. some of which they lend to produce more
frequently than others. The remark is often heard: "All I ham 'to do
is learn where to use 'capital ietiers, and I can 'Cut lily error Points.in nut," or, can write a' paising paper next time if I JuSt leain to
use a period instead of a comnia between sentences." It is aconitin
oCcurrence to have students request work in.certain Areas once theY can
see for themselves where their greatest needs lie.

The raw scdres on the. Weighted scale can be convertedinto a grade in \
keeping with the institution's Standard grading systeni. If the student
reaches the minimum performance level before the end Of the term, he
or she continuei to work for iinproyement. A student who has mit
reached the required proficiency level by the end of the terni receives
a &irade of "incomplete" and continueS to work until the necessAryl level
,of cOmpetence has been achieved. :

c
The Catawba course has been evaluated by pre and post-tests of

competencies. Evaluation of improvement in ilJL arid retention of
Students in the course are ciuite positive. One grou students reduced
the incidence of majo i. sentence errors by an averagEi of 79 percent in
four Weeks (twelve class hours). An adniinistrationof die English section
of, the CGP. before and after *the courie 'revealed that students in the
languige.experience wriiing course gained-ten percentile ranks on the
average during the eleven-week quarter, inaeasing from 7th percentile to
17th percentile on national norms:s In the same eleven weeks, a tra-
ditiontilly taught grammar class showed an 'average improvement of
three percentile ranks (12th percentile to 15th percentile on national
norms). Attrition data' show that 81 percent of the students in the

( individualized class successfully Completed thogoursaas appOsecr to 6t
percent of the students in the traditional grammar group. ,

Student and faeulty reactions are in agreement with these objective
findings. Studepts give the innovative course a higher oyerall rating
than the traditional granynar cdurse. The language experience course
ranked first 'out of six basic skills courses evaluated iincluding reading
and math courses); the traditional grammar course ranked fifth. Insuuc-
tors whO have used the new techniques also express strong preference

.0
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for this course Over the traditional basic grammar. They feel that with
these individualized language experience methodologies, their efforts are
more efiective in "bilping students learn to write.

Surry CoMmunity College

Surrypimniunity College is located in the foothilli of North Cailina
in Dobson, the &Linty seat of Surry County. The fall 1977 enrollment
at Surry was 1,450 FTE students (the head count Was 1,650). The majority
of students attending are from within a fifty-mile tadius of tl* scho91.
In addition to a college transfer program, nineteen technical programs
and fourvocational programs arecigered at Surry.

ial program for underprepared students was begun-at Surry
in 572'. In that year and the following two years, a total of forty-six
students were enrolled in the program; since 1974. the Rograrn has
expanded to serve approximately fifty students per year. The main
elements of the program are as follows:

-
1.. Credit is given for all courses. .

.

2. Siudents are enrolled in special sections of reading. English, or
mathernatics depending upon their indicated areas of weakness
(determined primarily from entrance tests). The main attemit to
improve skills is carried out within, these regular credit classes.

. Students who have deficiencies in 4vo or more areas (from among
reading. English, and mathematith) ire enrolled for the *full Special
Siuiies sequence.

4. In addition to the special sections'of reading, English,.and mathe-
matics, students enrolled in the full Special Studies lequence tale

. a prescribed set oftourses during the first year. This set of courses
includes study skills, speech, a human potential seminar, physical

)- education. and social science electives.
, ;

. Extensive cCounseling, both individual and groupois emphasized.
y.-The developmental English courses at SurreY are °designed so that

students may work on their specific areas of weakness in basic English
grammar and composition; just as important, students are able to work.
toward the. Completion, of requirements for the 'college transfer English
course. These two objectives were inchided in the course decaign because
of past experiences with underprepared students: These experieneeS
showed that with limper, counseling, students acknowledged they were
underprepared and needed remedial wOrk in basic English skills; but
when no credit was linked to their efforts, student Motivation gradually

. .
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decrealeirand attrition levels became unacceptable. It was also found
that assigning studeius to .a noniredit `kpretuks't in English further
differentiated them from the general college pop

:
T 'on. This Separation

' resulted in much negative feeling toWard the course.
Current pratike calls-for all incoming students to be screened on

the basis of their scores on the English section of the CGP. Those
students who fall helowla scaled score of 44 (30th percentile natioirally,
Ilth locally) are advised to enroll in developmental Engitsh. Enrollment
is not mandatory: but approximately 90 percent of. those students sp
*advised do enroll in the course.

In addition to the aedit-earnink aspect afire developmental courses,
there are several key features which contribute to their overall effective-
ness. First, students are tested with a locally designed pretest to determine
areas Of strength and-weakneii. Based on the pretest, individual pre:A:rip:
dons are Made so, that studenti spend time and effort only on areas
Where a weakness is evident. Each instructionalmodule is Self-contained,
treats a specific skill or set of related skills, and is highly structured.
The format of the 'modules allows students to work gt their own paces.
Post-tests have also, been construCted for each module, and progress
to subsequent modules is-contingent upon mastery Of the previoni ones.
Feedback on performance in die module exercises and modnle post-tests'
is immediate. Finally, auis.tance and instruction are constantly available
from the iristruCtor and student tutors. The ratio of tutors to students is
approximately one to 'Seven; the ratio of instructors to students is
approximately One to twenty-three.

The individualized Modules are the center of the instructional process.
Each module is formulated to take students from crificiency level through
the level required to n*t requirements for a regular aedit English
tourse. Thus, rernedialand.rotdar credit work are incprporated into
every instructional unit. Of de fifteen moduleseight in English 101
and seven in English 102--students muit complete all those in,11,..hich
their Course pretest score falls below 94 percent. s

Each module contains an instructiOn sheet, materials and exercises,
and the post-test...The instruction sheet speCifies the objectives of the
module, the procedures to be performed, and the standards fox comple-
tion. Each module includes a variety 'Of reading materials, practice
exercises and 'audio materlals. A significant aspect of every module is
the provision of alternate leatning IS and techniques., If, for
example, a student is still having culty attaining profipiency in a
certain- skill even after completing the standard modnle, the student is
"provided with 1 different set of materials to accomplish these same
objrctives. After ancients comPlete the.Module activities, they are given'6 the unit post-test. Several alternate forins of each post-test are available

5e±
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fot.retest purposes. St ts'are, hoWeveri encouraged to tompleteaddi-
tional practice 'stnaieria/i. 'before takinq a rear..., Students are advised-
to; 'achieve a score oi at least 70 percent an post-tests before moving
td. the next kooslule. . ' , 0

, English grammar and uidge are the emphasi§ for the firs; eight
modulti (English 101), with a gradual Shift toward composon in
remaining sevep-Modgles (English 102). While the attention to a-animal:
per se mAy run counter to Current trends in English instruction, gratnmar
was included, so that the content ki.developmental courses would be,
coniparable to the content' of opsndevelopmental courses at Surry. So fag'
indications are that the darly emphAsiF on dammar is jUstified.when
students concentrate only on their specific areas of weakness, useincli-
vidualited materials, and are made awarethatitheir grammarskills will
soon be emPloyed in the development of coMpositiOn

English 103, which covers production of a formal research or term
paper, is coordinates& with English 101 and 102, but its instructional k.

aPproaCh is. quite different. Ratite* than using individnalikil modules,
English 103 emplcsis more traditional teehniquks in teaching stUdents,
the proceduris and skills involved in writing a research paper. Yet even ,.

in this course, iseveral features are:tather nontraditional. Following
tecture-discuision sessions that cover the procedurçs and standards to be .1.
followed, Class sessiOns move to,the hbrary. At this point,, the library
t;ecoineS essentially ari individualized learniatti laboratory. The instructor /
and stildent tutorsprovide imniediatetand practical assistance to stiglents:
in the use of :library resources, the iirgariiiation Otmaterials, and the
actual:writing of the paper. Each stage in the:production of a research
Paper is monitored,.and corrections must be made before students moVe
on to the mkt star: Submission of piPers is schedUled to allow maple
dale for revisions if the?are needed. The structure of the course and the

s, individual attention provided assdre that most students are able 40
successfully prepare aif acceptable research paper. - . ..`

There have been two. kindS of atternpts .to eValuate the effectiveness..
of the developmental courses:at ;Surry. First, an objective measuri of ,
achieiknient dirring the coUrie of one quarter in aEriglish 101 wai
perarmed by analyzing"pre- and post-test scores on theEnglish section
of the CCP.V6ng data from thirty-five students,_ the average 'pretest
score was 43.49 (26th percentile nationally),vand the average post-test
*sore was .46:17 (35th percentile hationallY). A correlatedl test revealed
the differente of.2.6.§ points (9 percentile points) to be significant
.05). An analysis of scores from a regular English comparison grouR.

. "'revealed a hon*nifican inaease &Ling ,the course of a quarter, thus
suggesting thatnhe observed increase in pie developmental' cOnrse was
niat-due to a test-retest phenomenon.
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. Additional analyies were conducted on student performanden the
developmental course for the two following quarters (Engliih 102 and,
103). Again using scores on the English section.of the CGP, results of
two, correlated group t teits indicated significant gains (p < .05) each
quarter. The average 'pre- and.spost-test 'scores for. each quarter were .

as follows: English 102, 46.13 (35th .percentile). anct 48.21 (401.14 per-
centile); English .103. 48.71 (45th percentile) and 52.00 (56th percentile). .
No regular Efiglish.class comparison group scores wereobtained for the

. second and third quarters.
A seconttevaluatipti procedure 'consisted ofa student evaluation of the

course. Using an initructor.-designed questionnaire. students rated. their..
satisfaction with various aspeCts of the cotirse and the 'instructor. The
results indicated liery favorable attitudes toward the forrnat of the course,
the content of the modules, and the instructor's. Students considered the
self-pacing aspect of the course ai very beneficial. The qttality of tutor
assistance and the availability of immediate feedback.on perforrnance in

.. exercises. and tests were also regarded very positively. Studens0 also
bffered .constiuctive criticisin of some of the exerciseS in the modules.

I.

Appalachian State University Prggrarns
r .

'Appalachian State University has offered a range of sPecial acrldemk
prograins for studentsrwith skill Competencies varying from remedial to
hOncirs since 1962*.Due lo increasing faculty and administrauon con- ,
cern about. the skiBs of entering: students, the offerings in remedial-

*? develOpmental courses have increased in the pait feiv years. The English
Department.has provided tliro sPecial remedial programs'. for students,
the English Writing LaboratorYewhich has.been inexiste.nce since 1964,
and the Workshop in COmposition. whith was developed in 1976. In .

addition to these departmentally based:programs, since 1973 the General
College his sPonsored tte Special Services. Program, a comprehensive
counseling-aradernic program serving approximately one hundred
underprepared students each irear. One of the components of the,,Spedai
Services 'Program, is attinterdisciplinary communications course, Intro-
dirction to Communkations.

English Writing Laboratory.

The laboratory began in 1964,as a service to transfer students seeking
teaCher certification' who, after:Completing a screening test involving the
writing of a theure, were' found to be deficierit0 As the laboratory's
reputation gre*, the English faculty began referring other'students to it.,
especially freshmen. 1.3y 1974 the laboasorr had expandecrus provide a

t T.
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UniversitY;wide ifalk-in service along with comprehensive sUpporiser
, vice for 'freshman English. In d e early years, the laboratory was 'open

tour hours a week; it is .currently open ovemy to twenty-five hours
a .i4tek. . .

ApPrOximately two dozen students &tom areas Other than English
come to the laboratory during: a given semester, spending up to twenty
hours eltch. Referrals from English? faallty number about seventii-five.
wterm, and these students spend an average of twelve hours a semester.

. ih the laboratory working at their own-pace.FOr these students,the work
. in the Writing LaboratOrY serVes as a stipplement to their regular

4.clas.5roo1n experience.
The Writing Laboratory is supervised by a full-lime associate prates-

sor in the English Department.who also teaches coursesin composition
.and American Literature. Five.to ten English graduate students are also
emphArtd each year' to work an average pf three hours a week. The
instructor, graduate stUdents, and materiali are funded out of regalar
departmental funds. The additional personnel enable the laboratorY to .
provide a high degree of persoalized insiruition to each student.

The laboratorY has tutoring and instructional materials aiailable (or
every course objective in freshman English.s. (Objectives for the tWo
semesters offreshman English have focused on Sentence structure, basic'.

'4. expository writing, mechanical correctness. rhetorical _forms, research,
and literary analysis.) Theclassroom teacher usually designites, the areas

.r the student needs to revieW, usually by a note on the referral foim the
student .brings fo the laboratory. In addition, studentisarelaouraged to :
bring in. graded themes for use in tutorials.

While tutoring it preferred, commercial materials and materials
prepared by Members of the English faculty are used. Theloially
prepared materials cover in modular forin proofreading and correcting
major usage errors (fragments, run-on sentences, stabject-verb agreement,
pronoun-antecederit agreement, and verb forms), writing about-litera-
ture, and writing a research papeir.6

.Workshop in Convosition
. .

This course was established by the English 'Department .in 1976 for
those transfer' students in teacher education scoring below: the 33rd
percentile on the STEP Writing Test.7 The course reviews basic coMpo-
sitiOn and gives one hour credit. Each semester, forty to sixty students
enroll in four sections of the course, which are taught by a. faculty
member in theEnglish Department. Each class Meets two hours a yeek;
in addition, the instructor is available. for 'consultation tor four regularly
scheduled conference hours every week. The Course is graded on a

5 7.
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satisfctory.ünsatisfctoryha5i,an S beinrequivalent to a grade of Cor.beuei.
During the first Week. students are. asked to, Write an ekpository.

theme. INt i satisfactory, they are allowed, to drop the COWSC and are
declared proficient in writing. If students do not-exit che course in' the
first week, they must remain at least until midterm, at which time-they,'

...pay exit upon sans(tactory comPletion of all assignments.
the .focui of the Course is the composing process..*The apprOach

taken is the, one used by Donald. Murray at the UniversitY of New
Fiampshire and Roger Garrison at Westbrook College. The Garrison-
Murray approach emphasizes the establishment of priorities for writing
and for proofreading. 'Using the folldwing "editorial checklist," the
instructor rea4 each paper; evalnating only one criterion at a time in the
order listed below.

I. Specificity: use of detail, absence of vulnerable generalizations
2. Organization: statement of a thesis and evidence of a sense of

direction
3. Thcpresszion: fluency, variety, and diction
4. Correctness: special attention given to five major errors ((rag- .

ments, run-on sentences. %object-verb agreement, pianoun-ante-
. ,

. cedent agreement. and verb forms)

The student revises and corrects a paper 'until it Is satisfactory in each
area. Use of the checklas contributed immeasurably to the effi-

.

ciency and effectiveness of the one-to-one instruction during the tutorials
and in conferences.

41*In summary, the course is organizedar' ound assignments presenred via
written materials which are preed m advance, frequent conatation
with student; and self-pacingurse priorities,are clear standards for
writing and proofreading, tutoring and editing rather than lecturing
andarading, constant writiag and revising, and student atcoiintability.i

Introduction to Communicattons

This course is an auemr4 to restore wholeness to the languate experience
and waS developed foristudents with weak communicationi 1duls. While
the *major objective ot the cOtirte is to improve written coillmunica-
'dons, listening, readiRt, and speaking activities are wciven into. the'
process in such a minus:that each is developed and ultimately used to
strengthen the student's Written expression. Major course goals are:

1. Interrelating 'and rierraitting mutual reinforcement of reading,
'writing, speaking, aagetening skills

2. Allowing:students with complex skill deficiencieslhe additkinal

.
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- time and individualized auention itquired for them to approach
proficiency

3. Acquainting students with maror thinkergand contemporary Intel-
. lectual issues as a coptait groundwork for success in other college

sourses

The course extends over two semesters, ineets five days a week, and
carries six hours of elictiite credit for all whcv complete it with a D or
beuer average.

-garly in the course, the instructor assesses thir communications
abilitiespfsach student to determine strengths and weaknesses, using a
combination, of in-house and commercially prepared materials, Follovir
ink the assessment, the instructor perSonalizes the learning experience, ;.

making it as CoMpatible.with the student's immediate learning goals .

and objtctives dai possible. For example, U a Unit on ..the book report is
stimulated by a requirement in another .course, the unit will be per-
sonalized lo meet the speeific criteria established by the leather' 'of that
course. Thus, it the student is toprepare g book report on Animal Farni
for a hittory Course, he or she would likely be advised to sand tithe
exploring parallels with the Russian Revolution and its aftermat4 or the

4 significance of dte, name Napoleon. ' ".
'What the coinmunitatiops instructor auenipts to dci is help . the

student understated that scholars and writers approach the same phe-*
nomenon from the perspective of their own disciplines. 1( th'se student is
to learn te'cope effectiVely with the disciplines, she or .he must under-
stand the perspective of the discipline. The student ltarns that a bO:ok
report-is not just a report on a book, but 4 report from ihe perspective of
a given discipline. The course does not pretend to equip the student with
a sophisticated understanding of a given discipline, but it does try to
provide a poih t.tof..e.yry :from which students, 'can build disciplinary
sophistication.

Whenever, possible,;. students' interests amt skill needs are' prime
determinants of their learning activities:The path to the achievement of .

specifie learning objectives is determined jointly, by the student and
teacher. lf a particular path is found less than satisfactory,: other paths' -

are explored. And in cliooSing a path, consideration is given not only to
the student's weakness, but also to his. orler "strengths.

One/of the rather unusual aspect's of the couree is the use of Benjamin
Bloom's hierarchy, of 'cognitive skills 'to assess learninrneeds.2 Appli-
cation of Bloom's-taxonomy ,to actual student paforinante enables the
'instructor to determine students' strengths and weaknesses and to work

.411.
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towara balancing put the knowledge, intellectual abilitiei, and skill's
needed to help studetus achieve their Particular goals. .

Bloom's taXonomy is also psid.ul as a means oi structuringiexercises
th at develop essay writing, .4st-taking, reading, and discussion skills. ,

The following are examples of activitievat-each level Of the taionomy.
At. the memoryleifel
1. AccUrate reproduction of information from lecture notioutlines
2.. Short answer.definitions. identification
3. Simple reporting tedmiques (inverted pyrainid)
4. Sam'ple assignments

a. Brief"); define the ter ultiversities. . .

, b.- NaMe die three ohn I of England made with regar4?
to the power of the

c
At the translation level

1.

I. Summar),
2. Explanation of proceis. '
3. Cordeying. similar information throTugh different fOrms for

different pUrpOses .. . .-
. .

4. Sample assignments:: .. .
a., Explain What is meant by a "two-headed Janus."
b. Describe the communication process represented by the

N,

t- ,

Mdiagram SR
F

..,..At the interpretation level
. I. Predicting-patterns of development inherent in certain sets of

'information
. 2. Drawing conclusions

.3. Deriving topic sentences
4. Compuing arid contristing

\5. Canse and efkct .4

& Sample-assignments ,
a. Discuss,the Felationship betWeen the concePi of the owner-

ship _of land and the nature of power.
.

b. Contrast Julian Hulley's hopes for. the future with his
ptedictions.

At the' application level
L Developing examples ,

2. Applying concepits and iheories.to Your own experience
3. Locating and using supporting information
4. SamPle assignments

-GO
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-a. r..xplain why dysfunctional conmiunication occurred in you1
`F.7N group disCussion.- .

- b. Assttme that you have a young.dog that chases cars': Describe
. " hOw you would use Skinnerian awry to vain the dog not to

chaCe cars. .

At the analysis level
I, Clarifying and cateaorizing information
2. DeVelopment and refutation of argument
3. Proofreading for inadequate andior. illogical transition.%
4. Sample assigmnents

a. Discuss..why George Orwell might be.said to hive missed the
markin1984.-- ,

;fia.. Explore the idea that equali opportunity is a contradic-
don in terms.

At the synthesis level .
1. Deriving original- thesis statements which can be supported
2. Fonmilating extended definitions
3. Sample assignments

a. Forrester and others have shown that continuance of,existing
trends in the use of nonreplinishable resources, population
growth. capital investment and pollution does not make for
a workable future. Design *possible future in which these

v.factors ate not in conflict.
b. If we accept the statement to be true that large systems

eventually break down, what, in terms If our society, would
be the logical.othcome of such breakdw whiCh particular
systems woulf be affected; and why?

At the evaluation level
Derivthg, developing, and applying criteria for judgment. Sample
assignments:.0

a. Under what circumstances can you justify Machiavellian
f theory and why?
h. Discuss your use of the term relkiantWhat bases do you use,

for considering something to be "relevant" OF "irrelevant'
and why? .

A separately numbered section of the course is.sreserved largely for
students in two special Programs: Special Services, the.collegiate compo-
nent of the federally supported TRIO programs, and Breakthrough, a
program developed to intrease the percentage of .minbrity students
attending a university located in a service region that is predominantly
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IN.. .
:.

white-Students coming to the .university through theSe two programs
are often found to be weak iit one or more baSic skills areas.

Each :,Special Services or Breakthrough student is administered an
- in-house placement test to assess thinking skills as- well as reading,

'writing, and stUdy skills...Those who dp weltentgr the standard freshinan
English courses offered 'by the English Deparunent. Those With con-
siderable Weaknesses are placed in a special cOmmunkations course,
where more time and attention can be devoted to their particular needs
and problems... , .

.
. .

Because every effort is made to tailor the course to suit the students's
interests, objectiVei, and learning styles, manilfachingMethods are em-
ployed. These include group work, tutoring, projects, lecture-discussion,
role playing, and simnlation gaming. Particular emphaSii is placed

.,upon the development of questioning-techniques.
A variety of instructional materials and learninractivities is also used,'

including wades: books, posters, and films. Organized thematiCally,
these materials form the content core of the course While important,
the content is not simpl ati end in itself, . but is also a means of
improving the students' in such areas as oral and written reports,
the short essay, use of t and comparison, development of the
main idea, information retrieval, debating, logical thinking, and the like.
The skills emphaSized, in the course are selected fbr their importance
to future academic success. The cOurse instructor regularly consults
with faculty in each of the disCiplines to Verify the. actual behaviOrs

, expected of students as,well as to .obtain ideas onemodifications of the
course Content. .

To -evaluate performance, students' are kifireirMelbility to use
f4ctual information in the building and testing Of concepts derived from
readings, films, and distussionS. Students are evaluated iriformally on
their ability to articulate sound concepts orally and in writing. Self-
rating scales are also employed, and these selkatings, along With Other
assessment information, are utilized in periodic conferences with the
instructor. Evaluation is also based oti class attOndance, classroOm
behavior, degree of nd de ee of iMprovement in diagnosed and .

-selected p . . ern - .. . . I

S ce the cou s designed to be two semesters in length, an incorn-
.plet (1) is t call awarded at the end of the first semester. Howeve, :
the a uc d the student's general level ciI performance in a
conferenc at e end of the initial grading period.Vit the end a the
Course, st &ha may receive a letter grade which removes the 1 from their
transcript. In ,certain cases,_ the student may tarry the I grade into a
third semester. If it is not removed, as specified in the negotiated contract

k;
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with the instructor, the I automatically becomes an F. The grading
system grew out of the belief that students learn and mature at different
rates and is designed to rernain tor as tong as Possible.

We' have briefly described basic writing programs it three typevof
institutiOnsa university, a technical institute, and a community college ,
--,--that are members of die Western North Carolina Consortium.10 These
programs share common elements, but they also differ in substantial
wayi. The divergence is surely a 'strength, for it Means that different
approaches to the teaching .of basic writing are being explored and
implemented and that members of the consortium are seeking to adapt
whatevei approach they use to fit the ipeciai circumstances Of their_
institution.

0



5 A Writing Laboratory Mc

't

Patrick Hartwell'
University of Cincinnati

et

9
Fiartwell deals with the Writing labdratory facility, a component of
most basic writing programs. although the name 4bf such faCilities

.. may vary. The practical problerns encountered-and goals realized
through this model are discussed. aS are the pedagogical arid
theoretical implications.

.

,..- ...-t

"Well," the departinent head said, puitifong the chair back from die
desk and pausing.for &moment, "nothing else seems to work; we might

. as well try a writing lab." And sO we did. Robert H. Bentley 'and ,I.
'were given preliminarY responsihility for designing the 4boratory at
the University of Michigan-Flint. Since Bohas a finely honed systems
analysis mind, we began by considering basic questions\of strUcture
and theory and derived our-specific .aay-to-daY prOcedures front those
primary aisumPtions. Thus, I'll discuss 6ur experiences in terms of
those questions, moving from sducture to assumptions tO procedures,
and then turn to consider the more general implication& of this model
for college-leyel basic education.

Structure of thi La

the Writing Laboratory end in the spring; of 1971) vught by Bob
Bentley. It was offered as E glish'199: The Writing Laboratory, award-
ing one to three credits (r peatable for a maximum of four credits)
on 'a laboratory basis. Two ours of laboratory time being considered
the equivalent of a normal classroom session, in our fourteen-Week'
semesters students had to ac umulate twenty-eight hours to earn one
credit (an average of two ho rs per week), fifty-six hours to earn two
credits, and so on. The laboratory was open ily from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
for individual work, 'and-an Optional laboratory clasi was %scheduled

I
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froth 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. two days a week for group workshops: Octa-
- sioballY, the laboratory was op'en evenings to accommodate night

students. Credit earned counted for the degree, but it did nbt -fulfill
the freshman English requirement. Although it replacvd -a noneredit
remedial course required of some students, the Writing Laboratory was
in .no way required, our enrollment coming entirely from factilty and
counseling referrals and word of Mouth. We logg*1 student attendance
oh a form showing the hours the student had spent and the tOtal hours
accumulated, along with a suff member's notes on what the stUdent
had done awl might be expected to do on hit or her next visit. The
logs were filed in individual folders, along with all (the work the
student did in the laboratory...I...The folders thus coinpriseil a tOntinhing
record of student progress. :

Credit- pon-performance and continuous enrolhnent were established
with the help Of the regisuaraild factiltycommittees. Full-time students

. could enroll in the course at essentially any tithe during e Semester;
they were enrolled for iero credits, with both credit and gra awarded
at the end of the semester., Further, Are made an oral comMitment to
students enrolled in the course that they:would receive at least a `C
grade if they completed the necessary hours, feeling that ifkwe hadn't
been ible: to help a . student who had spent' from twentY:eight to

k eighty-four hours in the laboratorY, the fault was ours rather than, the
student's And, as it ttuped out, none of us working in the lalrratory
felt that we ever gave ilrunearned Cour failures were thoSe who juit
didn't show up.

, That first semester, Bob Bentley awarded credit to thirty- ree stu-
dents; who averaged about tWo credits earl. I taught the laboratory.
course the next semester and awarded credit to fifty-five students. After
tfiat the department was able to release two instructors to team4each
the course, a p ocedure which continued until 1975, when a full-time
Instritetional a sociate was hired to coordinate the laboratory, and the
department we t back to assigning a single Mstructor to the course.
In 1972 the facu y approimd English 100, College Reading Skills, as a
regular. acaderm Offering, and, though the Writing Laboratory was
physically dis c from the Reading Laboratory, instructors, began to
think of the as an entity, a combined reading/writing laboratory.
A course titled "English 399: Adyanced Writing Laboratory" was added
to the catalog iri- 1974, to meet the needs of upper-division students
who wanted to improve their writing Skills for graduate Ind profes-
gional schools or for employmeht. English* 199 now enrolls. about 75
suidents a semester, and English 399 10 to 12; the laboratory also aAists
150 to 200 Students a semester on a drop-in basis, primarily, to support

i the freshman Engrith program. -
i#0 t

I
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This structure was designed to 'Create, a learning ,sittration .that (11
'would nor be stigmatized as a "bonehead" or ,"remedial" program;
((2) would allow individual needs to be dealt with individually; (3) ,woqld
not repeat the failure sitirations of the past; .in high school and earlier;
and, in fact, (4) woUld make failure impossible. These goah seemed basic

\ structura l. prerequisites- as Bob and I talkit'd 'over the developmental
iirograin with our colleagues. We had, as a depJrtment. been-increas-
,ingly dissatisfkd.with the rigidity of the staird Berkeley Subject A

- model of noncredit "bonehead English," and wedesigned a structure
that gave tri much more flexibility. Individual studenti, depending on.
their *skills and modiations, might be advised to take English 100 before
takinithe first-semester freshman English course, English.101, and they,
Might also be advised to take English 199concurrently with 101..Other
stutlerns might combine English 100 and 101, using the Writing LabOra-
tory on a drop-in basis. Still others, with adequate reading skills 'bur
writing deficiencies, might take English 199 for two or even three
credits, either concurrently with or prior tAtiVish 101.

Bob and I started with a clear sense of the place of a developmental
English program within the university and the department. We felt `.
that developmental 'English' ought to give college credit, and real credit,
Within an academic department, and lat-er studies have shOWn the
wisdom of that assunrption. We also felt that developmental English
ought to be a commitment of, the deparunent as a whole, not something
that wag given to. a junior, often Untenured, facility member to bear
alone. After agreeing on a team-taught laboratory, the department was
able to involve many faculty volunteers, usually teaming an experi-
enced laboratóry -instructor with an inexperienced One. Each' neiv in-
structor contributed his or her own emphases to the laboratory; and all
of us who worked in the labOratory felt .that the 'close exposure to
the writing process improved our perceptions of student writing and
student learning, and thereby improved our own teaching, both in .

cornposiulin courses and in general. At one point, about half of the
members of the department hatthad laboratory experience, and. most of
us felt that this commitment improVed the quality of our developmental .

.and freshman programs.2 rriorities -shifted as the. department grew,
however, and the initial goal of full. department involvement was
/riot achieved.

Assumptions
-

We began the planning and implementation of the WryingLaboratory
Witkaear-cut assumptions about the transmission of literacy. Bob and 1
viete both aware of the hundred years of research showing that instruc-

466
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Lion in rate grammar was at best useless and at worst harmfid.S Ve also
knew'as linguists, that our students were verbally and logicallycompe7-
tent adults.4 Thus, we defined our task as teaching a certain kind of
performancewriting performance, a, tacit, knoying-how
than effecting linguistic or cognitive competence by-teaching conscious
mastery of formal "rules" of language or logic. One irnOlication of
thisassumption wai that we took a diffexent vieW of the dialects that
our Students came to us WO, dialects of black or thicano speakers,
or Appalachian Vt. rural dialects, .an perceived-as socially nonstandard
in Flint, Michigan. These dialects were not for us impediments JO
maste..ring literacy, but primary strengths, for they not only shared the ,

basic meatiing patterns of all Englisll dialects, but also had.',)been
exercised in complex rhetorical contexts.5

Such an assumption led us to place major mess on the communi-
cative aspect of writing, an situational context, voice, audience; and
paradigmatic- form. In a real sense, then, we inverted the nineteetnh-
century hierarchy of skills whiCh regarded "correctness" in pronuncia-
tion as a prerequisite to correctness in writing arid correctness in surface
&tailgrammar and spelling,as a 'prerequisite to larger elements of.
form. We replaced it with a quite different hierarchy, one that was
broadly' cognitive. stressing .process and purpose rather than structure
and cosrectness, the larger pocentialities of style and form rather than
granimar and usage. Since Our goal Was ftill adult literacy, we wanted
fci place no artificial, school-determined learning blocks in front of
that goal. Students who-wanted to becyme literate adults, we felt, should
start acting like literate adults, not fie sidetracked into mechanical
exercises that had no immediatraprpli6tion to functional literacy.

Similarly, we felt that the connection between speech and 'writing
occurred at the hikhest level, the level of communication, rather thaw
at the low level of surface features-of dialect and written codes. Thus .
we viewed leading and writing as coniplexly interrelated, and we felt lak
that it was mastery of ihis abstraa code Of Nitric}, ihat affected speech,
rather than the_other way aroupd. Finally, from what we kn.ew about the
attitudes oLinontradisional .students, we formulated another' primary
assumption, "attitude change precedes perforMance change"thal is,
the nontraditional student must be given confidence in his or her
ability to,perfOrm a task befOre the task will ,be performed suctiessfully.

At that time, we were conscious of being influenced by aVailable
theories of*composnion,6 but we were 'also in part jUst guessing,
motivated by simple dissatisfaction with the Models available to us.
Since 1071 researchers have given Us greater Confidence in our initial
assumptioni; for a number of studies have stressed the importance of

6 "
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<tacit cognitive nrodels ih learning. Chomsky; !Or eXample, has estab-
lished a causal relationship between arnount and variety of reading and
mastery of syntax., and Bratsk has extended that finding to identify a
nine-Stage developmental ability to process semantic ambiguity which.7

may weell .refleet gradual mastery of 'the print code iather than direct
instruction.7 Both reacting theorists and linguists have become more
aware of the importance of mastering codes rather than being told about

. , than. and rhetoricians ;and students of the cómpoking 'press are
increasingly aware of the centrality of rhetorical context and the inrpor-
tance of Stylistic choice:Such studies suppet our initial hunch that
'internal models are bat chinied liy actiVities raiher than by memorizing
rules-and injunctio.ns, by dphiglather than learning about.

Laboratory Procedetres

Our most important procedural decision was to use an undergraduate
staff-. for individual tinoring of students enrolled in 'the laboratory.'
The student staff was chosen to be ethnically and sextallirepresentative
of the students they worked with, and we 'tended to look for people
who were sensitive to the needs of others, rather than simply English
Majors. In time, many of Our 'Staff were students who hatl.themselvers
earned 'credit in the' Writing Laboratory. The student Stafforiginally
five, now eight to twebieWaS paid on an hourly basis, either through
department funds or through work-study. They were asked tovialtg a
nine-credit-hour training program: an introductOrycourse inlinguistics;
an,upper-division composition Cburse, Rhetoric and the WritingProcess; s.
and a three-aedit-hoirr,course of directed readings in urban education.
Tle directed-readings allowed us to .share studies of, the nontraditional
student,9 and it also allowed us to schedule regulafstaff meetings.

Sfaff Meeting's were held in the evening at a . faculty mether's
home7ionce a week at the beginniiitg of a semesiet, every second, or
third week later. It was Common for faculty not 4-eleased for laboratory
instruction to attend the meetings, which coenbined a-social gathering

1. with a broad7ranging discussion of urban education and a careful look.
at the progress of students awned in theilaboratcry. This last process
"going through the liles",--gaVe ut, as a. staff, .a shared sense 'of the
progress and needs of individUal students and a direction and sPecific

11, assignments for them. We spent a good bit of chile diagnosing student
liwriting at the *ginning of a year, 'making the student staff-aware of

the need to ."tead between the lines" of the work of basic' writers. to
, Ore individual surface errors, and toseek.out iMplicit structures and

S..
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r needs..The staff% background linguistics andshetork proved invaltp
able in such analyses: they learned to respond to .error patteps rather
than to errors' as such and tO develop a rhetorical vocabulary for talking
aliout writing. Later discussions dealt more broadly with ,institutional.
Social! and facial factori in the uansmission of literacy.

Our student staff wa& primarily responsible for achieving our baiic
goals. They broke down the artifkialitie of the student-teacher rela-..
tionship and of the conventional classroomand more than that, tliey
brought an imMediate sense of the students' interaction with the
university that we as, faculty could not shale. We fouhd ourselves,.
learning ai much from the intuitions and analYses of 'our student staff
as-they learned froM us.le

Inevitalily, the annospher pf the Writing Laboratory ;was loose and
informal, occasionally plaib noisy. Writing samples just completed were
often "read tO others Workkag in the laboratory; queStions would be
ShoultedOut and problems sicared; there was a 'Constant sense of writing..
*as an .1Ctivity and a mode ,of.iimununicatiOn. We had insisted tbaci
confidence-building be a primary goal, and it was a -general rule. that
no negative comments were made about a piece of writing to the student;

_at least for the first part Of-his or her time in the. laboratory. Weak .

writing Wasmot the product of lazy: slovenly, or unthinking students;`
it reflected an inadequate mastery of aspects'af the.print code, isPeces

. which could be iscilated and learned..;

a

The Instructiorial Protocol
:

'When a student &it came to-the laboratory, we asked fat an initial
writing samPle, often written with a staff Member offering.encourage- -
merit. In many' cases Our studentsihoWed a basic inability tO put words .
on paper, a lack of scribal fruency:.Speed writing five- 'or ten-minute
-timed writkoL ideally written with a staff Member or insiruttor writing
alongside, wailed well with such ancients. We found that a 'few days

pActice.always increased the number of- words.*written per minute,
.

and thae crude measure gave many students their first 'visible sudess
in Nriting. We found_ speed writing alst*:, useful for stndenis whose
writing was marked 14f bloated diction and emPty strUctUral elabbration
r-Mactoriels ''Engfish," or Znellnees "schizokinetic scribophobia." The
mer ysical presiure,to put, Words on Paper didn't ailow stich students

think up fancy wiardi or eliborato sentences. .
. basic writing students' succeeded'rju'ich too well it speed writing

,

.
(their. keading scares often` showed that they read. at a high rate of
speed.' yllato.600 words per minute, birt with minimal comprehension).11. . .

,
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. Talking with such suidents, we learned that they survived in other
courses by memorizing sentences from textbooks, With little conceptual
grasp Of what those sentences manta We also found that their writing
repertoire was limited to one'or two canned papers. With.these Students,
we found it important to talk out their pereeptions about reading and
writing arid to contrast thrm with.those of successful students working

, a:s staff members. We found the.. tape recorder an invaluable tool for
, such studentsthe process of talking out ideas *to .a listener could.,

be transferred back, to the nrre abstract process bf communicating in
speech. ,. ;.,

%-, - , -The. taie recorder, .in fact.* proved suCcessfut .at all stages of the ',, writifit process.i/ The drop-in student who had no ideas for a freshman i

theme assignivent usually found that he or she did indeed jiave ideas
after a few minutes of taped talk with a stag member. Students. were
encouraged to read first drafts into the tape-recorder and then listen
to them Played back.cThey could then often identify weaknesses. in.
Sentence structure, coherence, and developinent. We also found that
students who tended to leave off -s and -ed endings in writin tended

; to insert them in their speech, when faced with the somew t formal
situation of speaking into a recorder. ThUs, they could move ck from
their tacit awareness of grammatical signals in speech ,to the forms used-
to code those signals 'in writing. Most of the errors in --ed endings

. occurred when the written -ed Was realized as aspoken /t/, as In walked,
and thii fact supported: our *feeling that basic writing students had

- simply not mastered-certain print coding features. In this case, ,We found
it useful to connect the written -ed with its four spoken realizadons/d/
at in defined, /ad/ as in younded, /t/ as in talked, and the mull
realization >0/-7in many contexts in ill dialects. With this cOnnection

: made, we could begin to imprave surface correctness without explicitly
raising such grammatical concepts is past tensior regular and irregular .
verbs.

. . .

_Once a student' liad mastered taibal fluency and had gained confi- .

dence in hit or her *abilities, We-turned often in one of two' direttions:
a transfer of the studelu's well-defined sense of voice and rhetorical
stance td* its embodiment in the print code or a stress on writing as.L,

choice and manipulation: "Voice' in speaking was pirinect down in
print in., a number of activitiese bOth individual and grouP, most
inyplving a. garne or play situation thr built upon developing scribal
*fluency, suth as identifying- the q ties conveyed by the voice and'

- style of a taped speaker and 'then i' ng 'that speaker; adopting a
specific voice for a partiCular pur se (a professor cancelling class.
a driver talking a police officer .out of 4 ticket); and identifying. a.

4
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- parody of a style or writing parosliei.' Sentence manipulation always
involved reworking existing texts in order tominimize rhetorical inven-
tion and focus on the possibilities, of syntactic choice. Sentence com-
bining,and even classical imitation Were used. Bob Bentley in 'particular
was able :to see the importance of journalism as an initial form for
writing, giving students the, basic forth of a newspaper repart and the
new information from which a report was tO be constructed.14

Journalism allowed us to move from seribal fluency, rhetorical
context, and style to die concept of ,fortri. The form of a newspaper
report has three advantages: it forces Students to make decisions abotit
main and supporting ide and thereby enforceS a skill.basic to both
reading and writing:" its strategy of form directly parallels the strategy
of an essay examination and thus teachet .a liasit, study skill; and it ;

enforces thelleed.foi careful predication of sfatementsnot that some-
thing Was true, tput that somebody asserted that soniething was true.

'At this pointinan idealized overview, of student piogress.,-we
tended to move from the closed form of journalisni, to the idea of open
'form,-of how discourSe is elaborated in response Ili idea and audience.
Many staff members used Christensen paragraph analysis tir Gorrell'i
concept of commitment and 'response to increase the teXture and
coherence of ideas in students' *riting.16 Others' worked with the
reading-writing process assighing challenging essays and following .

up with summaries arid aiti8d responses. In the laboratory class we
:experimented with chain 'paragraphs (each person in a group adding a
sentence to a paragraph while attempting to maintain coherence), with
scrambled paragraphs,. and with, predicting the movement of profes-, "
sional writert sentence by sentenGe.,7 Such activities'and analyses inevit-
ably moved frerrequestions of form to larger _questions of strategy
and argument.

Study -skills. tisage, and iurface detail in grammar and spellin g
peceived a secondary priority in the laboratory, for We found that.many
students mastered them indirectly, as their higher-level skills iii reading
and writing improved. We did offer regular workshops in note-taking
and test-taking. open to all Students, and found them very popular.
We would Occasionally provide mock lectures with mock eiams, stress-

. ing the nerd ta4ubordinate rote detail .to larger understanding. And .

we often learned that student staff members who were enrolled in other.
cpurses with laiioratory students had.set up informal study grotips to
review notes and prepare for exam's. -

We tried to stress the full potential of actual wOting, treating Surface ,
detail as a code and game. Instead pf rules of punctuation,'we stressed
the practice of professionals, gueding at their punctuation until students .t:

,

,
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control/ed, semieotons, colons.. and ,clashes as7well as -commas.'5 We
taught die fragment by exiinining its use in advertising, and informal. - -
writing. We'taught -s and -ed endings-by exploring their disappearance

- ' in public use. And we taught voabulary by explOring how roots are'
pcpanded (from fess to confesiand)profess, profess to firofessor, profes-
.sion, professiorially, unprofessorial, and SQ on).

Of course students came to us with other needs and were treated'
differently. Some came motivatesA only ter learn grammar and spelling,
and we taught them both; often suggesting that they broaden their_
writing activities as they continued iii the laboratory. Spelling Was i (
easy enough to teach with available programined texts or tapes add
workbooksas long, as the ,"spelling problem" was not a symptórn of
an underlying reading deficiency." Graminar was a different .thatter,
since none of the available texts seemed as effective As individual work.

s with -,txlie stUdent's own writing.20 Others came to us with writing needs .
that we felt were only symptoms of psychological uncertainties, and we
worked closely with the counseling office with such students. ,

We _were pleaied, as the laboratory developed, to' see an increasing
number of students WhASe needs went'beyOld basic skills. Many older .

.1

students returning'to school, uncertain about their study skills and un- , ;..

easy in the university-environment, used the laboratory as a confidence.
builder; reviewing the skills of-taking notes, "reading texti, preparing for
and taking examinations. The Study 'skills tests in the McGraW71-lill
Basic -Skills System -were a good staFting, poine-for' such suidents,.
thciugh niore as away of demonstrating that they did indeed have

...i college-level skill's than as a diagnostic test. And we were quite frankly
surprised by the number 'of juniors anOeniors, Mostly in pre-law and
the social sciences, who caMe to theJaboratory to prepare themselves ,
for graduate school; Our first tiPper-divisiontudents simplY dropped in ,
on their own, but gradually the sociar\science 'faculty began recom-

'''1,mending th'e laboratory to 'their studems. e develoiled a rigorous set ..
of pricis-writing,exercises for theseistudent , training some of our staff
to edit 'deadwood and Jetting students coMpare, their precis with the

P abstract Written by- the authdr. We sent these students to professional
journals, to report on the form an4 style oecornmimication in their
fi d. We often devised special exerciics in analysis, asking- students
to isolate assuMptions and to identify, schools of opinion. One such .
exertist.provided a' nuinber of definitions of,language, culled from .

,

traditional, strUcturalist, and generative grammars. and gnided students.. . .
to a formulation of the assurnptionrelf-41 different schoOls. Such a
mixture of students soon removed any lingering sense of the laboratory
as the home Of.-"bonehead English." ' ,..

)

A
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Evaluation and Validity f the Model

of us invoked in
successf ill and that ar
menial. education that.
began. We were not
evaluation of the Writi
tests (the Houghton NC
significant improvement,
not those of the labor
interesting evaluati
Writing Laboratdry
University students in
on the whole, did slig

Such iriformal evide
assumptions or th&
abry ignores ou

Patfki UgrtwLl

I .

the laboratory felt that the prdcedures were
boratory had validated an approaFh to develop-

differed horn most models available when we
le, however, to obtain funding for a. full-scale

Laboratory. Standardized pretests and post-....
in.College English Placement TestY showed

en' though the assumptions of the test were
Greg -.Waters was able to make a more

m l976/comtiaring the success of a Sairige-of...-
'dents in, other classes with a random-sample of

era); it showed that the laboratory students,.
rf better than . the sample of other students.

does not prove the validity of our initial
plications, and this summary treatment inevit-

ccesses and failures with individual students. It does

r",.

suggest, however, thatIliedonairiant Mociel of developmental education
,teaching students. graMmar in required, noncredit coursesmay no
longer be the only model to consider:

Of course, the_preciseimodel outlined here cannot lie direCtlY trans- .t..

ferred to other .institutins. Twolear colleges are less likely to have
tutors availablc.and are unable .to use them, as .we did, for two or
three years. Many four-year colleges, With a better source of tutors, may,
lack the support. courses for. staff training. But aspects of our model
have been adopted at other .schools, especially The .structural . features'of
laboratorY credit, credit upon .performance, and continuing fileS. Vet,
visitors, to the Flint Laboratory and audiences at professional meetingt
have been most uncertain about, those aspects that we felt most -posi-
tively about.r.the use of peer tutors and the hierarchy of goals. Therefore.
I have been particurarly.interested in the adaptation of the model made
.by Piane Menendez at the University Of Cincinnati. She has lupple7
mented the laboratoxy with sinall-grotip classes Meeting orice a week-wa
necessity on a large and impersonal campus--7and,is working to establish
the laboratory as :a resource for the .freshman English program, in
addition to providing developmental instruction aS. uch, and as.a center

lor training graduate and undergraduate ituide ts in the teaching of
basic writing. - .

General Implications of.the Laboratoiy Model

'There is, finally, a rnore unttant point than adaptability to.be made
about this model,,one relevant to the teachingsof college compoSition
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in general. Our modek of developniental edUcation follow from: our
expecutioni:Of college studenii and our paradigms for teaching.them

-writing. The paradigm we gave inherited from thenineteenth century,
which stresses grariimar, usage, .anil the fixed methods of development; .

isolates .the classroorn from the larger activity of communkation and
limits the inventive capabilities of our siudents tO the mechanical
man ifiUlation of the socially correct and intellectually obvious. At worst,
as Ohmann has argued, we prePare, through this model, capitalist
bureaucrats trained not to ask qucistions.n McDermOtt has noted 'that,
as a result,. we 'have establikhed sticess and failure in learning to read
and write on a social class bilis:.

. Each year. -more and:more arei sorted out until the "select few'
. .

. .

tiekh college. ?be word "selectt should not be taken in its elitisit
ilkI sense. By the nine they enter collev, some people miy be more select

because then- encuhuration to school .equtps them to do college
work. We should not make the mistake, however, of thinking that
the select few Were selected !dr any reason other than that they were
most like their teachers.22

McDermott's analy is of hool failure is a.valid picture oftlementary
and secondai educan . But we in colleges no Nnger, see only the.
"select few"; we see mi.nds with legitimate gOals from a cross section
of soiety. The answer to/the aisis in basics is noi to return to the
,basics, for the existing paradigm explains the verylailure we struggle
with.and against. The answer is to develop new paradigms for literacy.
and 'for learning. ucJ new paradigms will profoundly change develop-
mental education4 They shoukfalso'profoundly change (Ito sense of the
profession of English and the training of students who wish to drift it.

74
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Rhetôric Pmgram
4. at Bbston Uniyersity's

College of Basic Studies

(

ilarry Crosby.'
Boston University

a

Crosby presents an interdisciplinary approach to writing insttuction
presently working very effectively tat Boston University. This ap-
proach is based on the convictions that teaching basic writing is
not solely the right or responsibility of an English department and
that it can be pursued with great success through a united effon
by severaldisciplina..

a

a

Very few writing programs are as accountability- minded as the Rhetoric
Department of Boston University's College of Basic Studiei..One evi-
dence of this concern for accountability is; the annual Writing Gii.n
Study. The thetoric.faculty looks out with sonic surpriie itan academic
world which questions whether instruction can be evaluated and writing
progress measured. Qur Gain Study is eloquent testimony that both
are possible. .

In September each entering freshnian writes an impromptu themeOn
one of four topics:. By tinkéring with, the phrasing and rejecting topics'
;too hard or too easY,- we now have four topics which .yield approxi .
mately the same grade distribtition: tp*

Will the electronic media (television,.telephone..coniputets) replace
writing? !

Are AmeriCans making a nevi religion of sports?
Are today's filins merely entertainment, or are they something more,
hie art or educiii
What is the future of vel?

The Septembertpapers are filed away, and in December, May, 'or both,
each student writes another impromptu paper tad another of the 'Subjects..
In May the September and/or December themes are shuffled with the
latei papers and Scored on a. standarized Theme Analysis Blank (see

oFigtire I). The rhetoric faculty do. not know the date of the paper .
the stliderit's- or the student's teacher; thus, the grading is triple *

74
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blind. Since cacti batch has approxiniately one-fcalrof tbe pa
Och topic, there is no way to tell an early paper from a later .ne;
any paper tbat retakes an allusion to fallsport, a current event, or a ..1
lege.teacher is ignored in compufations. Since die rhetoric faculty uses
the Th.eine AnalySis Blank habituall.i.and has had frequent rating prac-
tice sessions, reliability at worst is around .750 and usually around .900.

For six years 4/have Seen ail aveiage Student gain of four points
on a rating scale with a possible score of io. on our scale this gain

enotagb io movekstudents up one leiter grade. however, more sophis-
ticated analysif`tkis progress is necessitated by the ceiling effect of

wading scaleT-thatif a student gets a 17 in September, he or she
has *small chance, mathitmatically, of making significant enprovement.
Thlikied'or Ahalysig lhowrihat In large measte:\epterriber F writers. .
beçape minus writeri; Cy/riters become B w , and C plus andB
maws move op intic. thelt Olus and A rninusiange., I.

The adompanying quartileganalysis ctiart (Figure 2) shows how. our
uuder.it4ares1 in.Septernber, Deietaber, and\May, 1977-7& The vertical
represekiation at thc left of the chart ,desCribes the entire freshman
class; it sboir that, the .pdirest Septc-mber paper received a -mark of

in F, a1d th4highes,t received. a mark of 18, B plus. The

a

.,
adis

May
Dete

.

*.a

10(9.

5(D)

0(F)

1 2 3 4
All Students Students of lr dividual Teachers

f
Fig. 2. Results of the Writing Gain Study conducted at B000n University in Septeraber,
December, and May, 1977-78. The verdcals at the far left show resulti for the entire
freshman class. The boxed areas on each vertical reprernt the middle 50 percent of each
claw
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median score was 5, a D. The 25th percentile Score, one-fourth from the
bottom, was 4 and the 75th, .7. Thus, the chart shows that the middle
50 percent of the clas4 moVed frork a range of 4-7 in September to a
range of 6-12 in Decemb&and to a range of 9-14 in May. The median
score of 5 in September moved/ up to a 9 in December and a 1.2 in.May,
or from a D to a C minus arid on to a C plus. e .

The Gain Study aud a nuniber of other studieswe have made provide
dm basis for our confidence in the \writing program we offer otir
students. It is my Purpose.now to describe thatprogram.

do

The College ofoliasic Studies

The rhetoric program at Boston University can best be understood if
exantined as part of what has been called "a successful human reclama-
tion project." That project, now twenty-five years old,' is the College
of Basic Studies (CBS). Each year CBS admits. approximately 600
students. Whereas- the rest. of Boston University prefers its applicants
to be in the top third of their high school class and comfortably over
600 on their college boards-, the College of Basic Studies admits students

hg are in the bottom third of their class and whose board scores are
low as 300. These students are called "referrals." They ire admitted

to CBS because other parts of poston University rejected'them.
Two years later many CBS students transfer to other Boston Univer-

sity colleges, and as juniors and seniors come up with grade points
that eitual or surpass those Of their 'new peers. Soine of the academi-
cally rnost successful, heady with their newly developed aoadetnic
prowess, apply *for transfer outside of 'BU. They have been accepted
by and graduated froni almost every kind of college and university:

Besides the CBS student Who is a referral, there is a second kind of
student, the direct aq6licant4 who comes because of the school's uniqUe
reputatioa Many high schoOkadvisors, knowing of a very poor graduate
who did well 'at CBS,. believe that, an average student. (or lielter), could
have an even greater development. TheY reasotithat,aschool having such
success with late. bloomers could do just ai well With the almost fully
flowered, and they have been right. CBS has helped many good Students
become caqemIally excellent.

.....

History of the CIIS .
.

.,. In the lat 1940s grouP of 'Y'oung faculty wanted to remedy what they
coniider. èd a scandal in higher education. They felt that university

1\_freshmen and sop mores, uSually taught by graduate assistants, should

7
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hive full-time, experienced committed teachers- SecoOdly, Orotestmg.the
extreme compartmentali2ation cif the university, they wished to deYelop a -
general education curricultim.

Fortunately for the reformers, a class of students arrived who were
causing guilt feelings among prestigious Northeastern universities.

-- Fresh front World War 11, veterans knocked at the doors of such insti/;
tutions. Tbe well-prepared ones were received hospitably, but the less
well preiNired were shunted .off to institutions with 'less dedanding
admissionS standards. ThUs, tO solve several problems at once, Officials
at Boston Univei-\sity ajproyed an interdisciplinarY lower divisiOn pro-
gram on tile understanding that it would be primarily for the unpre-
pared student. As'a result Boston University's College of Basic. Studies
was born. ...

For the next decade the Junior College (as CBS was then called),
existed under a basket. Many 'of the Boston University faculty were

t- uneasy about the Junior College, whose admission standards brought
down the total 'university average to the point where Boston University
could nos claim to haYe the:high admissions standards desiredjor the
competition With other New England institutions. .

In the early. 60s, however, there was a change. When the president
of Boston University ..,was invited to bring with him his outstanding
'senior to a White House conference on higher education, the president
learned to his astonishment that the senior adjudged so impresiive,had
bee &student at the Junior College. Urged on by this circumstance,
the un rsity did an intenshle follow-up study that revealed Junior
College prodticts did yery well indeed as junioreand seniors inither
university programs. In all but two of the other colleges, CBS students
actually had higher averages thart the students who originally had
adequate entrance requirements. Since then the successes of CBS students
at BOston University and elsewhere have become a proud tradition of
Boston University.

Basic to CBS arid its rhetoritt program are two intrinsic qualities:
the team syStem and the interdisfiplinary curriculum, Every student who .

attend's .the College of Basic Studies is assigned to a team of five
professors, one each from the Department of Humanities, Social Sciencp,
Science, Psychology and Counseling. and Rhetoric All teachers ori tle
team but the counselor have private Offices iff the same common room.

. Since this anteroom has students' mailboxeTtables, chairs..and usually
a bubbling coffeepot, the team suite serves as a central headquarters
for the 100 to 120 students assigned to a team and makes it easy indeed
for them to have q9ick and personal contact with their faculty. Once
each week, the team cif instructors meets to confer about syllabuses,
intrisciplinary, assignments, and successes and failures itrithindividual

V4-._
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students. Each itddent is thus a;member of a sthall college within a .

college Within a large univefsity.'
second feature of the Cisseige of Basic Studies is that for its entire

history it has been struggling to develop_a defensible program :of
general islucation, by answ,ering t-Wo qUestions: (I) What Commonality
of skills, content,..and attitude do we expect of a studist who it
supposed to have a.college education? and (2) *What is the hot way to
teach students: thosequalities?

.

The/ interdisciplinary nature .of the CBS program is .aided by the
team system,init it is established by the syllabus of each course. The
Science Depagment teaches ayear each of natural and biological science,
with attention 'not only to biology, pliysics. chemistry, geology, zoologY,
and meteorology, but also to the history of the science an0 the develop.

. 'bent of the scientific method, Tho Spcial Science program includes
littory, economics, political science, and Sociology; with special atten-
tion to hoW social scientists think and what data they use.--The Division
of Humanities :teaches poetry, fiction; drama, film, and philosophy.
Attention is giVen to the developmend function of the artist. As an
exaMple of the interdisciplinary aRpwach, cornbined attention can be
given to the rite of passage becauk at the same moment the Science
Department is studying biological change, the Psychology Departnient is
stUdying adolescent development, the Social Scienee Department is

'studying ceremonies of prinaitive societies, and the Humanities Depart-
ment is reading "Of ThiSXTirne, Of That Plate" and other .stories
about the young. It is customary for instructors from vario disciplines
to share classroorn activities, but a primary catalystfor intb.rdiscip,linary
activity is the rhetoric paper.

4.
The Rhetoric Program

The rhetoriC facult9 a:Insists i full professors, two assoeiate
professcks, two assistant prof rs, and one instructoi. Although some
ofthe faculty occasionally teach 'literature. in the summer or in the
evenings, the entire faculty is committd professionally to the teaching
of freshman English. All of the facultlt have had a good deal of prior,
experience in the teaching of written compoiition, and Most have made
mimeroui contributions to the professional literature. -

The rhetoric faculty has the primary objective of helping its students4

learn, to communicate significant thoughts and information effectively.
Since the students' firit and most urgent need for these ski1W is to
express what they. have learned in their other courses; the rhetoric staff
is pleased to take advantage of this motiiyation and willingly assumes

a r
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the role. of a' service departmenti whenevet possiblei assignnleOts aye°.
keyed IQ the study and writing needs of other depaninents.

To achieve our objectlies, the rhetork staff knows no better method
than to demand that .our students reads write, listen, and speak fre-
quently under close su:pervision,*ach fresh-Man, is requiredlo write
approztitnateW,000,Words per y 4 ,ii.Osually in the form.of seven themes .
or extended exercises per semeste ...ftir :the rhetoric coursei..in addition,
the..other courses require at least o ,

1 paper,per semester that usually
involVes the rhetoric teather iti : # ue and grading. . .,..

Confronted with a wide ra ge .of fenal and direct applicant stu, .
dents: trtose .Of them rquickl ,* and Many of. them With low
motivatioti and short attention spans, the faculty has had to.come up

.. 7 1with an approach' which' is applicable io all and is characteriZed by -.
iirtmediate success. put approach is baied an our perception tharnearly
every decade has. required a deeper explanation of why stndents have
difficulty writing. Thirty years ago students had to remove grammatical
bar.barisnis and improve their writing style to be better writers. For that --."

reason the,Use of the pandbook of grammar, .spe4ling, and punctUation t.,.

was the legitimate:approach: A decade later, students, with theii-.de-:
creased,reading experience and skill, also had tO have models which I

. _...

showed how .IQ unify (e.g., "write with'a purpose" or have "the argu,. '
rnentative edge") and structure a paragraph. In additicin. to basic.
grammar, they had to learn'What developnient wasand whilWne.word
waS. better .than another, i.e., where. it lay on the ladder oNgbsuac-,.
tion. In the last five years; students have done so little writing,..often
as few as 350 words in their senior year-of high school, that they need
to gb back to .the very beginning. They need to know that a composi-
'lion has an introduction, a li * conclusionand what happens
, in # , ne. Most importan r ey need to knoW how writers analyze

their to # # and structure their essagein short ,. how they think:
.At the' beginning our Students need to be shown the manyways their -

manusisipts communicate. They need to knoiv that a sloppy paper, withe.
uneven margins, with the edge of the paper.ripped into a messYlace
work, with no title, with no page numbers, says verY loudly indeed,
"I do not care whether I have yonrattention and respect" They need .

to, know: that such. a. paper makes conimunication unlikely, if not
iinpossible. . .

P
As a reSult, leaning on the psychologist's idea of positive reinforce-

metit, we let our students know that we attach so much importance tO.
legibility, conventions, and neatness that we will give them no lea than'
a. D on a paper if it fulfills. the 'W..sic conventions and nothing, more.
During the fi'rst unit students are told that the use cila traditional-.

.1

conveniional.,pauern is-so: yaluab e that if die), produce a work with a

81
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6 Itdear introduction,, body, and a conClusiOn they-4re on die way,up the
. grade ladder to a C.. ,.. .

As years have passed, the rhetOric faculty has became less insisOt..,ii
upon demanding a thesis sta.iement in the penultimate sentence al the -

-. introduction, because a thesis statement clearly efepressed in an early
tkaft seems to inhibit eitensive ad meaningful reyjsion:: IT Students , 0 ;
decide early on exactly tk.rhOt .liey wisli-to'say, thei(rniss the van:Roble
lesson- that writing is .discovery. When they have a thesis !statement, .... they try -to make Oeir data fit: when. they know what they are iayi0;

. they think their audience alsa.knows, and they tend not to ,provideL
enOugh information, relying instead on generalizations and opinicins.-

. Therefore, early in the semester we emphasize the tontrolling question
as purpose indicatotte Students whO prase a question at the end tot their
introduCtion'have provided themselves with a test. of what information is' -%

relevantand necessary. As they coinPlete their paper, all they need Osk is,
"Am I answering my questIon?"

.
Most ot lour students get a form of C gradefor their-first two papers

because early, standards, are clear and limited...Anyone can turn in a
conventional, neat, legible paper; anyone can Write a five-paragraph
paper if he orshe knowi wliat isrppostd to happen in.each paragraPh. ,

An assignment that asks, for instance, Why students are believed to be
apathetic or whY-Oey think their high schOol did a good or poor job ..

in making them:feel prepared for college prompts them to have three
paragraphs in the body of the-paper, Oth -beginning with the next

include "thrye myths about young pitiple y," "three surprises," and'
point, i.e., a topic sentence. Other earl .atsignments we have used

"three qualities of urban university students as noted in three iveeks ,
of school." . -

Prior to their third paper, students are ;Old some new facts of life.' - ....T.

They lam that just as they can earn paitive points, they can lose thein
as inevitably if they do not follow certain/grammatical. and ortho-..

,. tgraphic conventions. They are taught, if thdv de; not already know,
..that when the World complains 4that Johnnyiand.johnnie can't write,

'what the World means is that they can't spell or punctuate or avoid
gramMatical troubles. , ,

Our students are now iniroduced tO the bottom part of our Theme .
-.4.Analysis Blank (see Figure 1) which indirates how they. lose points:

, If they.commit what we, Speaking for the.World,.lahel a "glarIng error" t
(illogitl fragment, runion sentence, comma splice, disagreement of
verbitti'd su4ject, faulty reference in a prono4m, misplaced or dangling,
modifier). ,they lose a half piiint. For 'a less offerisive error in gramniar,

. spelling, et punctuation, they lose a quarter point.
Marco! 'the reatwOrld of-ciitical readers, our students are next led
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thrOugh a series of units 'which guarantee. exposiire to the patterns pi
ithoght..we think they will need for analy4is1 exposition, ,and aigu-
me pikl., in short, the.writing they will do for the rest of their college

. mii-" ''..W the rest of their lives...-.0,..,; .

't unit' he is on basic structures: introdnction with establishment
.

. of nIpose, body,: conclusion., and generative (topic) sentence, Alus
. -4.

development in paragraphs. In the second unit We-work on nan-ation
arid dekriptithii to.remind thein of . the deed for, the flow ol an idea.

. 1 During nariailon we point ',out the importance of verbs and adver t
during deFliption we stresS what kind of nouns and adjectives commit-

'tinicate best..A sarhple writing assigneient (hiring this unit is a theme on 411E

the subject of "This Is My I-fome Town:". With E.It White's "Here Is
New York" as- their substantive model, students are asked to make a
statement aboia their home toWn which they defend by des.cribing the-
town or city and relating a series,of, narratives which 4tittify the suer
mein ihey,have made 'in their introduction. In the rough draft, which
thtir must submit, they are reqpiieclto underline the ncnieds and adjec-
tives in the desaiption ana Die verbs..and adverbs in the narrative.
For their final draft they are asked to try to make their diction More
yiyid and specific.

. . .

In the third unit sfudent:s study the basic parts of an extended-
definitiOn (dassifiCation, differentia, comparison and contrast, enty-
inology, demonstration brilliistration, conuast to synonymi) and. its.,!
uses in various disciplines. They kiln new uses of the dictionary. In
this unit rheforic teachers depend.heavily upon the other departments, ..
getting from them%ermi for writiv assignment& sudi as empiricism,

, transcenelentglism, existentialish triage, aemocracy, and capitalism*.
During imit four; on process analysis, students are tausht not onli

how to Use the- patterns, bin also to be more aware of the audince
because a process assumes that the reader out there is going :to have
a behavior change. Whereas naraation ar0 description had patterns but

-. nv neceerAy parts, students now seek a basis.for interrupting process'
and breakin* it into useful and meaningful steps:Here again rhetoric
teachers rel, on other departments for the subject matter, %with one
favorit; topic being the stept of thescientific methodVhelast two units .

of the first semester take up riassification and comparisbn-c4nrast,
comploink the patterns particularly needed tor exposition, or the kind
iai communication necessary to get a rep' der to Say "I understand:"

..lri the second se ester alterition ii turned to argumentation. Studentia I
O '' a

learn the diffeen . -tween the evidence used in argument for comlic-
tion andagument for action;i.e., What is neede<to Cause a !leader

.tto *ay "1 agreelait "I will do what you ask." tey learn to wórk. i

\.] ..
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with the patterns of cause and effect, judgment, stock issues, and problem'
and solution. In the middle of the semester, students do a research
paper and leatr, to work, with primary and secohdary sources and
advanced tianuscript conventions..
. We complete the year with the "content" of our courie, a, unit an.
the.histoiy and nature o lArigtiage arid one on epittemology arl logic.
The... two- units aie something. beyond a collection of facts. In our.
language study we try to helP students develop a sense of how language
changes. Their sense can-4 demonstrated, for instance, bY a paper on
the futnre of langnage; in which the student makes up a word ancl shows

. what lexicographiol and etymological principles are demonstrated,in
its coinage. In the unit on epistemology and logic, for instance, we tiy
to. have Ancients analyze the source and legitimacy- of ideas currently
'being banaied about in. ibe mbdern pôliicl and iniellectual worl

Teaching of Style, Graminar, Spellins, *and Punctuation

We have no sFleduled tnnis for style ot mechanics. We do, hOwever,
attach great imp9rtari4 to them. Our Theme A`nalysis Blank.(Figure
focuses sit:dent attention on ihe lesson tharthey cab wcirk very hard

; for two'weeks on .a paper. and then' 'ruin their grade by a careless
last-minute proofreading. Thii arbitrarily tough poli4Y.almost invari-
ably .eliminates 84 percent .of the granimar, spelling, and pinictuation
troubles. When errors. are caused no longer bY Carelessness put 1)-y
ignorance, we go to work with work sheets demonstraiing errors made
in. current studentlapers. Each tiene we have a session on grammar,
spelling, and' ptmctuation. we stiCk'. to- just one "error" and hive
Wide= demoristrate they can consciouily make tbe error and correct it.

We.teach style the same wiy: diagnostically focused and paced. Oa
st5ndards may net be hi'gh; we admit' that. we rarly help a snide*
divelop . a r6l1y glossy style. Our goals are. clarity, effectiveness, 'and
appropriateness.. We teach the ladder4of abstraction to.shoW why a
specific word is better than a general out-we ieach dktionary: usage. 1.

_

to help students .find the exact 'word, perhaps liven the Metaphoric
or figbrative phrasei and we teach the differenCe between the loose and

iieriodic sentence. Most of usalso teachtentence irnbiddinge 'and to help
students write With some grace,. we. .do analyze the good style of
bur models. !.a.

.
gistWriting assignrents of the RhetOric Department shOulApass two tests: .

they shoSid Mince students to use the pattern currentlif being studied.

Sarnpit 4ssignments CI
1/4



Harry Crosby

and if, possible, causesthem to review a p attern previously, studied.
For instance, v.",lien We ask students to . write aper on the rite of
passage, we stipulate that.they are to-define:the term; desaibe specific
rites of passaglgerred tO in Margaret Mead's Coming.of Age in Samoa
or Six and T peratnent; and compare arcf/or cOntrast The ritei in
primitive societies discusie by Mead and 'encountered in The 'Mtn
Walkabout and "Agostino" and "The Story of My Dovecot:" In addition
students are reqUired to.Write a narrative titan event in their ow? life:
Which finally maae them realize What a rite passage is. Sample theses
students developed during this aslignment. Which is read bY the stu-
dent's entire faculty, include "It. was not until I came ic;`-follege that I
realized that what I had experienced at iheage Of fourteen was a rite of
passage".and ¶JI realize noW that earlier societies have More definite rites
of passage than in .rny timeand 1:-am so muth the poorer."

In another.assignment tsle huinanities and sOcial sciefue teachers ask,
students to explain What the Wok Alividemonstnues about the lessons
of sociology, while the rhetoric telir.her Moires that their papers contain
a nartative precis of what happened to the antliner Passengers who
crashed and survived in the Andes. Stadents. a* expected to define
relevant soCiology,ternis like suivival of the fittest, socktal struchire,
diasion oflabor, and vahies. They are required to turn,in-lough. drafts.
to show that they have revised their introihictfon. and conclusion to
make sure they have discussed what addi up. to a central Message. A
sample thesis .deduced bt students wat "In the short, tinie the airliner
passenge4 lived together, they synopsiz:ed the entire general histbry

ciVilization."
. Another typical Ci3S writing assigninent involved a kience teacher

, who wished to check ,on how his stiidents had mastered the scientific
method. He passed out an account of how a mythical firm, thel'Ontecaro
Orange Glowers, tried to increase its Sales by conducting and publi-

ng a research program which "prOved" that, drinkingeorange juice
prevents colds.-.The rhetoric- teacher; who at the time. Was *working on
research and manusaipt techniques, was pleased at an opportunity to
work in more pzactice on narration, 'description, process analysis,
judgment, and Problem-solution. The-two professors, therefore, assigned
a research paper in which' studen4 were lo crittize.the orange growers'
testaxch and suggest a more concluiive study.

J.,

the Theme Analysis Blank .

AI

gt

Although 'we mai tiot use it on every assignment, the Theme Analisis
Blank (TAR) encourages teachers to indicate to student writers hiEbw they
have mastered leisons being studied.,Teacher time is sived by telling .

.
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students that underlining indicates'a deficiency :best a circle. around a
comment indLcates a strength. At least opce a rat-, we have departmental
meetings ahd ratings to standardize our grading.

The total of the nunierical ratings of the TAB converts into letter
-grades., according to the following scale: 19-20, A; 18, A-; 17, B+;
14-16, B; 13, B-; 12, C+; 9-11, C; 8, C-; 7, Dt; 4-4 D; below 4, F.

If Because of the potential negative pointS for grarrunar, spelling, and
mechanics, there are many F's. Our department aims for this spread Of
semester grades: A,-10 percent; B, 20 percent; 40 percent; 1?, 26 percent;
and 1. .1 0 percent. However, in 'part because of the central tendency
caused by so many gradei, the eurve bulges it the center and we
ustially end up with 5 petcent at the two ends. We do try to disCriminate;
at the end of the firk semester, because cg low grades, about% 5 percent
of the class is disniIssed &dm the school. About one-third of tie dis-
Missed petition for readmission and repeat the first semester:\Problemr,s

4.

Although we are geperally pleased with "our course, we still have,
pi-oblems. The firSt difficultrit is that, in the main, we seern"not to have
a truly stimulating course. We are probably too peaestrian and iinirilagi-

N
natiVe: Each year our students ,complete a detailed guestio and
each year they comment too often that the course is "dull" a ring."
pur st ts are nice; khey tell us they like us that we know our, stuff,
InClottiey even admit, gri4lingly, that they have improved their writing.
Nevertheless; when the give us a general evaluation, the Rhetoric
1)Qpartment always çpme in last in comparison to the other four courses.

Sihce we should be do'rig. niore about reading and study techniguei
4

'arid since our progress. in thi first semester' lets us take some chances
in the second semester, we have begun experimenting with several forms
of cOntent. With one:thiici of our faculty continuing to Work with
anthology-type models and thus iieting as control 'group, tufo teachers
and onethird of ou6,57students are going -heavily ipto the "content"
of a writing cot:tieMore Semantics, mgre linguistics, an .more of the
histeiry and aature of liingtiage and epistemology. no r third of the
classes is woil.ing with a sotial content, based on a collection of essays

. about social history, inauding art, politics, custorns, and science.
A second problem is that the student load for each -rhetorid teacher
heavy. Each instructor teaches four sections, with' tWenty-eight to

thirty students in each. Each teacher has asontact -load of gine hours,
meeting each section tIvice a week and all students caged-kr once. -

The administration has tried to help,. For several years we experi-
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mented with ans. intern system which provIded each professor with a
three4ifths7time gntduate stuAent. This did lighten the load, but too
okten we got idiosyncratic gradiiig from interns who couldnot work
into our systeneof standardized raiings: then 'too, we were self...conscious
about violating an original tenet of the college, that all' teachIng would
be by ftill-time professanals.

For several years we aisigned two rhetOric teachers per Wam, giving
us a 60-1 ratio, as reconimended by the National Council of Teachers
of English. To our surprise this had manY disadvantages. Few rhetoric '
wachers were able to work in pairs, partly because 'Of different tetn-
peramems and philosophies, but'also because of different stu&nt needs.
When ktudents saw thke differences, they complaineitof inequality. Our
colleagues in other defartments, feeling that we had a lighter load than ,

, they did, left all the writing business to us. And witii tlie cost of
rhetoric -instrUction doubled; .we had to face the fact that the system
was just not cost effective. We could- not justify the sOem With our
Gain Studiei: just as Many" students failed,i just as many continued to
have problems, and no more succeeded.

We are now trying to help leisin -the teacNtog load by slicing Off
pakrt of the writing problem. We have employed a- writing specialist
tb work out program to help especially needyStudents in grammar,- -

spelling, and punctuation. We aaIso getting help from our col erikues,
who moreand more amassignidg cagefully designed writing exerciser.
In addition to providing students an opportunity to dernonstrate mastery
of course content, these exercises also ptit students through theideinand-
ing requirements of inalysaii synthesis, structure, development, and
expression, the mastery of whiell has been the rhetoric goal.

A third problern which concernS us' is that writing progress does not
hold up as well as we mighi expect alter Our studenta leave tn.. Our
studcitts do relatiVely Well in advanced Writing classes, and.they writre
as well as the students from other writing programs, but as sophomores,
our students often do turn,in embarragiing papers to our CBS,ackilleagties.
We recognize this deteriOratiOn is endemic; but wekeep teilink ourselves
that if we were_ truly doing our job, we would be giving sttidents .
the prineiples and mOtiVation to want to Write .wejl and the ability to
police their own work-We have added a lophomore.remetlial course.to
which gudeMs are assigned by teachers from other departments,A study
by a doctoral candidate 'has .given ,us stiggestions about the kind of
principles (particularly those aboutrevision) that seem to-stick best With -I"

students. And wd continue to work on!the problem..

. Harry Ciarby
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A development whkh tçlps us endure our problems is the imProving
nature of !our students. Mot of them in :September ire still vastly
unskilled as writers, but thee. preadlege attitude it healthy. They rarely
know how to.stUdy, .butincontrast to the Past-4hey want to learn.
They realize that writing competence it hig4ly relevant; to their future
well-,being. They apidreciate the Pointed diignctsis we gate them, ttiey
like the indiv.idual attention, and they worle. They are justifiably proud
of their improvement. And most of them are learning to write reasonably
well, and that's wh $6. we are in biisirkis. .
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III Evaluation and Tes
A Siiccessful Placement
Test for Basi Writing

?fancy W. Johnson.
Illorthern Virginia Community College

/ohnson gapples: with the pr.oblem of composition placement
testing. Although 4dmitiing that writing samples provide the most
accurate measure of student writing ability she demonstrates how an
objectivetest can be constructed itat will be valid and reliable for
placemem purposes. Ne

. .

ftPlacing students at the appropriate English composition level tainaease
dr chances oksuccess is a rectinent problem at colleges and universities

. c i4tionwide. Every curriculum that acknowledges individual diffetences
J. 'ànl capabilities among students implies a determination of how such

. .differencei will be identified. The .problem is further Complicated by
reiSkirig that SAT 'scores, whin available,- may not serve as accusate
indicators ok kudents' composing abilities and by the4open-door ad-
missions policy of many community anti junior colleges.

.. Two major apploaches to this problem.of placement have been tried,
albeit with liinited success.' The more Common approach, and the one
favored bY English teacfiers, at least in theory, is co reqtire incoming
students to write an eisay to beevaluated by the teacher. This approach it
frequently modified in the name of Objectiv gkading \tozequire that each

. student paper be read More than once. The drawback ofthis approach is
the time required to collect and scpre essays. A 'second approach is to

. require incoming students to take a grammar teitz.The drawback of this
aparoachis that such tests seldom incorporate .the rhetorical elements
necessary in Written compo si5iton. and, therefore, do noraccurately reflect
the.students' writing abili .

/4.

Increased enrollment and limited registration timetables seem to
dictate a move toward an easily administered and easily scbred.placement
initrUment. Ann objectivt tesuisian apparent answer tolhis need, but in
light of klie Cdravfliacki of the other alternatives, the essential question
is 44Cala 411 objective test give an. accurate evaluation o) th. skills

4.
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a student odisi have to perform succeSsfully id a composidon class?" Our.
. experiences : id plaiement teiltkipg at .141orthern Virginia CommunitY ..

Cotiege lead ds to respond to this tgiesticin poSitively.
,

There are SOme basic assumptions,about the nature of composidon :
altd the eyaltton of comPositions 4ich must be agreecrupon bAore a

...placement instruinent Can,.be cOnstructed: First; it:muii'be agreed that
'composition is a proCest 'and, as,such. may be 'studied. Second.it Must
be agreed that the scientific study of the process bY qualifiedtmarchers
.call myeAlkhelitherent parts which make up the process. Finallyilt must
be aireed that experienced tOmposition. *hers are best qualified to
examine the panaposOlui proCess and to identifx those-qualities which
combine to producegood :Writg. With these basic.assumptions iii
mind, the N.V.C.t English' DeParutterit and the Department of De:
velopmental Studies..began WOrk pn in English placement test kir

ekentertng students. .,. ,
..e. .._

.

*IIP. izi.
4 i

.
N..'..

v
&summing the Test 4istruntetit .

,

..-:- ..,

, .. .. /
# .The first pedagogical cobsideration in constructing a Placement test was ,

to define the population tO be tested. Ity analyzing demographic data on i
N.V.C.C. students, indicating the relationship betweith 'our students
and .those' attending the four other campuses of N.V.c.C. on the basis'
of enrollment, curriculum, student status, rate, sex, and age..re were
able to construct aceurate profiles of Mar studerd body. In- addition,
student profiles:were %eared wjth tkose of communit.y college students
nationwide.' This information was usefdl in hefping us M-forinulate .
test items by identifying charaCteristics of iour students .14hich might, ..

indicate interests and attitudes. Fpr example, tile...average age of otir
students was...25.2 year." s,,eousiderabl, Older than the "average". fitshman

.. tlaSs nationally. 1

. 7 1 e

The next steRwas.tO select a representative iample of the population .,.:....
. for study to determine hOw our students wrote. Since the demo&aphic

data itvealed a.. highly diverse std&hetbody, we began by identifying
broad registratiort trends. &la-46u Were iseleded from . three categories:
( I) thoie attending clastes during prime time (lO a.m.- to 3 p.m:, MWF).
(2) those attending classes on Ttiesday and thtdrsday, and (S) thOse
attending:Classes at night. Approximately equal nuMbers. of-it-tidal:Its in

. each category were selected frord the following courses: bevelopMen
. English (a remedial: course Carrying no transfer credit); English Com- .,-. ;

position I, -- and English Composition IL (both thrmaedit tranSier
. courses)...We reasoned that, we would learn moreabenit &aping students'. :

writing abilities by 'Comparing their, writing samples With those of
.- gr."t e.,

o
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. .. . .

. . ,
studenti who 'enrolled in remedial Engliih or who had already success4
fully completed one writing CoUrse than hy studying'entering students'
...sseitirig samples in isolation. The student iample thus ccivered the range.
ofccuipetency levqls aS yell as, the span of enr.ollittent patterns,.

Students partiCipating in the sampling :weregiven fifty minutes to
Write an; impromptu essay pa the first day of' claSs. The.papers covered
three &Odes J discoursanarration, Aeseription, and arigumentation
and ee topicsschool. self, and societytotaling ninetoPiclnode
COM ix9tions. The nini topics were as follows:2.

r7. ",
Think of aaitical eye* in your lifean incidentiof situation

, that had an impustant effect on you. It could be scimething that
happened yesterday or Vilten you were five yeari.old. lt could

,\.have happened someplace exciting or ai home tAlle you were
eating dinner. It might have taught you in important I

. Write an essay about this event insucha way thg its itpportante
is madedear,

. .You are inarVifferent people'. there is the you that goes to
school, the you with your friends; the you that does the thing
you enjoy best. Which of them is the real you? Decide on a
situation or activity in which you ale most yourselL "I am a
reamer." "I am a ball player,","I am a dancer." 64e.

3. In the past fivo yeari, you haVe probabij thouglit a lot about
parauswhat they did right what they might have doh better.-- .

You may be a parent yourself now or lir the future. Taking
this as your topic, "If I hada son". or "VI had a daughter,"
explain what you would hope to do for -your, child. Explain

oitilly you would do it.
4.- Recently you went through registratiOn. Such an experiente

generally produceslasting simpressions. Write abn essay about
, your eXperience. °

5. Between classes, you probably spend timesomewhere on carripus.
.Try to desaibe tkeAlace,,accurately; concenitate-Oniooks. smelL
and sound .

. 1,

fi.. Some petople think that schools should be open all year long.
. if thesehools were open, students and teachen would beable to .ifr

tlftiose ithen they would haw their vacationsrin 'the summer as
usual or in the fall, winter, or springs Decide how you feel

. abotit year-round sChool. Then.ikrite down your feelings, rnar0g,
sure to tell 'why4 "outeel the way you do:

7. Many important events have occurred during your lifetime=
the moon landing, the assassination of John Kennedy, the
earthquake itii-os Angeles, forexample. Pick an important event
and write abpui it for Somegirwho has, never heard about.it
before. _

8. Everyone has different ideas about the word American and what
it means. Write about an event or scene vht&ytkt feel is tyfiically
American. Use anythieg you wouldlikt, a.fciotliali game, a

A
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hamburger. a elevision show, anything. -Write about it so that/.
somcbOdy who ditinot live in America would know all about it/

9. Imagi4 that a large company near you has been found to I*
seriously polluting a local river. Some peOple have limn talking

-about dosing the company down until something can be dOne.
alvut the pollution. If the company is closed down, many people:,.
will be. out .00..vo4:-Write yOur ideas about "Whether to shut
doin the company or not: the sureio indicate why. yOu feel the
way you d4t,

Suidents were randomly assigned to topic-niode combinations to assure ;
that the papers collected were typical' perforniances rather 'ball the belt

performances'which could be expected if suidents were allowed to select
their oWn toPics. All nine topics were represented at each proflciency
level and in each time block. , .

'eventy randomly 'selected 'Papers from e sample were'
,

th read halls'
tically by four composition teaelfers to deterrnins the ley& of language
achievement of our ,students. Holistic grading, .alsci. called general
impression grading, requires that a Payier be read. from beginniiig -
'to end ale judged according to overall qualiti. We used 'holistic
grading because it is faster than analyticgrading, Which requires more
specification. while proving eqtially reliable. Studies -by Cast' Coward.

'Nisbet, Ravan, and others have shown. that' the crucial factor in. essaY
grading is-a clear artiCulatiOri, prior tO grading, of what norms are being
applied by the judges, not the gradi,ng scale itself.' Judget were asked
to classify Tapers using a three-Aoint scale: (1) studentl who were in

-of remedial-Work; (2) students who were ready to enroll hi first
quarter tompciiititin: and (3) students who 'were prepared to enroll
in. second qtifIrter ropylistrittP.- - 4. 74.

The initial reading session was followed by a discus-Sion of the relative
Merits of each group of papers...Judges were asked tci describe the papers
In each group, indicating similarities among papers,within-a group and,
differenCes anfong groups. Not surprisingly, the judgp placed rmiuty of
the same papers in the same group, although their reasons for doing so
varied. In other words, iudges were able to agree upon ja` level of
acceptable writing although their persPectives.differed. While we sought

: unanimitY in classifying paPerS into grouPs, we did not specify what
aiteria eachiudge should use. .

This-discussion 'resulted in the SPecification of seven greas which,
collectively, cOuld be used to describe good writing. These seVen, areas
were (1) content, (2). organization, (3) overall development, (4) diction, (5)

- style, (6) mechanical errors, and (7-) spelling. Judges then agreed:Upon
descriptive statements of each category at each writing Proficiency' level,
and these statements,were listed in a tattle Of specificationS (see Table 1).
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Table\di Specifkations

. . Group I

:

.

Group 2f L.

V" A

Largely superficial

.6 ..

-----

GrotsiO i
1

Goes beyond snierficial; writer
often reaches logiCal conchuinnu
which show same insight

Content
.

41

-It
i Barely discernible; paØcrz sa
jittle

. 0

I*

'Organisftkas at'Little or no sequersce or central,,,.
bdea; papers often brief

i

.. t

biscernible pattern; some,feeling
far a central idea t

.

Appropriate coordination, sub- .
ordination in developing,strong

.ontral idak.,
Overall develop-
ment

. ..,
"Fragmented ideas, very few

. details; both idea", details may
. he repetitious, inappeOpriate

,

Use of detail la appropriate,
sufficient

. . . .

,
Generalizations supported with
extensive, concrete detail .

. -_
fiiiction
I

, .

Range of word choke limbed;
misuse of words common

.
.

. -
Range of word choice adequate;
,some awareneas of connotations

Range of word choke good; words
chosen show awareness of conno-
tations that fit needi of context

Style

. .

Not displayed consiztentlyt
enough to be ideniified
..

. . 4
.

.

.

Inconsislint in tone, erratic;
uninspired, uninspiring

P

AvAreness of audience, deliberate
use of tone, conscious choice of
other rhetorical devices AO en; -
lance, sustain meaning, interest

Mechanics _ Consistent problems with dele-
tions of verb ending', run-ons,
fragments, shiftint verb tenses . .

brinor erron, occasional major
Problems; grammatical arms do
not impede flow of paper .

Generally free of mechanical
errors .

.
, .

Spelling

.. ,
a.

.

Man of common
' words ..

.

..

es

.Occasional misspellings of cliffi-
cultWords; miupellings do not
obscuire tscopitionnt intended

. words

,

Pellfog errors rare

.

.

_
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This _method provided a descrilitive siaternt abeiut -where students
actually are in their use pi language rather than, a prescriptive statement 4..
about where they Might be expected to be and the.refore reaffirmed Otjr
original hypothesis that placement m t be clarived from die writing
samples of a particular student body anlj must be as,ed on local norms.
The tablcrf specifications was then Used to icore ifty-four additOnal
papers to -Re if it could be consistently applied; the êuhs.slowed that it Pk

-could be.
:Studies by Braddock et al, Godshalk et at, and Er erich show that

agreement, or 'reader reliability, may be achieved' and inaeased by
keeping Writers anonymous, by dearly defining the Measuring tool (in
this case, our table of specifications), and by increasing the number of
competent readers.4 A cbmpetent reader is one who is capable of
distinguishing the twoareas of composition, grammar and rhetoric, and
of judging when they are effectively applied: Assuming that a reader is
capatile t 'this judgrfient4 she or he. bethines the logical choice as a
writer of teit items. Thus, the distincticia between the reader and the
Writer of test items is one of operations, not of persons, and the
specificption of the kinds of.k5owledge necessary is the' same for both
reader and tester. .

The Claims of the Tes Designer

The Specification of t4 tester's knowledge requires a conceptualization
of. a theori of gra mar and a; theory of rhetoric. An Inportant
pedagogical consi don, then, is the capacitiesand limitations of the
designer .of the in conceptualiziiig these dieories. -The funetion of
grammatical theory is to provide a full and accurate desaiption of !the -
structure of,the language; the function of rhetorical theory is to provide
.resources for the effective use of language. Together, language and its use
constinne what is r,p tpsted.

The designer ol a tAtklairns knowledge of a set of norms or standards.
of grarnniatieal correctness which are-preseat in speech constructs and
which are responsible for conveying meaning.-Ar-vever, in a language
why') is -aliye. speakers who uie the language .may deviate from its

:norms;csuch deviation produces a uniqueseman* effect. To say whether
the effect it gait or not, one must know what the grammatical nor* are
arid what thoeffect is or is likely to be. Therefore, a test constructed solely
in terms ortrammatical norms does riot provide for actittal usage. The
flaw in the procedure is obvious. While readersfor testers must haveAn
ides Of What constitines correctness in English prior to.rnakirig. judg-.

. ,
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merles, they must redignize that these Viorms alone, do not :determine
e&ctiveness. : .1

A more logical procedure is to combine the theoretical aspect-;
especially as that providas for a -distinctip between grammar and
rhetoricwith the' practical aspect, the evaluation, of actual student
.writing, prior to test constrnoion. Such a procedure is highly'inforilma-
dye, Since it places.a conceptualized set of norms in to a set of

Thessays. e result mtist undoubtedly be a revised hierar . of student
needs if standards of correctness and effectiveness are to. be achieved. Test

t. questions will then rei3ect what tiachers- shotild_(eadh in composition
. classes, if actual usage is to pproach standara of correctness derived
from grammar and standards of correctneSs'derived from rhetoric. ,

The Responses of the Test-taker

A further pedagogical consideration in test construiion is determining
the typd of responses.which.students axe expected to make. To do so, We
must fuSt examine the relation p between the student and the subject
matter. In writing:. an essay t e student combines the- complex acts of
thinking and writing. In thiØi.tuation "thinking is adirect movement of
subject matter to a comp tinf (issue," the recording of thoughts or
feelings in correct and éfØctjve sentenCes. Thus, in writing'. an essay the
student .makes d4ibere grammatical and 'rhetorical choices ivhich
express his or her ideas, 1.e., the student develops a method, an "effectiye
direction of subjeCt matter to desired reiults."6 fly writing an essay Which
is granimatically correct and.rhetorically effective; the student displays
the ability to use the arts of gramniar and. rhetoric. However, a superior
end product does not Clearly speCify the kinOrof knowledge of granimar
and rhetoric which the student possesses, although a poor end product 1--
may indicate areas of intompetence due to latk of knowledge. Know-
ledge requires that "two Conditions are satisfied: the truth,conditiOn and ,

cthe evidence condition.7 Students, :make grammatical and rhetorical
mistakes because they lack knowledge of graTmarand rhetoric, but.they
may believe that they' hove knowledge in :these .areas. In a testing
situatibn, the teiter must be able to distinguish between knowledge atfd

,k belief and, fUrther, to distriminate among types of knowledge, which
may 4e divided into -the logicatly distin4 areas of "knowing how." ..

."knowing the," "knowing that," and "knowing why.". The first may ,.
only be tested directly by requiring a student to write. However; by .

*inns the 'other three types of knowledge, one max. conitruct n
. objective test that will provide the same, or nearly the same, infonnation .. et ^

r
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Functional Level: "Knowing the"

Sc-

"Istancy W. Johnson,. 4 - -

mg

eric that a.writing

"Knowing the" Mei Of spellin And gcammar, and the '1; 0
7 4.. definitions' of words ideRifieS a" ifudebt's wledge.pf the funttion4.:,.-

.. . . . . .

level ol language. Such knowlecre is essential [Or written, tomxnuni:- -
-'' catkin and May ,be: tested diretil lb; asiring a student ,to select the .

rrecdy scslled void, the Correct' p tuat sentenCeAthe semense.
(=among fragments and me v4sathbflect word for use in.a.'.' : .

sentence.. "Knewing the" connoatiOns of words .identifies a studenei
- ability:te make.one of the simplesphetoikal etioiCes,,word choice, To

,

test `this knowledge, 4 sttident cniAcbe asked to select the st rff tive
. .. viordior-use ill algmence Zit-. to select the word that is ilia i tly.

.4.0 'fcir exam0e, one test item on an earlier &Um tithe N.N.C.C. test asked
"-,. --.. '7 Stildents which. Of "the underscored words %."140..used incorrectly in the. .

follotwing sentence: "Two yelurof '?lgebra is the leouisite for ihis'
course: An
uno the fitl
(a) acx.eptico,n;

'The AfPlieati

"Glosely alli
'been correc

r test item asked students to choose the best wprd. to ht
wing eence " 'He took to that remark.' t

; (c) exemption; (d). accession.' ."

44

" o wi4 tbar : 0

to ).tricivnrig_the" rules is "knowing that': tl-iittlei have
y tptied.. "Knowing thitma-word IS correctly used or that a*:

f., paraaaptis.Well: siructured identifies 4 student's iiii*ledge of grammar. ., F.or instance, a student should w that. words. na. sentennes* farm .

, e .
, .. . .

_ . n. 'relationships. T....he relationships are th .granrfical and rhetorica, .

w .i 'oases aka clauses. providing amplificatioW or cinalifiCation to =,

mence plitsi To test knowledge-Of relationships, A student might
be. as to identify the Mostintpor nt pieCe .of inforthation in "a .. .

semence. For example, one test iietti.4..i students io read the following: ;
. .

sentente and pick out the most irniOtant Oece of.jnformatiorc "-5As Mr.
,..:-Nilson, well known in the City; opene4the window of.his &tasting rocim

oh CaMOden klilliibeeitperienced'Apeculiar sweetish sensation in the
back ofthisthroat and a feeling 0; eMptinessiust under hiififarribe. (a)

,, Mr.4%lilson-.- was well know41..04 'Mr. Nilion. experienced. a feeling '.of .

". . emptiness. (c) ME: Nilion lived op Car4den Hill. (d) Mr.' Nilson Smelled r
, 2 something Sweet." A.student-shouklfro kitow.that concrete-Words are ...

usually preferable tciabitract Ones.for reinforcifig marlin& To tesi this"
:knowledge, 4,,studeni rilight be asked to identify a sentence.whicli does Or,

,... .

.dots not add support,
to'a paragraph. . . . . :

. . 7e. . .

--

le .2
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., . ,
"Knowing that" a word or sentence is eifective identifies a student's

intertnediate knowledge of rhetoric., To fest this knowledge, k student ..
migbc be asked to identify an appropriate word or sentence in .a
panicularconteit or la select the sentence whose parts are arranged most ,
effectively from a group of 'grammatically conecksentences. For example.
in one test itern students i:41ere told_thst a young Wbman being inter-
LieWed for a job had a choice t)f makinione of the following statements,
and they.Uere asked to select the one her prospective employer would
find most sonvincing. Theshoices were a#jollows: "(a) I am prepa_r_edip
w'ork hard for the company:(b) I ain aehar worker. I alvrayi have been.

'.(c) I receivettanaward for hard Work from niy last ernployer. (d) I offered
meritorious serviciaud hard work td my last employer."

The Judgment Level: "Knowing why"

i'Kito,wing why" a sentence.is confusing identifies a studenes awareness
of grammatical alternatives. Competent student writers' should know
that they have options and what the options are. :They exemplify their
command of the English language in a test sithaticin by indicating why
the choice okertaip options is desirable. They should be able to explain
why theV dO -vtiat they dci. Since language a a system, the stildent writer
must know parts of theoystem, how the parts functiOn within the
system; and a w the whole of the system functions. To test this latter
.knowledge, a student Might be asked to identify the sentence whose
meaning is most glear from among sentences whose ;meanings aretm
obscured ley haphazard placement Of phrases and clauses. For example;'
one test item asked students to select the sentence whicti stated the idea
most clearly from the following choices: "(a) Hiding in a vacant building
and using a high-powered rifle; Lee Jlovey, Oswald was accused of
assassinating President Kennedy. (b) Lee Harvey Oswald was ac<itsed of
assassinating President Kenphly, hiding_in a vacant building and using
a high-powered rifle. (c) Assassinating President Kennedy, Leeparvey
Oswald was accused of hiding in a vacant building and using a hiuh-
powered rifle. (d) Lee Harvey Oswald was accused of biding in, a (meant
building and using a high-powered rifle to assassinate President
Kennedy."

"Knowing why" certain words or examples are effect* ith certaln
audiences identifies a student's knowledge of the l r rhetorical

. elemesus, i.e., invention and arrangement. To test th knowledge, a
Student might be asked toexplain why a sentence or a paragraph should
be developed along certain lines A student might also be iiiked to
identify the reason whAp sentence do& not add support to a paragraph

I.

I.
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- Nancy W. Johnson

-
or what is wrong, with a sentence it elates to other sentences in a

. . . paragraph. For exarhple e test item ad "In an essay arguing in favor
of neutering pets, a st ent skated ihat Young children.can by psycho-

. logieally scarred by wa mg pets procieate and give birth. What is
wrpng with this idea as it relates to the Paper's topic? (a).11e:statement is'
based on an &notional appeal. (b) Theri *could be it) evidence,to supRort

'such aostataktent. (c) The statement is .only vaguely related to the topic.
.(d) The student does not explain the nliture of lbe psycholokic'al scars.".

Illus. it is possible to construct, inultiple7choice items in Which
students are asked to perforni mental activities .vatItich closely 'approxi-
mate those required in aCtual writing. Further, if the 'categories- to- be
teited have been taken from student papers and these papers hive been
used for ieference in cOnstvCiing test items, Ile relation between actual
writing and test items is reinforce& For sjvcific information on writing'

objectivetest items, see Borrnuth, Gronlunde and Thorndike.301

Validity and Reliability

Ideally, in effective placemait tat must demonstrate validity. A test may,
be said to be valid to khe extent towhich it does w at.it was designed to,
do, in this case to place students accurately in c Position classe The\
validity of most objective testi is determined by orm-referente, i.e., by
comparing a student's scdre witfi those of other students. According to a
1975,National Council of Teachers of English study, 6onnizon Sense and
Testing in English, ':the norm cannot be considered a lair' 6aiiss for
comfmrison Of grolips in any case unless the tested population is, very
similar in all respects to the normatiVe poPulation-.a condition which
rarely elists."11 A more useful type of validity is by criterion-reference,
i.e.. establishing some criterion and then determining the 'relationShip
between the test and this-criterion. thus, the-best griterion *for a writing
placement test is a writing sample. This was the criterion used to validate
the N.V.C.C. English Qualifying Examination.

During field testiniof the N.V.C.C. exam, studenti answered objeetiye
questions and wrote an essay on an assignedtojic,, one of the nine topics
used in collecting the original sample papers. These new papas were
scored by three composition teachers, using the table of specifications as
their criteria. Readers were "trained". 'on the original papers to insure
reader reliability. The scores received on the papers were correlated with
the scores received on the objective tests. 'The correlation betweeri the
essaf score and the total test was .65 for Form. A of the test and ..62 for
Form B, which are both significant at the .01 level. Test items which did
not correrate highly with. eisay scores or with other teit items attempting

P
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to measure ihe same category (for instance, content) were dropped from
t ile test. ThisOiterirm.referencing al/etwed usjo prédkt'a student's essay
semi merely by looking at-hisor her score ot(the objective test. . . .

Agsecond type of validitr is content validify, the adequacy of Me tgt to
sample the population it purports to represent. The NN..C. placement
test ftilfillS the requirements for content validity. The procedures de-
sCribed-earlier for collecting and scoring the initial essays identifiecl the
requirements necessary for entrance Into the freshman English sequence *1

by enumerating,the subject matter aspects4f good writing. These aspects
were desCribed in the table of specifications used in constructing test
kerns, I. :

In addition to demonstrating validity, a placement instrument must
. also demonstrate reliability, which Diederich defines as the "amount of -

agreement between two sets of independent measures of the same
characteristic in the same student, taken at about the.same time."12One
recognized type of reliability is the Measurement of internal Consistency

- af the test itselt.13 Another form .of reliability, is the Measurement pf
stability and equivalenc&by the test-retest with equivlient forms; of the
test methocili Both types of reliabiliesi were shown to be present in. ihe
N.V.G.C. placement test.

:Wfiat is perhaps more important tO an English depanment con-
structini a placement test is the relationship between -student p,er-
forenance on the test and performance in the composition class. Since we
began adminisiering our placemenf test pri'or to registration and using
on19 this Objective test to-Oa& students, we have observed four signifi-

\cant dassroom trends. .

.. First: classes are. more homogeneous. Second, there is a-. higher
SuccessfUl completion rate. An.analysis of grade distributions ior five

.

consecutiiè quarters prior to .theadminiitration of the English Quail-
. fying Examination showed that a minimum of 30.35 percent of the

students enrolled in firstttuarter freshrhan composition either failed,
withdrew, or did pot complete the courie. During.the fall quart'dr, 197.7,
the latest cruarter for which grade distributions are aVailable, only 24.f
percent of the students enrolled in fiist-quarter freshnian composition
either failed, withdrew, or hid pot complete the coutse. (For a brealcdpvin
by quarter,. see 'Table 2.) It shoUld be noted, that durirrg the first two .
quarters'after the English Qualifying Examination..was implemented, 'at
test admtnistration procedures were noticeably inadequate. DuiMg these
two quarters, over 50 percentof the stndents appearingon the first grade
roll had not taken the test. A lira tiumber of these 'students were
withdrawn from 'classes because they subsequently failedthe test.

Third, there has bevy drastiC reduction in the number of students
. ,

,
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102 4 Nancy W. Johnson

who go through dropiadd..Previouslii, students were given a writing
sample.pn the first day of dass'and were advised, if the essay didnot tneet
the instructor's standards of coimpetency, to girop the class and enroll in
remedial English. This method_of placement resulted in many students.

at

Table 2

Gradebistribtitions olStudents
Who Did Not Successfully Complete
First Freshman Composition Comse

Quarter

-

Failure
(%)

Withdrawal/
'Incomplete/
Re-enrgll (%)

Total
Percentage

(%)

Number ,
of

Stud ts

Fall '73' . . .`

Winter '74' .

Spring:74' .*.

Summer '7%' .

RaU '74' . . . .

Winter 75 . . .

Spring '75 . . .

Summer "75 . .

Fall '75 . . `. .

Winter '76 . ...

Spring '76 . . ..

Summer '76 . .

Fl 76al '
. ,

,.

Winter '77 . . .

Spring '77 . . .

Summer '77 . .

Fall '77, . . . .

6.18 26.02 . 32.2 2,

4.79 : (
31.24 36.03 4.38

3.06 40.23 ., 43.29 ` 522

2.23 28.12 30;35 31$

4.65 26.34. , 30.99 2,081

5.08 35.58
.

42.5 'a 846

-1.36 I 37.11 , 38.47 512

2.28 26.3.8 28.66 307
*

4.33 2I.65 25.96 1,843

2.2
1

32.8 . 35.0 761

3.6 33.2 37.4 495

0.0
-

23.8 23.8 121

3.5 18.0 . 21.5 1,587

.8:7 , 20.6 29.3 . 76-9

$.0 22.4
_.

30.4 470

5.7
*

22.4 28.1. 261

6.2 11.2 24.4
.

1,610

Source: Grade Distriliailion Analyses. Office of Institutional Reyarch, Northern Virginia
CommunityCollege, -

1. Prior to administration of placement examination. 4e
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being sent to drop/add, further encumbering this prikess 'and requiring
valuable time tor classes to stabilize. Since it iS short and easily scored, the .

English Qualifying Examination is administered before registration,
thereby simplifying the drop/add process. Although most .teachers .

continue to give an impromptu essay durinyhe first class meeiing and
retain the right to recommend that a student withdraw on the b.441of
that essay, an average of only 1 percent ofstudents who have 'passed the
objectiVe test are advised to wnhdraw from a class per quarter. .Fourth, there is a srgnificanAelationshipbetween the score on the test
and the grade received at the tnd of the quarter. The large number or
students dwho were enrolled in first-quarter freshrnan composition
withouehaving taken the test provided a control group with which to
codtpare students placed by the. test (see Table 3): Of courg, it is
imssible to predict how well these students would have done had they
taken.Ille test. Nevertheless, it iS interesting to note that the.completion
rate of VAudents pLicea by the test is consistently higher than that of
students who.dicl not take the test.

tap
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Table 3

Comp*arisot of Successful Completion .gates Of Stkdents Passing).
English Qualilying Exam and-Students Not Taking Exam .'

Quarter Student's Passing ExaM Studenjs Not 1Xking Exam

Winter '75.

Spring '75

Spring '76

Summer '76

Fall 16
.

%tinter '77

Spring '77

StiMmer '77

Fall ifit .
_ 4.

. . .

. . .

. ...

65.04 (389) 54.48 (457)

75.35 (211). . 51.83 (301)

. 62.83 (261.) - .59.47 (153)

80.43 (138) 4 .63.53 (85)

78.83,0,020) 65.58 (141)
.

69.7 (313) ' 4 57.0 (100)

.70.55 (292)
a.

63.78 (127)

76.58 (158) 65.15 '166)

78.81 (126) 614(175)
Source: English Depar ent records, Northern Virginik Cornmun4 College.
Note: Zipre in parentheses is number of students.

I1
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Condusioni

Nancy W. Johnson - "

The -results of tte studies done on this placement Dist, reportezd bhly
brief1y_here,15 suggest five conclusicms which help to clarify e state of
placement testing in Englikly .

1. A writing sampleii ;the best, though not tile m t efficient,
measure of writing ability. a

2. Readers can agree on the worth of writing sampl after tesung
their conceptualizations: of what constitutes .corr in !nage:

3. Comparing concePtualizatiorp to actual perfor nce reveals
categories to be tested and areAs to be taught.

4. Objective questions may be construct4 from th e categories for
thf sake of efficacy.

5. Ah objective test thus constructed and torrel with actual
writing performances serves as a time-effective m thod. for student
placement if the population is clearly defined.

This study thay serve as a model for o ther institu ons who are dis-
.4 satisfied with their current "plaCement procedures or who have no

'procedure for placement. The procedure describe4 here returns the
judgment of competence in composition to those w o are most skilled a
in tht subject matter, Engtish teachers, where it righ y belongs.

1 02
a
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ChooAizig or Creating
. an Appropriate Writing Tegt

ft

Rexford Brown
. National Assessment,o( EducatiOnal Progress

Biown begens by listing the questions an instructor should answer
before designing or purcliasing a test of basic writing. He then
discusses the strengths and weaknesies of various types of essaY and
objective tests and the differences betweeirtesting and comprehensive
eicaluation s1 writing. .

ft

The tiama- fjf education's many- constittienth for various kinds of
införmation about bask writing skills Makes the task of -selecting
appropriate tests or evaluation prograins both complicated and cem
fusing. Teachers, students, school sUperintenderits, deihs, .graduate
schools, parents,-and the busineis communitiall demand different kinds
of infprmation congruent with iheir needs ancl their percePtions about
language and the nattue of 'evidence. This essay is intend,d to clarify.
the advantages and disadvantages of *various approaches to theassessment
of writing. But the reader will have to participate in the clarification -II by answering three sets of questions about the intepded use of aleSt,
s content, and the resources available for its creation or purchase.

4. The Uses of Tests

*file first set of questions concerns the _intended use of a test. A
discussion of each question follows the list.

1. Do you primarily want to predict the_future writing sticcess of
your students?

2. Do you seek to place students ai certain levels or to excuse them
from certain courses?

3. Do you want to diagnose loriting problems?
4. Do you want to establish mastery?
5..'Do you want to compare your students, as a group, to others?

105
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6. Do you primarily wnt to describeryur students' writing?
7. Do yOu want tO measure growth in`Student writing skills?
8. Do you want to conduct any lóng-terr research on writing?

. 9. Do you.eipect a tespo teach as it test
10. Do you idant all of the abOve?

(1) Prediction '

If you want to predict the hauls success Of fbur .students, moSt
standardized multiple-choiCe, tests orPwriting," le., usage, punctuation,'
capitaliiation, spellink, and recognition of 'errors in other people's
writing, will predict reasonably well.1 If you couple such test scores,as
the ACT Or the College Boards with reading scores and iriTormation
about Students' horrie environiments, your predictions willbe even more
accurate. This approach costs 'little.. but it also reveals little about ,

-411. specific.strengths and weaknesses initudents' writing.2
4. ,- ,

ID

(2) Placement . .

Commercial standardized testse.g., the C011ege English Plaement
jest, the C011ege Placement Test in English Composition; oi tiae . .
Missouri College English Testare somewhat helpful as gross indi-
cators of competence. WithSuch tests you.can rank-order students and
divide Ahem into groups targeted for various. levels of instruction.
However, that approach by itself is unsatisfactory; knowing nothing
absolute about the writing Of the students, you could well be assigning
the *same wctrk to people. Who achieved identical scfores on a test
but,labor under very different writing problems. Prudence suggetts you
assign an essay or tivo and evaluate it independently of the multiple-

. Choice test. The College English Placement Test. IA. fact. Offers an
optional essay. .

Holistic scoring of essays has4proven tohe an efficienti relatiirel9
cheap. Ad re1iahle way of rank-ordering papers r sue* purposes as .
placement, college admissions, -and so on. Th proach, used for
decades by the College Boards; inVolves training readers to restiond to
essays :with an overall (holistic) judgment of their quality, without
attending to their constituent Parts or such matters as usage, grammar,
ind TheF miners are important only insofar as they contribute
to the overall impact of the paper upon a reader who is reading, judging
quickly (without discussion), and moving on to the next Paper. A
placement decision based upon both a test, score and a holistic essay
ranking is more defensible than a decision based on either alone; because
the combination generally results in higher reliability estimates. Holistic

4.
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scorinS are easier to conduct. cheaper, .and less time consuming than
mini people suppose. Once cooperating facility members have been'
trained (which takes three to four hours), they can read an essay everii few
minUtes, especially if the papers are short by design.. With careful
selection of training papers and an attention to details (e.g., preparing

T.. reader packets, desighing an efficient system for recording and tallying
scores, etc.), a grouP of teachers can streamline holistic scoring.seiaons
and even create afieasant working atmosphere for all invelVed. Infor-
mation aliout holistic scoring is reaaiy available from the Educational

'Testing Servke in Princeton, Slew jeirsey, 'or from many-state depart-
ments of education Or assessment.

-e

a

(3) Diagnosis 7

Subscores on standardized multiple-choke tests ale indirect and too groSs
to be useftil for practical diagnosis. The most any Standardized test can
telllou is that a student's subscore on "sentence sensitivity" or "para-
gral3lt arrangement' or "usage" Or "pur.ctuation" was low. Since the
student was asked not to write, but to fittd errors in other people's
writing, you do not know if -the stuaent's Own writing will relied

the subskill. Furthermore, there are so many resoni forrn.
making punctuation errors (including carelessness, bidialectical inter,
terence, or ignorance about-the nature Of a sentence) that newi of .a low
subscore in-punctuation .is not very helpful; you will.have to do further
evaluation-,before you can.determine what course of action' will best meet
a student's beats.. Holistk scoring of essays is not dfagnostic, either; it is
simply another way of rank-ordering pabers..Student-specific diagnostic.
information comes only from khe close examinatiOn' of sttaent writing:
Examiners must santinize papers.Written in several discourse modes and
under varying situations before they can hope to pingdint problems. As
successful creative writer, for instance; ma y. have, special prOblems
writing descriptive or analytic prose 'that calls for more rigid logical
relationships and different conventionS of presentation; unless he of she
is askerLio write in several modes, this,fact may escape notices -

DiagnOsis depends upon the teachg's icnowledge of what to look for.
Catithe teacher charatterize writing problems specifically? Or is Ite or ,
she giVen toyriting "awk" or "amb" or "unclear" in tHe margin and
leaving the responsibility for diagnosis with the py.zled sttident?, Can ate
teacher determine .whether a particular problem was a consequence of
deficient understanding of sfntence ,strixture or simple.haste? Was a
sentence aWkward because the writer could not form complex sentenees
or because. the writer tried to kiegin the sentence with'something that
should have beert'subordinated antj.got tangled up trying to subordinate
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the main clause? When is an. apparent punctuation problem really a
failure to hear a 'complete sentence4Wheli- is a tense- shift an editorial ,

failure, and when is if a confusion of point of view? When is a gemiallyil
had paper the result Of an attitude.problem, not a skill difficuh.y?

All of us who diagnose wtiting must answer these it'kl many other
*questions if We hOt,e to- be helpful. And we must ke to it that

. there is a close rela `Iiiiip between What we look. for in: diagnosis
. and what we teach, 3or it would ,be useless to diagnose a problem

. .

in, speaker-andience lationship: if class 'time . is devoted entirely to .

grammar. And it would be eqally profitless fo diagnose arproblem with
syntax if you do not intend, to teach enough grammar to enable your. ..

.? students to understand what is wrong with their sentences. '

Rubric essay storing systems, such as the E.T.S: CompositionTvalua-
. tion*Scales (C.ES) 'designed by Diederich, can be aids to diagnotis.s

The CES breaks essay evaluation into eight separate coinponents:
,

. ideas, organization, wordivg, flavor, tisage, Punctuation,. sgelling, and_
. .

f handwriting. Each component is ranked on'a five-point scale, with ideas;. and organzation receiving double weight. T4tis forces a grader to
... narrow an essars. problems doWn to general categories, and that is 4

at least a start tc4ard diagnosis..flowever, once one has told a student
.,. e, that* his or 'her problems lie in organization, ong iS obliged to be

,

more specific still.
. .

The National AsSessmenei ':primary trait" scoring represents n even
more specific'cliagnostic 'approach.' To emploY this approach, the test ...,

designer must fix;t decide' what is to be learned .and then'tonstruct
the assignment and scoring guide so that it will be learned. Forsistarice,
let us say a ;high School teacher wants. khow whether stu4kkits can,

g. write a formal letter that persuades 'tropgbthe use of argument
ihrtiported. by Concrete detail. The te .'ir :must first construct an ,

'appropriate formal writing situation (e.g.,' a letter to a -schOol board)
and,ari isstie students are likely to haire feelings about (e.g.s snioking
in school. cafeteria food, public displays of affection). The teacher must ' ..

then describe in detail fOur leVels,of writing quality. First-level papers
do not adhere to the conventions IA formal leuer' writing or .do not
produce any arguments for or against the relevant issue. Such letters
wenild nen persuade. anyone of anything. Level iwo papers may show

4
knoWleflge of formal conventions and May produce one argurnent for a
position. but the argument is undeyeloped ,and unsupported with
cOncrete details. These papers shismv tome sa'vvy but they, tod, would notf be persuasive. -1..eiel three papers Clearly adhere to the appropriate
conventions, demonstrate adequate audience awareness, produce several
argurgents to/a position, and support at leasrone of the arguments with., .

.

oi
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concrete details. They are likely EQ be read sympathetically. Level- four
papers go beyonli die level three paiaers in their sensitivity-tO audience,
the ingenuity of their arguments, ihe amount of conaete detail, and the
use of that detail iii support of arguments. Each of these levels must be

.described in muckinore.detail, of tourse; the formal conventions must
'be listed, the conditions tor eaech level must be carefully thought through
and explicitly stated. The point is tha in this approach you design your *i"'
writing task to elicit speFific Skills and you evaluate to see if they are in
evidence. M. ny other things may be in evidence, ai well, and you can
examine even evaluate them after you have evaluated the Studtnes -
contr the piimary rhetorical skill you were focusing upion. After-
wards, a studOntS can be told exactly why they received theirscores and
ivliat they must do to'raise them. .

PO Mastery '
.

.tew Of us ever master writing and ir irwe did, no one test would.
ever be sufficient to prove our mast . 'When' this word is used; it .,
generally refers to mastery of low-level comPoneneskills like puncttia-
tion, caPacity to write cornplete sentences: spelling, and so on.

e:. fortunately., one can master these skills oneat a- time ind still .be
a terrible yriter.

.. .

Teachers should be' leesy a te
, i

at
yr

purtxtrt to measure mastery
,in multiple-choice format. To begin , you cannot establish mastery

by indirect meas , i.e.. by having st nts demonstrate skill in finding
errors iu either people's wthing, as they as; required to do in multiple-

( Choice tests. Success on Isuch tests is only evidence of mastery of proof-
reading, not writing. And yon cannot establiih mastery when the .

students' :sphere off action is limited to only OM- iiossible remedies for
sentence problerns; these. apprpaches aretoo removed from the real.
world of writing eto 'establish' anything significant. If you Aw.nt to
establish mastery of low-Jevet- :components of writinsilrou must try to
discoVer how these components are kandled in the context of real
writing, not just in isolation. Thismeans that in, addition to sento*-
level drill, you must have students write;whole pieces of distourse and
you must infer mastery of low-level skills from thetvidence that students
tole higher-level skills. ,v

(3) Comparisons
. ,

Any nationally normed test can .establish bow-one set of stue,knts, fared
visl.avishers in the countryat least in. terms of perCentile ranks,
stanines, or grade equivalents. It is not clear how this information relates
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. to the teheiling orwiiting, but it is information many people stern to".
crave. If ive knew exactly why one group of Students perforrns differently
from another, comparative data could have direct application to &Idea,

our present state. ofignorante, hen:Fever, the priMary pUrpose Qf
such comparative approachei is tcyclocument educational ineqUides and_
formulate.policy. As, important as this is far,.the polics4 maker, it

-infor'mation teachers Cannot yei ptoiit from . directly. Anyone using
nationaily normal data shoulikcarefully read its4ccompanying iechnical
informition about the sample design, date of last northing, and so on.

' Many standardized tests are not regularly normed -and. you could be
- unwittingly ranking your Students against pOpulatiOns that .no longer

.. exist. .

(6) Deirription

Description is intereiting in itself and often useful as a step toward
evalnation. There are many thinh one might want to describe about
one's writers: their attitudes abotitwriting, theit prewriting behavior,

. their editing 'strategies, rewriting-strategies, and so. on. And there .are
doz4ls of things one can describe aliout their essaVs: sentence Ieitgth and
type, syntactic malurity, conimon problems, cognitive strategies, con-
Creteness of ss ,iordS 'number of words, amount df embedding, kinds of.

Modification, and more. Quantitative data about number of words rr
T-unit, number of words per subordinate clause, relative clauses per one
hundred,T,units,'and so on have been instrumental in the deveropment
of writing programs that stress sentence4omynirig activities to improVe
certain writiOg skills. Teachers intereSied in this approach, and in
possession of..theLresOin---ce§ to analyze essay* quantitatively, might
consuksuciciiides ai Dixaii's "Indexes of Syntactic Maturity"5 or

. - Melion'.s "Factai of Syntactic Fluency."5 The O'Donnell and Hunt
"Syntactic Matuiky Test" (S1IT)7 -and the Dauterman "Syntactic Ma- 14.
turity Test for Narrative Writing" (SilTNW)5 provide syntactic maturity
information without requiring eSsai analysis. (All are available through
the ERIC system.) A. National Assessment report, 14Iri1ing
1069-1974, demonstrates the adVantages olcombining descriptive anal-
ysis with evaluative judgment. One findS that the better essays differ
substantially from poorer ones in quantitatiVe ways and that these
differences lead to concreteinstrUctional strategies for improving writing.

(7) Groolit

Short-term growth is not easy to discern in a skill is "complicated
as writing. Over a period of months, one studenrmight learn to combioe
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..hiS ideal inio-snitibther sentences...aiother ittight)*orixe a 'much better -4.

. . aitor cif herp!A;r4w.riting,and a thi0 thitett.disaiver profounerpeitisnal ,.. .

satisiaktion in. expressive Writin& but these gaini may ribi-be refleTred
is "the4 .claii esSays (ii-kciAy. if thq^ba.kiiot wihtert rtLry)r ekl'PeY

-- may .be oveishadolved bY bngering pfobleMs with dictiOn,..RurfttOtion, .-
,or;a:paietce. A Jeicher..4ght- notie a general itiprovement lint le.
'.1unabte tosaY ipecificaltrwhat ketnints for the cliange.Theirdiffict4tiek '..' - lt,
are. oallipoonded by the bbs4t-vaiion that advalices in writing ineviOly. .

-K. . .bring to light new probleinCAs stidents'deak with4higtierllivel clail-
.1enici.: tliey tirade old problems fórnew. ones:II the...different" characta

. ' . ..
... ,-of theieigaors goes uArecognired, it 'hay apPeaithat silo have made ,-.

no advances at all, . . ,,..._
.- .i. a4. ..

An improved score on a multiple-choice test is equivocal evidence of
.change in- writing. skill, given that .scoyes' on such tests ean be trosted
in many ways and given their StoSS coverage of minor component
skills. One-shot eisay examination is risky, as :Nell. We are, all capable of

__-bad days oi bad responses to particulatessay topies...An (improved trade
: ... on an essay administered, both before and after.course instruction may .reflealgroWdz, bui it may also indicate that students write better essays

.about a topic after.they'have tried it Once for practice. If pre- and post-
I 'course essays are different, the results thay vary because the. essaYs are. nbt

. . . . . .

.. bf comparable difficulty,. - . .* .- Some people quantitatively analyze "before" and "after" essays and:4,

consUlt various indices of syntactic. Maturity to diner, n improvement.
Unforti4tely,. even if the sub4;rdination ratio af.areissay RI ed front/re'
0.299 to 6 8:1 and the meany-unit length stretched from 11: to 15i, .the

, "after" essay avid be terrihle. Simple-mindedapplicationof "'maturity"
indices would 111 irresponsible.

. .%

In Maimuring Growth in English. Dietlerich prOvides a, means of
Woking at iniprovement across.' an entire high school by pooling 'the ' .,

papers of nimh, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth graders and conducting a
blind holistic sCoring.IThe reSulti genemlly shmilinproierneni from'
Class to class in the percentages of good essaysevidenct thatstucientsdo
improve with age and instruction. It would be interesting to see if there is
a similar progressioa between the freshman and senior years Of college.
the National Assetsment has also conducted.bhnd holistic scorings in
whish paperi'wriuen at tvio different tithes were pooled.paying no way
bf knoWing whether a given paper was written in,1969 or 1974, readers
were fOrCed to apply the same criteria to all. When die scoring was oyer,
it emerged thafthe readers judged the 1969 papers,-as a group, sornewhat
better than the 1974 papers. Quantitative analysis of the 'papers 'later ..
revealed Substantial differences that undoubtedly affected the readers'
resPonseS.

r
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Tha National Assessment cOmbination Of holistic evaluation and
'descriptive analysis is a potent waY of aisessing growth *or dedine in
Writing.skills, but, like the Diederich approach, it is used primarily for
assessing large groups of people and looking for gross changes, over

p telatively long periods. Instructors.interested in measuring.the grdwth of
'individuals over short kriods will need several essays, each of which
reyeali something the others. do not. If one "before" essay requires
concrete details and elaborations, it is simple to determine whether or no*
a- similar "after" ess'air- contains mOre concrete language and moil
supporting detail. If another"before" essay reqUires the establishing and
detailing .of ielationships between facts randomly presented 1.07 the
Writers, the instructor can repeat thtexercise and look for those specific
things as well,. The trici is to conanzt "before' and 'after" estay
questions that require the same primiry skills, in order tO mirtiMize the
probl of the tom-potability of the esays.

, So people give "before" and " tees; essays to outside readers for
'blind " tched paifs" comparisons, in which the readeri read pairs,and

. decide which of the two is better. Afterward, they cheik to see if, more
often not, a student's morereCently written paPers fared better than
the ly work; if so, he or she probably Unproved Because this is a less

ble approach, it is usually en:loyed along with some other kinds of
aluatibn..

(8) Research .

' Research is a luxury, of course, but it is an important Consideration, and
many school districts, communily, colleges, -and universities hav,e the-

. ...."- resources for carrying on long-term research. Researchers will require
. various" kinds of .writing samples gathered 'under varying circumstances

.over tong periods of tiltnei for little sensible research can be carried out
- with standardited test scores alone. Long-term sfu4yfor,example, of

the natu,ge of coheredZe problems and their solution or ocsitccessful
. strateg46 for ameliorating bidialectical interference piOblemstan bene-

fit any iostitution bigh economically and educationally. This SuggeSts

. . that there should be an essay compcinent to whatever test you settle upon.

(9) A Test T hat Teaches

Every test is a message to the test-taker. A poorly constructed multiple-
%

licholce test, for instance, migtit tell students that there are only fefur ways
to fix an awkward sentence,oneOf which is ridiculous, one of 'whiCh is
higtily implausible, and two of which differ in only trivial Ways. Most
multiple-choice tests tell students andcteachers alike that the most

I : 1 1 0
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inapt:want aspects of. writing are capitalizatii3n, punituation, spelling,
. and. vocabUlarya dingeohsly mislea4i4g message. to serlitto irnpres-

siotiable people. ; A poorly.designed essay assignment,can tell students..
that writing is 'genii% it .all hang out," which 4 just as misleading.

alosIgnments that ask. for desaiptivg writing but are graded for grammar
-comMunicate the insidious message that teachers are devioul.,.

. It is often instructive to expose students to the process, of :essay
el.,,aluation. They can learn. 1 great deal if they Ifave.to,'select particular

. wilting skilts to be tested, write unequivocal est dirtctiOns, and establish
- specifié criteria for successiul lxrformance. In the process of brain- .

stornfing assignMents together, debating criteria for excellence, ana-
. lyzing loomponerir skills, and grading papers, students internalize a

N. systematic approith to .viriting thit they can use in all writing situations.
, .

oNEveryithilig ..

.
. .

Nctone test will serve all of theptirposes I have mentioned HoWever, an
evaluation sykterh cah. Nothing can match the acCuracy, fairness, and
utility 0£ i long-term, systematic, integrated°.evaluation system that
combinesa variety of tap with survey infortnation, teacher observation;
and research finaings..

Content of nits
I.

. .. ,

Now that you haviconsidered the uses to which you will put your test,
yournust consider its content. Test content miglit.well be dictated by a

'. desire to assess anylf-the following: t
_ .

Writing apprehension and Knbwledge.Of usage
t ,

Reasoning skills
Attitudes toward written ExpressiveneSs
language ... Persuasivtness
PrewritingSkills

'List-making skills
Oudining
comPosing strategies
Editing skills

Knowledge of graminar

Sentence;cornbiaing skills

1

.

Analytical ability, ".

Narrative skills

Desairive skills
Penmanship .

Semantic maturity

_Syntactic maturity.

Rewriting skills
I have heard everything on this list called "basic," but I know of no test

-
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diat isseSses mare than a few of theselinportant 4pects of,writing. the
list .serves priinarily drimadie the diMplexity of a conyrehensive
evaluation prograMwhich. would aisess allot these thingscornpared
With a 'test,. which would measure only'a few, Although sliace does not
permit detailed cirscuision of epch asipect, one thing that has not already
been mentioned deserves attention..

There are "writing apprehenside *instruments available. Some are
Surveys that aik direct questions ("DO you stall a -lot before you Start
writing?"), and someare organized bound Various Liken-type scales ("I -

. arm (a) not (b) aiitde et) quite (d) very nervousabout my spejling"). They
are relatiiely easy to create and usually worth creating. Even if actual
writing progress is slow, it tan be a source of satisfaction to a teacher to
discover that he or she is improving attitudes toward writing. -

Another tontent-related Consideration is this:. Do you want your test tO
relate to your tpecific currieulum or stitdent population? What, 'exactly,
are you teaching your students abotit writing? A test (purchased Or
-created) that does not match a'school's curriculum or Student popirla-
don's special needs is not'a fair apprail of abilities. Npone will be 'able
to truly interpres the results, and teachers will be unable to remedy
problems suggested by the results. Nationally marketed commercial tests
cannot match your curriculum exactly. Rather, than changing yOur
curriculum to match the test (a mistake, considering the limited coverage
of such tests and the purposes for which they are intended), you ihOuld
supplement thelest with material more suitable to your curricuhim and
more relevant to the problems of your suldents. Only you know thote*
problems; test developers can but guess:

There 4 a sliFht but important difference between what yon are
ostensibly teaching and what you are teaching in fact. All.,of us have
blind spots and hidden prejudices about the kinds OS 'writing we prefer.
Snicients are as sensitive to our unintended as to our intended messages
about writing. Careful, analysis of your approach can eliminate any'
contradictions you may .be communicAting and, eliminate, as well, the
possibility that your students are giving you whit you want even 'when
you do not know it is what you want.

Purchasing or Creating Tests

One mote set of questions ought to
which test to.buy, which to create:

1. Does your school administration
the imProvement of writing?

112

be answered before you decide

have a gentiine commitment to
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.
.

.1.

24 Is di; evaluation di writing Ieft only to the English department?
.3. How much money and, time do you have, 1owrnanlAtuden0 aie

involyed,. and what- other 'resouiees wad-ling gradute
asliiiants, lay readers, computers, research labstc.) do you have?.

. ,

, ,
, (1) Administrative Support

1

Experience has shown that the effeCtiveness'ot evaluaiion programs is
retatid to the'amount of,administrative support they receiire. Lae:warm,
support may be adequate reinforcement for a . mOdest: cheap' 'testing

- prograni but never fOr a fttll-scale, responsible evaluation. In some cases
half-hearted support is wont thanito support at all. Many adminis-
uators simply do not know very much about writing or its prodilcirve
evaluation. It beCornes the obligation, then, of the writing teacher tO
eciucateadminisirators to the complexity of the subject and the long-term
cost effectiveness of responsible evahiatiOn. Short-sighted, one-shot
testing.,Systents' may well iolve the immediate logistical problems of
.paramount concern to administrators, bUt they cannot, by. themselves,

". assist either teathers or students.. In dr end the sclugl that opts.for suck' '
- n aPproachloses more in the-quality of it graduates than it g4ns in

cost benefits accrued.
t.

I

(2) Institution-wide Resporisibility - .-
-

...Some two-year colleges, small four-year colleges, and' even universities
insist thAt. the improiement of writing- is a 'clialTerige- to the entire.- .

,institution, not just the English department. School-wide wrning.
i 1programs---such,as those at leaver College (Pennsylvania), Central ,

College (rowa), Gustavns Adolphus (Minnesota), and.Carleton College,,
,(Minnesota)* are springing up like mushrooms. In some cases eyery

-and instru tiOn. In others, eVery department is required to teach writing;

,faculty: me bet.' receives intensive in-service training in writing theory'

but in its Own way. In till otheis the English depariment carries 'die v
priniary responsibility, but the other departments ire required to refer
students towriting laboratories forspecific problems. This range, fiont
comprehensive change to slighi Modification of the present system.

i spant a multitnde of approaches that differ as the characters of the
institutions and their resources differ. If your instittition is headed in
this direction: there are many consequences for the kind of test ..or
evaluation program yOu will want to establish. The most' Obvious

.consequengt will be that, in additiOn to all of tte ingredients of an ,'

evalnatiori 'Iliogram aireadY discussed, you, :will need to consider the
.

..nature of discourse in other content areas. 1 'S .

.

..
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(32Logistics

'
.

. .

The answers to the...logistical question beconie idportant factors in the .

equation anyone uses io choose an appropriate instrument ot. 'program.
They are.id interdependent Elicit they cannot be discussed separately, and

. fri` .. it 4 difficult to generaljze about them. Obviously, if yOu'are telling many
students but have little,money, you can sublample for sioring, stagger.

.
die testin&.over various' budgets, depend Upon colleagues for free
asiiitance, uSe graduate afsisrtank or do any number Of things-to make
ends meet. AS:teacher with few students4an evaluate more aspects of
writing than can a teacher with an equatamount of money but-many
more ttudents.' Each case will be somewhat different, and everyone will
have to make at least-some compromiki. ,

Conausion

If crou extlict from this essay the questio'ns I have raised and answer each--
specifically, you should be in a better 'Position to shop for or create a
test that meets your needs. But it should le clear bit now that I do not
believe any sirmle test i ever sufficient to answer the needs either of
teashers or of their many attdiences. I clearly favor an .integrated
evaluation system comprised of mainy different kinds of tests and based
primarily Amon the careful analysis of students and their aCtual, .

opposed to, inferred, writing. 1 believe- that neither the ancient fear
of "subjectiVity" ingessay eValuation n'or the Modern obsession with
"correlations" is warranted Uny longer. Both extremes have done more
to paralyze -evaluation of writing than advance it. In, the last ny'rr
delladiewe have-learned Lhore than enough from evaluators, linguists,
psychologists, rhetoricians, and ethnographers to keep us busy creating
new evaluation systems for as long as wp and our clients find it necessary. '

4
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Constance fGeliert
Virginia Polytechnic Institute.and State University

Gefvert emphasizes that ale training of :baiic writing instruitors
should provide backgrt)und in sociolinguistics and E.S.1.. method-
ology. The program of study she outlines could well serve as
an in-service training MUM ffir instructors faced with beaching
basic writing classes for the first' time.

.

N.
I retently submitted a proposal for Inew graduate course in the English

department at Kirginia Tech, entitled"Technigues of Teaching task
Writing.' The course proposalwas approied by our grajduate committee,
department head. and the dean of the College of Arts ind Sciences. The
fi ,-:.11ep before the cause could be offered was tenet the approval of the

-` dean cot the Graduate School, Who called me in to talk about the course
proposal.' I clots't understand, said the dean, whi you want to teach
college teacheis things like punctuation, handwriting; spelling, and
vocabulary;-441%ey don't know those things by noiv,, they certainly
shOuldn't he teaching in College! I was, needless to say, laken aback, yet it
wa.1 a fair tfuistion. Graduate deans, like traditionally trainedEnglish :
prelfessors, are likely fo perceive 'vaduate study aceording to the .

traditional curriculum of the academy and are understandabli suspicious.,
that teaching basic skills is not a. subject complex enough to teach in d
graduate course.

I explained to the dean that the better a teacher is at using cc:rrect
punctuation and spelling. the lesS apt he or She 'is to kziow how to
teach it to the unskilled. I explained, too, that remedial or developMental
courses are more difficult to !each than an average freshman writing
class because basic writing students have special problems: some have
petceptual problems and,"learning disabilities"; some have. probterns
with dialect interferehce tlfat require the kind of. skilled teaching long
recognized as essential* foi teachers of English as a Second Language;
and some a're'simply unskilled and unpracticed in die written code-and

.
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need teachers whia cim help them best by teaching according to a
"deveiottniental" taller than a traditional "building blocki" model
of com*sition.

; In explaining all thii to the dean; I pointed out th4t "handwriting" .
and "punctuation".and "spelling," as listed on the syllabus, represented
§-owe very coMplex knowledge about ihe language dnd ways to teach
it. 1. sho,ed him a copy of Shaughriessy's Errors and ExPectations and
poidted out that a press as .triditionally conservatiye as Oxford had *
considered the subject both important enough and acadernically sóphisti-
cated enough to publish the book. S. urely, if Oxford could publish
a book about host, to teach basic writing, we were justified in offering
a graddate course in the area. The dean approvA the course.

is the purpose of this article to describe not only the course, but
some of the specific methods that it teachet Before I describe the course
and methods, however, I think it wiaithwhile to Comment _on the
justification foi offering'such a course, 'since questions like thoseraised
by the dean are common among Many English professors.

,
. *

Rationale

A graduate course-in the techniques of teaching basic writing skills is
- first of all juktified by the marfcet. Community c011eges and open-
' admissions four-year institutions have an obviotis need for teaChers who
aretrained in the complexities of developmental langnage skills. Like the

f dean who approVed the course, adrpinstrators responsible for curricullim
and personnel are, becorning increasingly aware that* instructors need
special kinds of training for teaching basic writing. A study by Sullins

. and Atwell 'points up Some interekting data about what kihd of prepara-
tion community college administrators look, for in the inkictictorethey
hire Co. teach English.1 The'Study surveyed one hundred co
college administratarsrpraidents, deans, divisiorr clirectOrs, and others
respohsible for making persomiel decilons-,-coricerning What kind of

; prepalation they looked for in the people they hired. Ameng education
courses.,,,these adrninistrators placed high priority. on developmental
studies Jbasic and remedial skills). Amorig English courses those on
whith they placed the highest priority were courses-in the.,teaching ofti
composition and English language studies. Interestingly, the Suruerclicl
not ask about courses in teaching remedial or bask English 'skills,
probably because few or no English departments offei_such courses.

Clearjy, if it is desirable to offer training in developmental studies
through education courses and to offer training in composition and

. language through English courses, then it is'even more desirable to offer

r.
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.a course that biings together what is known about 41.I airee fields. In fact.
a &ood teacher of basic:witting skills doei need to knew something
about all threi:deVelopmental tileolies of Asychology, English language
(especially t)e problem.of dialect interferenCe), and composition. The

t time th e. iiew grajluate 'outse was tauglit, it included the latler
of the* ,tivo,, but because of _the tight sthedule (; quarter system:With
only ten .weeks), itlouched oh the first 'only The model
syllabus.that I suggesi latex in this article; howver, is bated on a semester
of fifteen weeks and inclUdes same .of the -materials that were not
presented in the course. - . 4

. The market, then, suggests one reason for training and retraining
Enilish teachers to deal speeificany with problems of bask Writing skins.

is Obvious that employers' want teadaers.wilo are both trained -and
..-experie:nced in these 'areas.? There .is;'1 ho*eveb a more theoretical

jnstification for such trainihg which has 'AO do with the conditions ilndei
which students learn best. Our traditional approach to designing courses
in basic writirk is deductive: we assume certain skills need to be taught,
and we proceed to teach these skills to all students in our basic writing
classeS, hether they need ttem or not. No wonder that students are often
boled with Such couises, resentful ofThe time they lose before getting into
freshman, English codrses and disappointed that- they really haven't
learned much after an to help them gain the skills they lack. Instead, we
need to design basic writing curricula inductively, bad pn the skills
students lack and on what linguistics and developmental psycholOgy can
teich us about how studerits best leam these skills. It is important to train .
instructors, therefore, not only how to teaCh certain basic skills; but also
how to discover what students need to learn, how to deSign courses inde
sequences that will teach-those things, and how to design methods of
individualized inStrisction in laboratories and .other tutorial situations.'
`ripe emphaSis on inflividualized instruction i especially important to
insure that we meet the specific needs of each student without reqUiring
all students to covef tile entire sequence of materials if they need not.

Shaughnesiy's Eriors and. ExPlectations -is a model of inductive
research, doncerning thekinds of mors_students make as well as the
patterns behind those errors; the reasons students make them, and how
the errors are related developmentally to other errors or lack of skills.
One of her concitOons' is that there is no one way to teach all basic
writers. Not only is each. class 'comprised of students with a wide variety
of problems, but the 'extent and kinds of-Problems also vary from class
to class and from.college to college. Her book, she says.

. .

." assumes that programs are not the anumers to the learning problems
of students but that teachers are and that, indeed, good teachers

P04
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#eate good.programs, thit-the best progtams are developed in situ .
in response to the needs of individual student poPulations and as
refkctions of the paraular historiei and iisources'of individial
colleges.t,

A studHiggins likewise emphasizes the.need for designing cur-
iptibns of student Writing. ills. :study of the

,problems of basic writing students at York College, CLI,Nyuand evalua
tion Of basic writirig text-Workbooks concludes that IlkyKt the student
requiies in writing. 44lls infstruction is quite different from what These
workbooks stiess."1 Because I joo believe that, _teachers, rather than
programs or textbooks; are the answers to the pro6lems of basic writing
students and that Curricula and texdiooki must be developetfinductivelY,
I ialso believe stronglY that .teachers inusf have the kind of training that
wilkenable theni to make the necessary individual decisions aboutavhat
is appropriate for certain students' in certain situatiorts. They must
have enough knowledge, bOth theoretical "and practical, to be.able'to
adapt to each student 'and not . to be dependent either on a course
Syllabui or on wcertain textbook.

A good illustration of -how important it is to develop curricula
;inductively -is a study dotie by Momrt.' She compared the writing of
students in a basic writing course with that of students in the first quarter
of a freshman English sequence aiiiirginiaTech. Shediscovered that the'
variables listed below were the most significant in discriminating
between the writing of the two groupS.7 The variables are listed in order
of their ability to discriminate between students in these two courses and
include not Only-errors but also certain rhetorical skills and certain
measures of syruactic maturity i9cluded in .her study.

11 Omission and duplication (perceptual errors)
2. Verb form (nonstandard forms of past ond past participle as well

as omission or nonstandard use of -s and -ed infleCtions)
' 3 Wording (confusion of words or incorrect Use)

4. Shiit üj person
5. Comma errors
6. Developnient
7. Organization
8. Words per clause
9. Totil 'words in a piece of wrkling

it10. Diction (rhetorical effectiveness)
11. Words per T-unit .
12. lironoun reference

Rh 13. Clauses pet' T-unit

A numbe of obtervations can-be made kora this tist: The iinds of
sentence errors inauded in many textbooks for "remedial" or basic
writing students do-not appear cm the list, although they were part of

74
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Moment's. strudy, and craiu punctuation errors (It not appear that are,
normally 'Covered in basic writing texts (e.g., fragments. det'arled clauses
and phrases, punctuati6n of .restrictive.modifiers). Since we have been
teaching how to conttt these kinds of eribrs in our basic writing course,.
we have either been spinning our wheels, teaching concepts the Students
already know, or we, have.. been teaching concepts that are, ordinarily -
taught in the regular freshman English. svuenR. The dedUctive manner .
in which we: and. I woul4 venture 10 say, most whir departments, have
designed basic Writing curricula has resulted in teaehing concepts that
our studims do not neod arid ignoring those that the/ do. Alcording to
the. above list, for examPle, we.should be Spending less time teaching
students ho to avoid fragments and metre time on verb forms, commas,
pronoun ref ence, and vocabulary. In the !tetanal area we need to
spend More t me on the basic skills of delielopment,: organizatiop, #rid
choosing diction appropriate to the audience. In The area of syntactic
maturity, We should be doing Mitch more with sentence Combinhu,
since research-indicates that sentence combining does indeed increase
yntactic maturity (defined by Mellon and klunt in such terms as words

per T- unit and clauses per T-unit). Finally, since the firSt-place
discriminator is omission and ilt*lication, we need to be aware of
students who have reading and percepttiaI problems, and possible
learning disabilities as well.

. SuCh a study as Moment's is evidence that we need to teach teachers
. how to diagnose their own students' learning difficultiesi how to design

courses inductively, and ho* to work individually with.,students in a
laboratory situation. Ntoment's study and those previously nientioned
preSent clear evidence and justification fora formattraining prograrn for
Rachers who will be instructing basic writing students: The course I am,

n.
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about to describe and some of the methods we" have tried are examples of
,how a graduate department might go about designing training pro!

grams, whether as graduate courses or as in-service training.
.

Materials

Textboas and gthir: materials appropriate for a course in teaching basic
writing skills are n'ot plentiful. A number of books dealing with
developmehtal students and developmental.prograins are aVailable,. but'
while they offer valuable background, they do not treat Spetifically the
teaching of basic writing, Stine articles on teaching basic writing have.
been published in professional journals, and ire being published. in
increasing numbers; unfortunately, these are too often merely anecdotal,
describing programs that haye worked successfullY in particular colleges'
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or ativertities arid are seldom based tm data gathered front inductive
studies of the students the progianis are meant to serve. ".

recently 'have we been -fortunate enough to have Published
terials :readily availahre that deal with various aspects of teaching

baiyrithzg and that are based fiimly on rekarch and verifiahle data.
Th ebensive, most scholarly, and Most readable of all such
Materials is Shanghnessy'sEn:ofs and Expectations. As will be apparent

(from the description- of the course, we: depended heavily on this book,
both for .data to give us a picture of basic writhig Students and for
suggestions aboutthow to teach students With cenain kinds-of probltms,
One advantage of .Shaughnessy's book it .that the suggestions. for
teaching to specific probtsms are adaptable to different kinds of students
in a`variety of situations. tier bookis based not on a single program that
must be followed, but rather on. a series of observations about basic
writing students it CUNY .and ways of dealing with individual prob-
kms. Her book thus lends itself to designing inductively courses that
will fit the -needs of certain students at certain institutions and to
working with studenis individually, on a tutorial basis or in a laboratory.

Betause Shaughnessy's "book was the mainstay of the 'course, we
organized the class sessions roughli; according to the order of topics as
ste heats them, supplementing them with other books and artfcles. We
tised the volumes so farilublished of the new journal of Basic Writing, as
well as articles from Odic!. journals. Individual members of the class used
other materials in their own research projects, Inany.of which I have
included in my model syllabus under "Resources." These included the
collection of essays edited by Fasold and Shuy called7eachipg Standard
English in,the Inner City and a collection of articles about teaching the
basics published by NCTE at Part of the Classroom Practices series.1.0

FinallY, we used two texthooki for bade writing students as resOurces
for developing further materials; these were Stxong's Sentence Com-
bining and Gefvert, Raspa;. and Richards' Keys to American English.
Students itt the class also consulted many other basic writinglextbooks
both in preparation for clat:a discussion and for research papers, but we.
used these two, With the whole class because they are aimed at accam
plishing frerY specific *goals for specific kinds of student problems..
Sentenie Combining for increasing syntactic manirity and Keys to
American English for teaching standard English as a second dialect,
using quasi-foreign language teaching techniques.:

Course Desig9 1"

laught the course with the help of other faculty who had expertise in
certain areas and occaSionally presented a.class session and with the help

e"
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of the coordinator of our Writing Center and various tutors, Who were
resporisiWe for the practictun part of the course.t iWe held ten 'dais
meetings of two hotars each 'during the winter quarter in which we
'discussed readings', held role-playing sessions in which students sirriu-
laced tutoring basic writing studats and helthheine-evaluating session's
in whieh We practiced analyzing the piohlems of studentcwith a}vide
variety of basic writing prOblerns anddiscussed possible ways of hilping
Ahem, using Shatighnessy's inalysis of student'Writing as a touchstone.
Ne also spent time talking about some basic Matters of dialect inter-
ference, second-language inlerference, and learning disabilities. Finally,
we explored somespecific techniques and methods of dealing° with two,
problem areas for basic lilting students: sentence strutture and gram"-
matical inflections. The methods We practiced were sentente combining,
recognition diills, and pattern practice :(bese are explained in more
detail in the course description). .

After the quarter was over, each Student wai assigned to- a practicum
during the spring quarter, doing a tutoring internship for three hours a
week in bur Writing Center under the guidance of an experienced tutor
and with the supervisiow of the coordinator -of the Writing Center:
Students also wrote a research.paper duiing the sPring quarter; they were
encouraged to do original, empirical research concerningour students Or
programs, those of the high schools or community colleges in whch they
caught, or the kinds of problems faced by the stydents they were wOrking
with in the Writing Center

Students received three quarter hours of graduate credit in Emlish for
the Course. They registe1Ted for two quarters, and their grades were
deferred until the pia 4 and the research paper were cciniPletect
Evaluation consisted "of a .*:?mately equal weighting of the students'
active participation in the uarter Class meetings, their evaluation .

by the Writing Center tutor whom they Worked during the spring,
and my evaluation-a their research paper.

Model Syllabus

As noted earlier, the ten-Week quarter imposed Some important limita-
tions on: the content of the course. The model syllabus that follows is
based on a fifteen-week semester, which is probably the. norm for most
universities that might offer such a course- Tliose on a quarter system

. would have to make allowances for the shorter time, whereas on a
semester system, nulny schools might find it difficult todefer credit fora
semester while the practicum is completed. It would be possible to run
the practicum concurrently with the regular class meetings, Particularly
if the practicum-did not begin until halfway through the semester,- when
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Students, would have some theoretical background for 'teaching .basic .. :

writing students and sli6e. expertence. With theme evaluationarid role- .... ..-.)

playing tutoring. The syllabus that, föllciwi..is corkeined only:,with the
i clasiroom part.of the.ciatirse, not with the. pracikum..7....._ . .,
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General FOrmat

Students shoul&prepate for each classsession in three ways: First, .

course, they should read the assigned materials. Studerits are enconraged -
but not .required,to read vie. books listed under "Resources." These
Woks should provide; suggestiiini-antfltaWials. for reiearch: papers.
Second. in 'the texts that the graduate stUdenteare using for their
own teaching or in other texts Written for remedial-basic writing, they
shotild look for and evatuate teaching techniques and. eXercigotimeci at
solving, the problems discuised by ShaUghnessy: (Are they effectiiii in
solving the problerns they say they are intended to solve? Is there
evidence of linguistic naiveté, lack of understanding of dialict,related
problems, etc.?' Are the exercises aimed only at correcting, or at coin-, .

posing as. well? Are they apt to help students transfer whk theY learn
[torn the texibook,to their .awn writing?). These text evaluations
be used as the basis for discussion each week Third, students should
bring samples of writing from their own students (or, if they are not
in-service teachers, fthina other students) that illitstrate the principles,
errors, or 'rhetorical, problems being disCussed each week: These writing
samples should be duplicated and distributed to each class mernber, at
each class meeting and uied as the basis for discussion.

7

The three activities outlined above provide the formatior moist class
.sessions. The remainder of this article presents the readings for each
week. followed bya commentary on each class session.

Week 1: Introduction to the Course, Texts, and Syllabus.

'Reading. Shaughnessy.Mina. "Basic Writing." In Teachin g-Compo-
sition: Ten Bibliographical Essays, pp, 1477.67. Ed: Gary Tate. Fort
Worth Texas-Christian University, 1976.

Resource. Rouechefjohn E., and 'Jerry .J. Snow. Overcoming
Learning Problems. San Francisco: JCssey-Bass, 1977.

C8frinrieritaryi In addition to the introduction to the coursewhich is
a straightforvard overvie* and explanation of dle requiremtnts.and
clasS format, two substantive topits are covered":'thepate of basic
writing theory,,pedagogy, and bibliography and "testing the waters': of
essay evaluatio e lecture on the state of basic writing theorY,
pedagogy. and bibli aphy centers on Shanghnessy's:bibliographic

I.
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essay in Tate's collection, whieh describes both- the *dearth of research
in. 6,asic writing and the ccintributions of-linguistics and psychOlogy,

sociolinguistics (dialect variation), .psycholinguistks (Ian-
guage acquisition and:the connection between writing and reading
skills), developmental psychology, evaluation techntques, and ESL
'theory and practice. 7 _

./ "Testing the waters" gives Audents i first opportunity to share
aluation ot essays with their c leagues in the class. Here the instructor,,

gives class memberi some papei krom basic writing students and asks
them to diagnose the problems f those students as:displayed in their
papers and to syggest ways of he ing them. TW activity shouldrhaVe
several _results. First, stndents should become aware of how differently

. theY-and 'their colleaguei evaluate papers and how important' it is to
find:some common ground. Second, they should realize.how little they
know about Methods for .clealing With basic .,.writing problems and
recognize the need for more-objective,data abam basic .Writ,ing skills.
Third, they should understand how different each student is from eVery
other student in abasic writing class arid hoW necessary it is to design
curricula inductively and individually.

Week 2: Attitudes Toward Siudents, Remediation, and Open-Door.
Colleges

RWings. (1). Shaughnessy, Mina. Errors and Expectations.. A Gteide .

for the 'reacher of :Basic Writing. New York: Oxford University Press,
1977, chapter I. (2) Chaikas, Elaine. "Who Can Be.Taught?:' College
English 35 (1974): -5747583. (3) Farrell., Thomas J. "Open Admissions,

. Orality, and Literacy." journal of Youth and Adolescence 3 (1974): 247-
260. (4) Finn, J. D. "Expectations and the Educational Environment."
Journal of Educitional Research 48 (1972): 3877410, (5) Griffin, Jacque-
line. "Remedial Composition gt an Open Door College." College Com-.
position and Communication 20 (1567): 360,363. (6) Higgins,-John C.
"Remedial Students'. Needs Versus Emphasis in Text-Workbooks."
College, Composition and Communication 2441973): 188492: (7) John-
son, Paula, and Judith D. Hackman. "The. Yale Averagb: or, Aftep
Competence, What?" College Composition and Communication 28
(1977): 227-231. (8) Lunsford, Andrea: ',What We Know and Don't.
Know About Remedial Writing." College Coniposition and Communi-
cation 29 (1978): 47-52. (*.Shaughnessy, Mina. "Diving In: An Intro-
duction to Basic Writing." College,Corlposition an'd Cominunication
27 (1976): 234-239.

ComMentary. The readings in this-section emphasize a number of
ideas. First, teachers need to-have confidence in their students' ability
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t arnibat. as Shaughnessy puts il;
to learn; they need to ir aware that tieir students are not stupid or
unable Ole

a ,

V.,

C

bask writing students write the way they do, norbecause they are
slow or non-verbal, IndiffErent.to or incapable of kademic excel. i
knot, but because they are beginners and must. like all beginnersi_
learn by making Mistakes."

Set:44nd; teachers _need to understand some of theiniPlications of open-
idoor colleges and chi kinds of students and student needs they confront
in basic writing classes. Shaughnessy's journal ankle "Diving In' is the

, best cIescriptiottin prineof the change in attitncles.many teicheri must
undergo ifilm- to teach successfully the nontraditional student:

. Discussion .udent essays and, teith9oks this. week f&uses on
reaction to and attitudes toward student papershow to overcome
the feeling,of desPair that "there's nothing I can do" .or "this student
is hopeless"; and on the' auitude and tone of textbooks and how- they
potentially affect student performance. .., - ,

-. Week 3: Attitude Toward DialectsThe Philosophy of Error
.

Readings. (1) Shaughnessy, Mina. Errorsand Expectations, chapter 1.
(2) D'Eloia, Sarah. lgeachink Standard Written Engliih." Journal of
Basic Writing 1 (1975): 5-13. (3) Halsted, Iiabella. "Putting Error in4ts
Place." Journal or Basic Writing h. (1975): 7246. (4) Sledd, Jinx&
"Bidialectalism: The Linguistics of White SuPremacy." English Jourat
58 (1969): 1311-1317. . .

Resource: "Students' Itight to Their. Own Language." College corn-
iaavition and Communication. Special issue, 25 (Fall, 1974).

COmmentary. These readings tenter on the problem of '.What "error"
means, to, what extent teachers should be concerned With it, and the .
difference. betw;e11 "error" on the One band and dialect interference on
the other.' P' loia and Shaughnessy argue the importance of accepting .
tliat there i such a thing as error, a point of view Sledd implicitlY
rejects in belief ihat teaching standard English as a second dialect
is Only anotier Means of asserting "white supremacy" since. standard
English, *Cording to Sledd, is the language of the white ruling clasi
Shaughneisy is concerned about the practical impliCations of her stu-

e(hdents' learning -standard Engl' and, in contrast to Slecld, is less
'conCerned about the theoreti k political implications. She yokes my
min view-better than I could when she points ,out, first4hat there is
not suat a neat system of dialect varb,tion as some linguists would like
to believe; second, that students themselves desire to control the language
rather than let it control them; and, 'finally, that the leconomits. of

I
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energy" mak:es it neceisary in a litei2te society to use the dominant
code so that readers are consciout of the meaning that the code conveys,

, not of the code itse1f.12 Both Shaughnessy's book,and this course are
founded on those three beliefi together with the assumpdon that the
"students' Tight to their owit language,' must be balanced their
right to dieAorninant code oi aliterate society.

Essay and textbook evaluation in this sessibn foCus on the philosophy
-eof error displayed by class members in evaluating essays and by authors
of textboOks.

Week 4: Handiwriting and Punctuatiim
.

Reading. Shaughnessy, Mina. Errors arid Expectations, chapter 2.
Corrirnintary. Shauglmessy explains that handwriting nd punctua-

tion problems of basic wiiting students stem at leastin part from their
unfamiliarity with.the Wriuen code; She discusses thc purpose of
punctuationto be a map fo guide the reader13,and ways of teaching

'punctuation through both analysis of sentence structure (basic writing
students clepend too much ow the "ear; they have developed in a
largely otal culture) and through sentence combining.14 Her suggested
exercises for both methods of teaching ptinctuation are discussed during
this week, but a great deal m9re time is devoted to the felationship
Etetween syntax and punctuation during weeks six and seven. -

Student papers are evaluated specifically for problems with hand-
writing and punctuation. aftd textbooks are evaluated according to hoW
thoroughly and effectively they treat these problems. .
Week 5: Syntax

Reading. Shaughnessy, Mina, trrors and Expectations,f chapter 3.
. Resources. (1) D'Eloia, Sarah. eyhe Usesand- Liinitsof Grant.:
mar." Journal of Basic Writing,3`(1 97,7): 1-48. (2)1uni,-1.:inda Ann.
"X-Vitord Grammar: Offsprittg of Sector Analysis." Journal of Basic
Writing 3 (1977): 63-76. (3) Gray, Barbara Quine,. and MiGe
*.'Animating Grammar: Principles for the DieVelopment Of Video-Tape
Materials." journal of Bailic Writini3 (1971g741.

Commentary. The class concentrates. on What Shaughneisy calls "the
syntax of competince:' rather than thiu.syntalc of style" that is the focus
in more advanced writing course:Os Shaughnessy catalogs sentence errors
into arcidental errors (indicating a need for proofreading), blurred errors
that 'create a kind of "syntactic dissonance," "consolidation errors"
(velated to the traditional parallelism), and inversions, Some related jo-
the traditional category of -pronoun reference eriors and problems with

12
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the place.marker leThe cures she suggests include sentence combining
(see week seven), pattern practice (see week six), and exposure to mature,-
adtt, syntax through reading.

Nnalysis of essays this week concentrates on the kinds of syntactical-
enors Shaughnessy describe% evaluation of textbooks is 'based on the
thoroughness with which they desaibe and offer help for syntactical
problems.

.

Week 6: An Appreitach to Teachini Syntax and Sentence Puketuation

Readings. (1) Feigenbaunti Irwin. "The Use of Nonstandard English.
in Teaching Standard English: Comparison andContrast-." In Teaching
Standard English in the Inner City, pp, 87-104. Ed. Ralph W. Fasold'
and Roger W. Shuy. Washington, D. C.: Center 'for Applied Linguistics,
1970. (2) Stewart, William A. "Foreign Language Teathing Methods in
Qiiasi-Foreign Languake Situations," pp. 119. In Teach* Standard
Englisit in the Inner City. -

Resour44l) Gefvert, Constance, Richard Raspa, and Aniy Richards.
Keys to Araan English. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975.
(2) Howlande, Larry, ed. The WritingLaboratory Report and Handbook;
-Vol.' I; General Orie.ratalion. Columbia, S. C.:. University of South
Carolina, 1977. ($) BannoW, Steve, ed. The Writink Laboratory Report
and Handbook Vol. 2: WorkshoPs. Columbia, S. C.; University of
Southtarolina, 1977. -

Commentary. ;This class sessian constitutes a workshop in teaching
sentence structure' for the purpose of creating syntactic fluency and
teaching conventional punctuation: The readings for this week by
Feigeqaum and Stewart give the thcoretical background for adapting
ESL techniques to the teaching of English as a second dialict. The
description .below follows theie authOrs in adapting ESL methods tAri
teach standard English sentence structure .and punctuation to students
who either speak different dialects Or are unfanilliar with the 'written
code.

Phrases. Pheases are explained as a group of words related to each
other in one of several ways. Thy are defined by form rather than by
function, 'since knowing the grammatitl function of phrases is not
usually necessary for using correct punctuation at the basic level:

1. Prepositional phrase = a preposition + a noun (or noun substitute)
+ any related words. (grepositions constitute a closed class, and
students can simply be shown a list of them to which they may
refer, as a learner of a secbrid language might, until the words
become familiar and easily recognizable.)

1 2
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. 2., Infinitive phrase 31 infinitive (to + base fonn o( verb) + Words that
Aesaibe or complete.k. ' t . ., ,

3. s-ing phrase = -a noun or adjective
.

made
.

*from die -ing form of a
verlr+ w rds that describe or complete it.

t -ed Phrase =, a word 'Slade froni a past Participlt + words that
describe or complete it: (Here the symbol -ed is used to represent
both regular -ed participles and irregulaf patticiples.)

Clauses. A clause is defined as a group of words (which may.indtide
phrases) that has a. saject and- .complete 'verb. 'Students ire 'given'
separate sets of identification drills for phrases, clauses, and distin-
guishing phrasc:s and clauses. To further fix in theiminds the difference.
between phrases and,clauses, additional exercises ari given for practiee

, in agiveriing phrases into clauses.
Sentences, conjunctions, and relative pronouns. Students. are given

the following dehm dons:

Sentence = a stnic ture with at least one independent danse.
Ati independent clause = a claUse that does not begin with either
a dependent conjunction or a relative pronoun,.or. - is not a
reduction of a relative claUse.

Like prepOsitions, conjUnctions (both dependent and independent) and
relative pronouns ire a dosed list. Students can be trained to recognize
that if a structure has only clauses Mai, begin, widi dependent con-
junctioni or relative Pronouns, it is not a sentence. Students are given
identification drills to distinguish-between dependent and independent
clauses, drills in combining single clauses into compound sentences,
identification drillsin recognizing relative, clauses, and pattein practice
for using relative pronouns. .

Punctuation in phrases, clauses, and sentences. Students are taughe
which marks of puncubtion are used with which kinds Of clauses
and sentences: .

-I*:

1. End punctuation = period, question mark, or excbmation mark
(after a structure beginning with a capital letta).

2. Semi-colons are used between' t*o independent clauses, the first
beginning with a capital letter and the second vith a small letter.

3. Commas are.used between two independent clauses only if there is
an independent conjunction before the Second; otherwise, they are
used only between words, phrases, dePendent clauses, and de-
pendent and independent clauses.

.
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Students are given practiCe in distinguishing conventional.punctuation
front unconventionaL ..

. . Pwictuation errors. It is worth noting that fragments, comma splices,
' -and run-on Seniens-es:traditiontdly described in handbooks as sentence

errorS, are really punctuation errors that havexo dO with the Conventions
of .the iiriuen. code. While an analysis of so4tence structure, eVen as
simple as the one just disaibed: will help students to punctuate, the
errors themselve4 ire the result -of incorrect punctuation rather than .

garbled sentence structure. (This it easily:;.dentonstrated by -liaising -

students read a sentence aloud, in which casethe.punctuation disappears
and there ii no question of fragment,somina splice, or run-ori'sentenie.)

In the workshop to which tbis week's class session ii devoted,
approXiinately ball the time it spent describing the ,above ways of
teaching sentence punctuation. The other. half is spent in a demon- ,.

stration (by embers of the Writing Center stakof Oneon-one tutoring
techni4ues. menitiris then siMulate the tutoring of a Student with -,
the kinds of punc ion problerns described aboe; this gives the period
iri the role of 'teacher the opportunity to iMprovise To work well,

".) there mut be mitny of them, and teachers muit be able to make them
_,/ itp on the spot. StudeMs will also profit from thaldpg up sortie of their . .

own to test their classmates. . .
Week 7: Using Sentence Combining to Teach Syntaitio Fluency aid

Punctuation

Reading S." (1) Combs, Warren E. "Further Effects of Sentence-
. Combining Practice on Writing Ability." Research in the Teaching of

English, 10 (1976): 137-149. (2) Cooper, Charles R. "An Outline for
Writing Sentence-Combining Problems." English Journal 62,(1973):
96* 108. (3) Daiker, Donald, Andrew Kerek, and Max Morenberg.
"Sentence Combining and Syntactic 'Maturity in Freshman English."

*College Compositiai and Communication 29 (1978): 36-41. (4) -Hunt,
-.*Kellogg W.*"A Syri,opsis of Clause-to-Sentence Length Factors." English .

Journtal 54 (1065): 300, 305-3091 (5) Hunt, Kellogg W. "Syntactic A

Maturity in School Children and Aduhs.". Monograph of the Society
of Research in Child Development, VoL 31, No: 134 (1970).

r Resources research. (1) Hunt, Kellogg W., Grammatical Structures
Written at Three Grade Levels. Researeh Report No. 3. Champaign, Ill.:
NCTE, 1965. (2) Hunt, Kellogg W: Sentence Structures Used by Superior.
Students in*Gradel Four and Twelve, and by Superior Adults. Project
5-0313. Cooperative Retearch Program, Office of Education, DHEW:
Tallahassee Florida State Univ., n.d. (3) *Mellon, John C. Tran.sfor-:
mational Sentence Combining: A Method for Enhancing the Develop-
ment of Syntactic Fluptcy in English.Composition. Research Report
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No. 10. Urbana, 1114 NCTE, 1969. (4) O'Hare, Frank. Senterke Corn-
.bining: Improving Student Writing'Withour Formal prammar

tion. Research p.eport,Np... 15. Urbana, 111.: NCTE, 1973. (5) Daiker,
Donald, Andrew Kerek, and Mak Morenberg. Senterke Combining and
the Teaching of Writing. Akrcin, Ohio: University of Akron, 1979.

Resources (te,Ftbooks). Daiker, Donald, Andrew Kerek, and Max
Morenb&g. ,The Writek's Options: college Sentence Combining., New
York: Harper ang Row, 1979. (2) RipPon, Michelle, and Walter E. -
Meyers. Combining Sentences: New York: Harcourt BracelovanOvich,
1979. (3) Strong,. William. Sentence Combining:, 4 Comppsing Book:
New York: Random House, 1973.. (4) .O'Hare, Frank. 'Sentencecraft.

- Lexington, Mass.: Ginn and Co., 1975.
Comnientary. Sentente combining is used only marginally in the

cure:Ices for week six because it deservts a full class session of its own.
gesearch done by Hunt; Mellon, and O'Hare has proved that teaching
Students to combine simple. kernel sentences intc; more 2omplx sen-
tences (through coordination, subindination, and "imbedding") nOt
only hkreases their syntactic fluency without formal grammatical
analysis. but also teaches correct punctuation of sentences. The exercises,
many examples of 'which can be found in Strong's Sentente Combining
and its teacher's manual, are easily adaptable to any level of writing

auction, but they WOrk particularly well with basic writers who have
learned ale traditional grammatkal tertninology that would make .

an approach likel.the 6ne described in.week six more acceisible...This
yeek's dasssession is devoted to a number of activities: reviewing the
research on sentenCe combining practicing sentence combining through
tole-playing 4nd learningio write original sentence:combining exercises
and to help students learn tp.write their own, with ty help of the article
by Cooper.

Week it An-Approach to Teaching Common Errors

Readings. (I) Shaughnessy, Mina. Errors and ixpectations; chapter 4.
(2) Laurentet Patricia. "Error's...Endless Train: Why StudentS Don't
Perceive Errors." journal of rasic Writing 1 (1974): 23-42. (3) Krisna,
Valerie. "The Syntax of Error." journal of Bask. Writing I (1975):
43-49. (4) Davidson, David."Sentence-Combiningin an ESL WOting
ProgramP journal of Basic Writing 3 (1977.42-02. °

Resource. !Cristo ArnetionEnglish.
. Coin:heft. In chapter 4 ot Errors and Expeaationt, Shaughnessy

treats a numb9r of "common errors" that can be remedied ly teaching
discrete ruleWhile she includes errors of inflection, periphrasisi and
time relationships, she gives greatest attention to inflection, examining.
tboth the causes of inflsction errors (including dialect interference and

-12.)
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hypercorrectión) and hoW to deal with them. 'In this class session her
, analysis of common errors is disctissedand compared with Laurence's
and Krishna's:The claSs follows a workshop forinat to teacgiornt 'ways
of dealing with inflectional errors by presenting the standard English
inflectional syitem as. a second- dialect to those whose natiVe dialect
'differs from standard written English. (Class members should recall the
articles by Feigenbaum and Stewart from week six.) The aPproach that
follows is only allusuative of how tO teach inflectioAs bidialectally.
The descriptions follow the methOd of Keys to iftnerican Englisk

Sampi lesion I: regular verbs, present time. The "base form" of the
. verb is its form before anything As added or. changed. The inflection

-s is added with .it, he, she, or any singular rioun; -6 is added when
the base ends in ch,: ih, x, z, or o. Exercises give students practice in
recognizing the standard English. forms and distinguishing them from
others; conversion and pattern drills.allow active practice iri using this

t,pewly taught forms. .. .

When drills are used, it is essential that the three tYpes--;-recognitiort,
.conversion, and' payoff-practicebe prOperly sequencedand that they
be sufficient in number so that students not Only leam the forms, but
actielly internalize them and bicomeso familiarryith them that they,
can use them spontaneouslY:Is A thorough set of' drills rill inclAde
about eighty of each type; the set *May be followed by a free-writing
okercise in which the standard formi are to be used.

Sample lesson 2: regular verbs, past time. The past of regular verbs
is formed by .adding ed tO the base form or -d if the base ends in
e. The final cOnsonant of the base form is doubled before adding
-ed in words of one 'Syllable or in words of more than -one syllable
if all three of the following ekist: .the last syllable.is stresseg, the last
syllable' ends with a single-consonant, and the preceding vowel is short
(begged, permitted). In words ending in y, the y is changed to i before
adding -ed (tried, carried); the exception is words ending in y preceded
by a vowel (play).

it is essential that the number of drill items be sufficient to
enable the student to internalize and prodtwe sponyineously the standard
forms.. Having studentrcomplete a dozen or so drill items may suffice
for them 'to understand how the' new forms are made, but it will not
enable them to produce the new forms with the familiarity and con:-
fidence needed for writing and speaking. Students will not .be able to
succeed in compoSing fluid, coherent PrOse if -they constantly stop
during their writing to review 'rules for forming verbs.

Sample lesson 3: the verb be in present time.Be is the only irregular
verb besides have that is irregular in the present as well as the mkt.

k
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Students need to be giyen the pkiradigm for the preFnt of be and then
exercises in recognizing and using_the standard forms. The verbs hartie
and ao should also be tatight in separate lessons. .

Sample lesson 4: other :irregular verbsi This lesson:begins' with a
summary of previous lessons on irregular Oerbs. Next, such verbs as hit
and burst are presented: the present is formed like the regular verbt, but
the past iS the same as the base: The present of all other irregular verbs is
formed like regular verbs; the past istformed tly.chariging the spelling of
'the base form. Here a list of irregular past tense forms should be given;
students will have to learn the forms as they would insular verbs in a
foreign language._

. '41
.. Sample Jason Vregulacaoun plurals. The inflectiort-s is added to.

form regular noun plurals:'With some-exceptions. When a noun ends in
,s, X, sh, ch, and sOinetimes in 0, the inflection -es is added. An f
the end of a noun is changed to ir and followed by -is. A y at the
end of a noun is changed to i /and -es is added, except when the Os
preceded by a vowel (plays, 41.4).

.

Sample lessim pouessive nouns, singular. Sttidents are shown how.
the language can indicate possession either by inflection (-'s) or by
periphrasis (of. . These.methods are distinguished from the mfthod
Used in sont diatec4 of ihowing pOssession by juxtapolition (John
shoes).

SaMple lesson 7: possessive pronouns. Sttalents are shown two forms
of t4e possessive pronoun, one that precedes a noun (her book) and
one that substitutes .for a noun (It is hers instead of, it is her book).
It is necessary,to stress that while possessive nouns use an apostrophe,
possessive pronouns never do.

During this class, students simulate tutorial sessions as well as class
sessions. Like the workshop in week six, this one will encotliage class

,1/4 members to create exercises of their own amtlater to encovage their
students to create their Own exercises,

Week 9: Spelling and Vocabulary

, Readings. Shaughnessy, Mina. Enors and,Expectations, chapters 5
and 6. ---

Com;nentary. Shaughnessy's chapters on spelling and vocabulary are
so detailed-that to do thlm justice, to practice suggested exercises and
Methods, and to evaluate essays and textbooks adequately would take
several weeks. The purpose of this Mille; however, is to give students
the tech' they will need to be effective teachers of basic writing. Thus,
some practice in class (role-playing is always the most effective) with
eialuating student essays for spelling arid 'vocabulary problems and

s
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treating ways of assisting students will help. clasi members develop .0"`
techniques to handle the problem* they will encounter when confronted,
by real students. This class session emphasizes role-playing conferences,
evaluating papers, and suggesting solutions to student problems, with
tinie left for discussing class members' evaluations of textbooks in

4 these areas.

Wick 10: Composing

Readings. ) Shaughnessy, Mina. Errors andExpectations, chapter 7. .

(2) Farrell, Thomas J. "Developing Literate Writing." Journal of Bask
Writing 5 (1978): 30-51. (3) Holloway, Karla F. C. "Teaching Com-
position Through 'Outlining." In' Classroom ,Practices 'in Teaching
English, 1977-78i Teaching the BasksReally!, pp. 36-39. Ed. Ouida
ClapR. Urbana, I1L: NCTE, 1977. (4) Lunsford, Andrea. "Let's Get Back.
to the Classics." Journal of Basic Writing.5 (1978): 2-12. (5). Lamberg,
Walter J. "Following a Short Narrative ThroUgh. the Composing

4. Process." In Classroom Pottices, 197778, Pp. .30-35. (6) Samuels,
'Marilyn Schauer. "Norman' Holland's 'New I5aradigm' and the Teach-
ing of Writing." journal of Bask Writing 5 (1978): 52-61. (7) Shuman,
R. Baird. "Basics in *Composition: Fluency First." in .Classioom POW,-
*ices, 1977-78, pp. 4346. (8) Smith, Susan BeIaSco. "A Workable
Approach to Teaching Composition." In ClasSroom practich,.1977-78,
pp. 40-42. (9) Silver, StanfilL "The Great 'American One-Sentenee
Sunfimary.", In ClassroOm Practices, 1077-78, pp. 47-49. .

Commeraz.try. Shaughnessy's chapter entitled "BOond the Sentence"
cresents a broad overview of the problem basic writing students have in
composing anything longer than a Sentence and emphasizei that basic
writing students need help in conceiving an audienCe beyond themselves,
especially an academic audience. She offers specific"strategies for helping
students le'arn to do traditional kinds of academic writing, as do the
authors of the other articles assigned .for 'this week. The class session
includes discussion of these various approaches, alonglith evaluation
of essays and discusiions of which methods would wo& best with each ,

student, Again, role-playing in a Mock-tutorial siMation is very helpful.
Textbooks should be evaluated for the -effectiveness with which they
attack the. problems itiaughnessy describes, but they should also be*
examined for the emphasis they give to coMposition, to grammar,
syntax; and .common ertors, and to matters like punctuation, sPelling,
and vocabulary. By this time in the term, clasi membera. should Oe
weighing the relative value of each kind of probleni and, in the cOntrxt
of the earlier distutsions about the Philotophy of error, be able to make

1 36,
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judgments about bow t'such weight should be giyep to different items in.
a basic writing curriculizm, in preparation for .the discussion in week
fifteen; .

,

Week II: Teaching Reading
4. i , . 4

_ Readings. (1) Fitzgerald, Thomas P., and Phillip M. Conn9rs. "Struc-
turing Cprnprehension with Xey Words." In Classrom' Praaices in
Teachink English, 1977-78: Teaching the BasicsReally!, pp. 6-9.
Ed Oujda Clapp. Urbana, III,: NCTE, 1977. (2) Mclanied, Evelyn B..

'and Harvey Minkoff. "Transitions: A Key to kature Reading and
Writine In Classrckim Practica, 1977-78, pp. 17-21. (3) Scales,
Alice M1 and Shirley A. Biggs. "College Reading and Study Skills: An
Assessm nt-Prescriptive Model." In Classroom Practices, 1977-78,
pp. 224)3. (4) Smith, *Arthur E. "Three Elements of Critical Readitg."
In Classiroom Practices, 1977-78, pp. g-5.4(5) Tomas, Douglas. A., and
Thoma0 Newkirk. "Filling in the Blanks: 'Ming the Cloze Procedit;e

Jor TeaChing Basic Skills." In Classroom Practices, 1977-78, pp. 1Q-16.
Resources. (1) Goo4tnii4n, Kenneth, ed. MiscueAnalysis: Applications

to Reading Instmction. Urbana, Ill.: NCTE and ERIC/RCS, 1973..
(2) Yarington, baVid. The Great American Reading Machine. Rochelle
Park, N. j..: Hayden, 1977.

. ,1CownentarY. The teaching of reading Is i complex subject, one that
obIliously canhot be" Covered adequately in a week. Class members
should, however, gain some understanding of the relationship between
reading and /writing skills, be able to help students with reading
problerhs it least until more intinsiVe professional help can be obtained;

- know how and how much to .incorporate, reading into, a wriu g
curriculum, and know how and when .to refer students to reading:stu
skills speciaysts. The class session is spent' disivssing theseissues and
role-playing student conferences. Student essays will be examined for
-evidence of reacting problems, and textbooks will be evaluated accotling
to their awareness of the relationship between reading and writing.

4

Week 12: Special Problems in Teaching English as a Second Lanpage

Readings. (i) Lay, Nancy. "Chinese Language Interferince irtWritten
English? Journdl of Basic Writing 1 (1975): 5041. (2) Rizzo, Betty,
and Santiago Villafane. "Spaniih Influence on Written English."
Journal of Basic Writing 1 (1975): 62-71. (3) Davidson, David M.
'.'Sentence Combiningin an ESL Writing Program." Journal of Baiic
Writing 3 (1975): 49-62.

Resources.. (1) Frank, Marcella. Modern English: Exercises for Non-

t
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Native"Speakers. Part 1: Parts of SPeech. Englewood Cliffs,- N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1972. (2) Frank, Marcella. Modem English: Exercises for
Non-Native Speakers. Part 2: S:entences and aniplexStnectures. Engle.
wood Cliffs, N. J.: Prenticeliall, 1972. (3) Hirasawa. Louise, and Linda
Markstein. Developing Reading Skills: Advanced Rotvley, Mass.: News
berry House, 1974. (4) Ross, Janet. and Gladys Doty. Wthink English:
A Composition Text in English as a Foreign Language. 2nd ed. New ,.

York: Harper and Row. 1975.
Coritmentary. Like reading, ESL is a spiCialized field, and basic

writing students whose native language is not EnglisW should ideallw
be in an ESL dass4iMany tunes, however, especially in Writing laboratory
situations, it is not always possible to have an ESL. instrtuitor work
with a fcireign Student. Furthermore, There aremany marginal situsitions
hi which the English of native AniericA has been influenced by a
different native language-of the parents or a combination of 'a foreign
language and a,nonstandard dialect of English (like the Englisksiioken
in Spanish Harlem, for exarnple). For these reasons even a short intro.-
duction to some ESL teaching prindples and materials will be helpful
to students in the class. Class -time this week is spent discussing the
readings, evaluating essays written by, students whose English is to same
extent -influenced by other bnguages, and evaluating textbooks that
might be used to shpplement jegular basic' writinrtexts.

Week 13: SPecial Considerations fOr Community College Programs

Readings. (1) Johnson, G: It ''Teacher Preparation (or Community/
Junior Colleges." Community/Jt4nior College Research Quarterly. 1
(1977): 249-256. (2) Pritchard, N. S. "The Training of the Junior Ccdlege
Engliih Teacher." College Composition and Communication 21 (1970):
48-54.

Resources. Arden, J. W., and. W; A. Terrell. Research and
Deyelopment Of English Programs in the Junior College. Urbana,
Ill.: NCTE, 1965. (2) Kaiden, Lawrence; "Chairing a Two...Year College
English Department." ADE/MLA Bulletin, September.1978, pp. 14-19.
/ Commentary. Becauie community colleges are the largest employer
of specialists in basic writing, some tirrie in this course needs tO be
spent on the special needs .and characteristics of cominunity college
students, as well as On the practical matters of working with community
college administrations, with laboratory prograMs, etc.. A specialist in
teaching writing in the community college shoUld belinvited, tow this
class, with discussion Cefitering on the ways.. in which the topics so
fax discussed in this course Would be adapted to Ommunity colleges.
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Week 14: Evaluation

Readings. (1) Shaughnessy, Min.t.ErrarS and Expeaationi, chapter 8
and appendix. (2) Bernadette, sls Miriam. "Evaluation of Writing: A
Three!Part Program.'" English Y oUrnal 54 (1965): 23-27. (3) Brown,
Rexford. "What We Know Now. and How We Could Know More about
Writing Ability in 'America." Journal of Baiic Writing 4 (1978): 1-6...
(4) Cooper, Charles. "Measuring Growth in Writing." Englisk Journal
64 (1975): 111-119. (5) Hake, Rosemary. "With No.Apology: Teaching
to the. Test." Journal elf Bask Writing 4 (1978): 39-62 (6) Harris,,
MurieL "Evaluation: The Proiess for -Rivision." Journal of Basic
Writing 4 (1978); 82-90. (7) MatcheivS, Roberta S. "The Evolution of
One College's Adempt to Evaluate Student Writing." Journal of Bask
Writinr1 (197g): 63.40. (8) McColly, William.."What Does Educational
Research Say about the Judgment Of Writing Ability?" Journal of
Educational ReSearch 64 (1970): 148-154. (9) McColly, Williain. "Com-
position Rating S:ciles., for General. Merit." Journal of EducatiOnal !ht

Research 59 (1965): 55-66. (10) McDonald, W. ,"trading Student
Writing: A Plea for Change." Colkge Composition and CoMmuni-
cation 26 (1975): 154-158. (10 Metzger, Elizabeth. "A Scheme for
Measuring Growth in college Writing." Journal of Basic Writing 4
(1978): 71-81. (12) Noreen, R. G. "Placement Procedures -for Freshman
Composition." College CoMposition and Communicatioa 28 (1917):
1-41-lit (13) Palmer, W. S. "Measuring Written Expression: Qualiti
Scales and the Sentence." High School Journal 60 (1976): 32-40. (14)

,..White, Edward M. "Mass Testing of Individual Writing: The California
Modelt Journal of Basic Writing 4 (1978): 18-38. (15) Williams, Joseph.
"Re-evaluating-Evaluating." Journal of BaSie Writing 4 (1978): 747.

.Resources. (1) Bloom, Benjamin, et al. Handbook of Formative and
.Surnmative Evaluation of Student Learning. New Vial& MaGraw-Hilli
1971. 2) Braddock, Richard, et al. 'Research in Written CoMposition.
Urbana, Ill.: NCTE,. 1963. (3) California Associadon of Teachers Of
English. A Scali of Evaluation ot If igh Schoolc Student F.ssayS.
Champaign, Ill.: NCTE, 1960. (4) CooPer, Charles, and Lee Odell,
ea..1.:Evaluating Writing:. Describing, Measuritte Jujging."Urbana, llt:
NCTE, 1977. (5) Diecterichi Paul B., et al. Factors in Judgment of
Writing Ability. Princeton: Educational Testing Service, 1961. (6)
Diederich, Paul B. Measuring Growth in Engliih. Urbana, NCT;
1974. (7) Judine, Sr. M., ed. A Guide for Evaluating Student_Compfi-
sition. Urbana, Ill.: Nca. 1965. (8) Larson, Richard L.. "Selected
BibliogAphy of Writing on. the Evaluation of Students' Achievemedts in
Composition." Journal of BaSic Writing 4 (1978): 91-100.
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CornrnenSanit. Evaluationis a technical subject that requires training*
4,Statistirs and other 'areas ab9tit Which EngliA.teachers are often
ignorant. This clais:session should include a guisi speaker who,. is a
specialist irf evaluation. The topics tobe eitSlored include Ways in Whidl
professiOnal evaluatiOn ex.Perts can work with giiglish teaChers in
dia0osis and, placement, Ways to evaluate student writing other than the
liaditional A;B7C-D-F Manner, and .Nays,to evaluate the ef(ectiveness ,

of _basic wriing cksses .

Week1.5: Desigang courses for pasit Writin# Students

. " Readings. (1) Fam'pbell, Dianna S. Ti Terly Ryan Meier. "
foe a 'DiveloPMental _Writing Co Vndexxe

. Black StUdents." 'Journal f Basie 6); 2040.,' (2)
Jeannev:"'Reasoned. Writing for Coirse Desigte
Journal ofripasic Writing 2 0976 .r4 anku .44 g e

4. 'and Composiiiom Three Maste Ciassr,_ .

Journal of Basic Writing (19 n r.ea
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potential usefulness or ada4birui,-ft *dents. with . - -
grounds ind different needs.flle -02W:should also ..

v.
. re w to

design a program, given limitatio'44.budget and . -, ,1., e t bests..
serVes Om largett number of stuilents. The piOnin: -.4 ul , i de hoW'.

. t9 use a combination of fclasiroom and 1-- i-rato . to eat roblems ,
common to a large nt4nber iof stUdents while Still lea ing room for
individual at&ntion..A 'discussion -of such*practical mat ers is' a fiuing ''
conclusion lo a course that attempts to develop a s repertoire of

y techniques and a flexibility-which will allow. teachersdof basic writing
0 teaAt effectively in whatever situation and within whatever constraints, ta

., they may find themselves.
1
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AO Staffing andOperating
slieer-Tutoring Writi.Ag Centers .

-Kenneth A. Bruffee
Brooltlyn College. CUNY

41

-

Bruffee tnakes,a case foi Ae educational effectiveness of using peer
town in. basic wfiting centers. Whik- his priinary topic is the
selection. trainingg, and function of Peer tutors, he alko outlines
important aspects of establishing and maintaining a writtng center.
an campus.

..°. el*

Peer-tutoring Writing centers are places where, in an info4u1 setting,
college students heft) other college Students learn tod*rite. In most
peer-tutoring programs the tutors are trained, either in specially designed
credit-bearing courses or in noncredit seminars. \ What follows is a
general description of one sail program, the Braoklyn College Writing
Center, a peer-tutorihg (tenter whic.1), since 1973,4bas seryed'an average

.ot 800 to 1,06 students each semester.* 'A -sirailar program, adapted to
conditions previiling In two-year colleges, has been established at
Nassau Community Cdaliege.t

.. purpose and.Effectivenas

The main service performed by a peer-tutoring Avtiting Center for its
college is to supplement formal classrodna instruction in writing by
offering an 'alternative. long-range context for learning. Students un-.
°questionably learria great deal about Writing.through formal instruction,

- anti *Hey need that instruction. But' writing is not like riding a bike,'
which individuals leartQutce and _never forget. It is something that
itinients must leam ancrittlearn as -their education -advances, is their
ideas become mot; complex, and as they mature intellectually. and
emotionally. The purposeof a writing center is to help students develnp
their abiliiy to write in ways tailored to their individual needs. Sometimes
tutOrs mak with students for several weeks, or even a semesterpr more.

: 1.3 7 141
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In Other cases tutorS, re's:pond on an ad hoc baiis, helping students
cope with writing problems. is. they ire asked to write papers and
examinations in their subject-matter cotuses.

TO be suCcesSfUl; therefore, a peevtutoring program must have the
pro-per educaional context. It.requires a Campus whete faculty recognize
that writing is .essential to Igarning. A writing center shotgd be part of
a carnpus4vide commitment to more ,and better student writing at all
levels and in all fields...On the whet: hind, just as a peer-tutoring' .

writink cente r. requires campus comnnunent, to writing, it can also be
an effective tool for gaining that commitment. This is the second value
a writing center may lave far its college, An active; visible writing
center which engages enthusiastic undergraduate peer tutars in its
"intracurricular. activity" of developing students' writing can *draw
auention to writing throughout the campus. Finally, peer niioring has a
hidden bonus that I will discuss at the end of this essayc it can bring

tO a college Vie imponint. social dirtrnsion of learninrthat mass
higher edutation sorely lacks.

The evidence of the positive effects of peer tutoring on the writing
of college studenis is not yet formal or rigbrous. But the evidence is

,

overwhelming that peer' tutoring in general has immense potential. In .
Peri and Cross-Age .Tutoring in the SchoOls, to iny mind the best
short guide to aU aspects of peer tutoring, Blodm says.

In id percent of th studies lre.ported). tutees made significant
:progresi in school achievement meatureslargely in the areas of
reading and language arts. Thus, it is evident that 'a great variety
Of tutoring programs are effective in producing significant learning

.

; gaini by tuteess .

Bloom cautions, however, that the studies she discuises "tend to be the
more carefully designed". ones and that others -

are unlilkely to prOduce these results, tspecially when the .tutoring
process is not continued lohg enough, when the tutoring program

I and materials are poorly structured, or when the materials available
ate inappropriate to the needs of the tutee. However, if the minimum
conditions for tutoring are satisfied, *With few exceptions the
tutees made clear gains in cognitive learping.!

Although Blown's .evidence is drawn from`.'work done principalkin
elementary and secondary schools, it strongly sUggests that when peer
tutoring in dieless formal ,se4ing of a college writing center is properly
evaluated, it too will prove eftective.5

The 'success .of peer tutoring at Nassau Community College and
Brooklyn' College tends to support thii view, although it has been
measured so far only informally. At Nassau, Beck reports thai4"a poll

13(3
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of classroom teachers. indicated as much improvement- in .writing of
stir-&-rsius utored by peers as those tutored by faculty; several. instructors
noticed increased enthiusiasm about writing in general in students- of
peer tutors." The Brooklyn College Writing ,Center gauget its success
by the numbers of students which it regularly serves, by the sgitisfactkon
of. -the tutOrs who work there, and by sheer sinvivaL

.

Location and Organization
.

Location is crucial tO a successful writing cen6r. A drop-in writing
center must be wirre the students are. Its furnishings can be plain
and"modest. It needs to have litde more by way of equipment than-tableS,
chairs, a couple of typeWriters, and books (some rhetorics And a
dictionarypreferably chained to the floor). But it absolutely must be
placed where it is highly Visibleand readily accessible: in a room off the
student' cafeteria, on the firstiloor of the student center, off the entrance
to the library, etc. At BroOklyn, for example, the rriting center is acrOss-
froin the libraw on the walk where almost every student passes OA the
way in and out of the college gate.

L Inside, evetything possil?le merit be done to make it easy, to aSk" for
help. The organizatiork should be, kept simple so that students don't
feel they're being rassocd by 'red tape the minute' they walk in the

,d ecord-keeping should bp minimal and done unobstrusively onlY
after he main job of- helping has been dont. At the Brooklyn center,
tutors keep a personal log desciibing their Work and their problems as
tutors and as writers. They also enter on a aivx 6 card the academic
classification 6f each student they help, the type of help requested; and
whauhey did.to meet:the problem. They do not reCord the names otthe
students they help, so that ,students, who are often 'intimidated, self-.

,

conscious, and embarrassed, feel as little as Possible the risk of exposure. .

Tutors often trade names with students thy workswith, of courserand
some agree to meet 'regularly' with a clientele which they work up on .

their own. A teacher who wants to be sure a student assigned to get
help has actually got it can ask. the student to get a written rePort
front the tutor describing the work they did together.' -

Naturallyi there are limitations tO the seivices that peer tutors provide.
Some of these are imiosed by the faculty 'and some by the tutois.
themielves. Peer tutors are not editors or ghost writers. Tutors soon
realize titat they have their own work to do and don't have .rime to
`do othenstudents' work, too. Widiencouragement and practice, they get
very good At saying no. Although, many students need help Avith -

grammar, usage, and mechanits, the kind Of help most students ask for

3 ,)
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is the kind peer tutors are most able, to give: help in getting started
and in discovexfng, expressing, and organizing ideas. Teachers and
%tors tOgether can make their own work sheets to use in alluring or
draw on textbook exercises relevant to the needs of the center's clientele._

Staff anailudget

A member Of the -English department faculty (or -heifer still,,,several
members part-time) should be assigned to a peer-ttrioring center to
answer tutors' questions and if necessary Supplement their instruction
in effect, to tutor the tutors. Tutors rtray turn to the faculty. member

. On duty or to each other for help * 'any time. This is one of the most
important conditions under which -peer tutors work in a. center of this
kind they_ wOrk independently as tutors, they are not closely monitored
or "supervised." yet, they always have actess to help. Furtherinore,
*heti a tutor turns 40 a dictiOnary, a rhetoric, or an instructor for help,
tutees learn something fundamental to education: ignorance is nothing
to be embarrassed about, it is .not equivalent to stupidity. To admit

4' that you don't knoW sd,mething is the essential (frit step to learning.
- BeiiaUse a peer-tutoring center deals With such bask attitudes toward

learning, and because it is central to acampus-wide conCern for t4riting,
it should be tunded by the ioIlege as a whole, Also, becaus'e a peer-
tutoring prograrn differs structurally from more conventional-tutoring
programs; it may require some innovative budgeting. In conventional
tutoring programs, faculty or graduate assistants' work directly with*
undergraduates. The budget forthese programs covers theivages of those
directly involved. In contrast, a peer-tutorinsprbgram lessensthese costsi

dit), because fewer staff members Work directly.with students. Instead, the staff
teaches writing indirecikohiough a cadre Of trained nndergraduates.,

Bui a peer-tutoring program requires support of another kind. It has
to pay faetiltif to supervise. and teach tutors., An .essential feature of

. the Brooklyn program, for example, is the writing course that prepaies
the tutors. By inaproving the tutors' own writing through a process
of peer criticism, these courses keep the level a tutorinU high and'
maintain the, tutors' awarefiesS a thedifficulties writers face: Inaddition,
the conrses insure a continual supply of capable peer tutors safticient
to meet' the hiedi of the college. Sound, serious,icredit-bearing writing
courses to prepate tutors academiially and support tk'm in their wor
are as much a part of a peer-tutoring programas tutoring itself, sin
the best tutors arettitors who write Well themselves.

1

One intermediate compesition course, is enough fqr most small
writing center programs. Larger programs, and those (like the Brooklyn'

411
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, College program) which sometimes supply trained and. experienced
big-brother and big-sister çütors to local high school writing programs,
may add one or two mare 4ourses in order to increase the sophistication .

of selected.advanced peer tators. One of diese ciinrsei may be advanced
compoaition. Another may be an elementary, practical course in the ,
English language: =unties, grammar, and linguistics. Instructors wilt) -

teachthese courses, furthermore, require special expertise. They should
s' teach as much as poSsible through techniques 61 group inquiry and
collaborative learning in order to engage tutors actively in learning. tjust us they in ture.actively engage those they tutor. .

Mosi programs which do not train tutois in acdit-bea!ing courses -
nevertheless provide training a some kind. Tutors work in small groups
with a supervisor, ineet for informal sessions to discuss specific problems,
observe themselves tutoring through closed-circuit television, and so on.
Most programs also train tutors to some degree in teaching techniques.'

. le would seem normal iri terms of the division of academic-labor
for writing tutors to be trained by members of the English department.
At the same time it is unfair to make a writing center the exclnsive
budgetary burden of the English.department. Courses for peer tutors can
pUt undue strain Gt/i die resources -..of.the department that offers them,

, because enrollment in writin&Courses at every, level itust be kept
relatively low and tutor training requires adoser than usual relationship
between the undergraduates and the poke training them. Moreover,
the college as a Whole, not juit one or Iwo departments, benefits

. A peimuloring writing center shout
directly and po rnkitively fro these courses.

efore te funded in a special
;

way: -FundS for the writing center s , added regularly to the
budget of the department or unit. assig to te4ch the tutors. These
fundsjihould lk stipulated tos cover, .first, the necessarY couries given
as pail of the regular curriculum and,. Second, the wages of the faculty
'who, work as resource personnel in the center ittelfo Finally,, some
allowance should be made to pay a few advanced tutors; since tutoring
is itself part of the requirement of the first semester olpreparation,
tutors are not paid until that aedit-beariiig semeSter has been completed:

Seleaing Tutors a -

Normally, tutom can be.selected through teachers of freshman conipo-
sition or- in some cases through more advanced courses in a variety.
Of disciplines. A. letter of invitation describing.the. course, the work
involved, and the advantages of being a tutor may be sent. to'students.
recommended in this way. In response to such an invitation, a kind-of
self:selection normally occurs. Those the idea appeals to gravitate toward

'

,
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the program.those-put off by it do not respond. jn addition, in sane
colteges the writing center faculty may interview prospective tutors. It
is difficult at 'best, however, to identify potentially good tutors and
eliniinate potentially wsak ones from a given group of fairly competent
students. Eiperiencs seems to suggest that interviewing 14i be helpful,
but mv also be more time-consuming than it is worth.

The invitation itseli is4he key to successful recruitment. The letter
desaibing the Brooklyn programs for example, emphasizes the charac
teristics which tend to make good tutors. The'best tutors are relatively.

. mature, capable of working well with other people, and interested in
helping their fellow students. They must of coursebe competent writers.
But for this work, human qualities are as important as academic

, .

excellence. Besides describing the course requirements (log, papers, peer
critiques, tutoring three hours Or*so a week) and the reward in aedit
hours, the invitation should also explain wpat a student mayopect to
get out of peer tutoring educationally and personally.

Peer tutors can generally expect to gain improved writing ability,
closer ties with members of -the faculty, beucr understanding of the
purposes- and aims of higher education, some degree of heighterted
self-awareness, and the satisfactfon of being of direct and important
.service to their own student community and .the college as a whole. M
arge colleges ancl universities, and especially at commuter schools like

Brooklyn College, the expectation' of a lessened sense of social. 'and .

- intellectual alienation through membership in the sort of tigiit-knit
Lcaciemk community that peer tutoring provides is itself tremaidously
apPealing to manOmature and compert students.

Ability to write well is an important but not necessarily primary
qualification for peer 'tutors,' because a peer-tutoring program assumes
that writing is a process of human communication and that many
students' writing problems are catised by the students' inability to
imagine An intelligent, sympathetic audience.7for many student writers
this state of-mind proves to be an almost insuperable barrier to written
expression and thus to mature thought and mental growth. Peer tutors
whd are personally sympathetic as well as academically competent can
help their fellow undergraduates overcome that barrier. ;

4.4

Training Tutors

The intermediate writing course in which peer tutois at 1irooklyn are
prepared for their work has ssveral unusual and perhaps unique
alaratteristics, The semester is divided roughly inlwo.s.During the first
half the tutors concentrate mainly on writing, reviewing grammar, and
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learning techniques of analysis and evaluation. Their first two papers
.are 'written on topics Of their own choke or ors topict drawn from
their subject-matter courses. The papers are organized in a siniple,
standard rhetoricil form.. puring this period the tutors -also begin
tutoring mire Or less cold turkey. Until they have had same experienee,
tutors find- discussions .of tutoring too theoredcat arid they are tbo
aptirebensive for anything more than general initructions to have much
effect. Experienced tutors look after th4 beginners durfne these firit few
weeks, and the teacher devotes a few class hours ,to the problems of
getting Started as a tutor.

In the second half of the semester (roughly), the tutors write two more
papers, this tinie on topics rela!ed to their tutoring. Class discuisicin now
begins to concentratt less on writing per sa, turning instead to imzes
and problems arising out of the tutoring exPerienie. In additidn to
writidg fotir papers during the term, tutors keep personal logs reflecting
class discussion, their experience writing, and especially their experi-
ences and problems tutoring. Occasionally, tutors read excerpts from
their log,s aloud in dass 1.4 a basis for class disCussion, and twice during
the term the teacher reads the lOgs and comments On them to encourage
informal refleCtion;

The work most crucial to preparing effective undergraduate peer
tutors, however, is peer criticism. Every paper that tutors Mite for this
course is read aloud to the Class by its author and then receives careful
criticism written by other tutors, in -addition to the comments and
evaluation of the teacher. The teacher also comments on and evaluates
these written critiques. What appears at first, "then, to be a light load
of writingsour papers during a semesterturni out to be a relatively
heavy load of four papers, eight aitiques, and, toward the end of the
semester, two responses by eadi (author to critiqUes othet- tUtors have
written. This process of peer criticism is the classroom counterpart of
the work tutors do in the writing center wheri they+ help other students
improve their writing.

The procesS of peer criticism is. progressive. The fi..st set of critiques
asks tutors to describe the papers rhetorically, and- specifically not to
evaluate them. Here tutori learn the difference between whata unit of
prose "says" and what it "does"therhetorical purpöseit serves in the
essay.9 In criticizing the secant! set of papers, tutors add.to The rhetorical
description a tactful, detailed evaltiation telling authors:what they did
right as well as how they could improve their papers. Since the third
Ind fourth papers are on topics the whole class is familiar withthe
ttitoring proceis itselfin writing peer-critiques for these twO

Amp are asked tb rake issue with &intent and argument as well as
, I.

1 4 j
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'technique. Finally, authors are asked to comment on and reply to ..

criticism, and aiticiare asked to evaluate each other's aitical technique
aad: manner. .

Hence, the tutors learn through this progressive profess of peer
criticism to distinguish three types of analytical `reading; objective,

. rhetorically desaiptive analysis; evaluative or judgmental respOnSe; and
reaction to the issties and point of view developed in a paper. To formal
peer criticism of wilting, the final sei of critiques adds the formal

; peer evaluation of peercriticism itself. Tutors examine and evaluate
the critical dialogue they have engaged in.h)

The final grade in the course is based on all of the studenewriting;
.including their peer critiques, and on the writing center staffs jutigrnent ,

Of the way students have fulfilled their responiibilities as tutors. Since
students write some of Their assignments (the peer critiques) on writing
which their classmates have done, punctuality in meeting dea

,important in this course. hist as peer critiqUes are the
counterriart of tutoring, this necessary ptinctuality is the counterwt of
the reliability that students must exercise as tutors.

Although some factilty work well instinctively with a procedure such ,

as -the one described here, others may find it useful to sharpen their
awareneu and acquire some new pedagogical tools befdre undertaking
it. At Brooklyn College, faculty who intend to:teach this course appren-
tice themselves to those who have experience teaching it' by sitting in

ion the class and working in the writing center for a term. Perhaps the
hest way for instructors to develop most of the skill and attitudes
appropriate to teaching. the course, would be to "take" the ,course
themselves under specially designed workshop conditions.11.

t

Educational Significance
.

This description of the training that tutors undergo and my earlier
comments on the academic Community that tutors enjoY in a peer-
tutoring program should suggest that besides performing a Valuable
tenike for its college, a peer-tutoring .writing center program also
provides an imponant eduiational experience for the. tutors. In fact,
peer nuoring provides what educational saciologists call "the eisential
conditions for vobilizing peer-rifoup infWence around intellectual
concerns."12 In a contett of socially productive, service.oriented social
exchange, and as part of the credit-bearing etnriculum, a peer-tutoring
prograin develops in the tutors twq inextricably reated functions of the
educated mind: evaluative judgment,,,ind verbal thought and expression.

,
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Peer tutoring 'tends to ,help tutors learn better haw to learn by
bringing to bear, through peer tutoring and its claisroorn equivalent,
peer criticism, the social and emotional foundation upon which inte1 .
lectoal work rests. As peer tutors and peer aitics, students in the program
face ideas as fluid, growing forces irt their own minds and those of their
peers, not as artificial entities fully fOrMed in an abstract state. And they
confront the personal and proprietary interest that people feel for their
own ideas. In this way, they become Much more aware than most
suidenti ever do of the fragility and .uncertainty.and the inherent ..*
_excitement and pleasureof mental Work. Peer tutoring therefore
attacks the "writing crisis" at .its ro-ot, which is not lack of `'skills,"
but students' inability to recognize, formulate, and express ideas of their ..
own and to integrate education into everYday social, emotional, 41.
practical- life.

11"

S.
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V. itesearch Oppprtunities
And Resources

II Research in Writing:
The Issues

E. Donald Hirsch. Jr.
University of Virginia. A

Hirsch asserts that basic writing is one of the few in Englishwhifh is -not only wide open for the serious resear but is
also begging for their assistance. The essay serits to. direct us
toward specific areas, to define the needs, and to suggest the urgency
for reliable as well as imaginative research.

Our field of composition is in a paradoxical situatidn. We enjoy greater
prestige than we had a decade ago; we can no* get jobs while other

4 English teachers cannot,: we know 'more than we used to know. 'about
techniques of teachin& and whilewe4mow that vire 'must still conquer
a huge, still unknown realm of learning, we also believe that this.
domain can be explored suicessfully. We_1047 also that there is roc
oo this neW froidier for any energeti spikig w1io wants tb push back
the bodndaries of knowledge. Composidon researd.i.is probably the Most
'significant intellectual frontier in collegeUglishVepartments today.
But the paradox gises from ihe other side ot odt workour continuing

* uncertainty about basic facts ind methods and, most wearisome of all,
ottr unending task of reiding papers and commenting on papers and
ultimately grading papers.

. .

There is mi great breakthrough in sight to chahge this aspect. oi
composition leaching, and- we are rightly suspicious of sclwmes which
claim tiviernove either drudgery from the teacher or hard work from our
students. The rewards of our work can be great for student and teachet,
alike..and its imporaance is unrivall4 But for all this, 4e drudgery
does remain. and-it alirays will. Sti. when I speak of ntw research
in composition. I don't foresee any ultimate change in d basic deed
for paper-reading 'by teachers and paper-writing by st dents. The ,

research issues that I shall discuss concern improvements that can make
this basic pattern yield better results.

t_.)-
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In the topics that I will be touching on, the ead will detect my
conyktion that such improvonents'areconnected wirh the problem of
gaining a consensus among ourselves, unlikely/a( that may appear, in
view ci the diverse approaches. habits., and convictions that we have.
Nonetheless, I believe that a future consensus among composition
teachers is a feasible aim with regard to many issues which have divided
us in the past. The reason I think so is that controversy ova a subjecl
always tends to diminish as knowledge about it gets broader and deeper.

The phenomenOn is well known to historians of learning and is even
acknowledged by Thomas Kuhn, despite his skeptical views associated
with the word paradigm. (I'm referring Of 'course to Kuhn's book The
St?uctureof Scientific Revolutions [Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1970j.) fie and his fellow intellectual and social historians awe

c) that a subject of inquiry like compmition experiences two principal
stages in its growth as a discipline. The first stage, which Kuhn calls
',Immature," is a period when "a ntunber of schools compete for the
domination of a given field." This period is marked by controversies
like 'our own, in which people "confronting the same phenomena
describe and interpret them in different ways." With 'the gradual advance
of knowledge, the conflicts subside, and a consensus buildi up which
forms the discipline.inio a genuine intellectual community. Members
of this 'community can then lake the foundations of theit field for
grantedand can thaefore direct their attention to tile problems and
sOpro lems t? be solved. The community can also agree among them-
selves hether a particular piece of work does in fact constitute a
genuine solutio4 n lo a problem. At this more advanced period, progress
in the discipline beComegrapid and exciting, and it is then that it first
becomes a genuine or mature discipline. Where before progress had been
iporaclic, uncertain, and disputed. now each new. piece of work can be
assimilated and integrated with the rest so that the frontiers of the
discipline are pushed back ina dearly undertood way. While we would
41 agree that composition research has not reahed this stage of Maturity,
there are good grounds for believing that it can do so before many More
years elapse.

A Thought-Experiment

To suggest why my optimism is re'asonable, I am going to perform
what piychologisteused to call a thought-experiment. 1. am going to
suppose we really do possess some detailed and reliable knowledge that
we actually don't possess right now, but which we could in fact uncover

,147
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in a very few i,ears. First. I'm going to assume in my thought-experfinent
that we have .found,out some reliable facts about how long it normally
takes to make a discernible improvemeni in certain subskills of writing
tor students between the ages of sixteen and twelnY-five- Arid the Poi,.ntof my thought-exp'eritnertt will be to illustrate how such an',increase
in our empirical knowledge will tend .to create a consensus thong us,
Wheie before there existed among us a great deal of pirado-empirkal,
ideologiCal, or what might be called theological debate.

Psychologists have recently, made ratha Precise a concept abOut skill
acquisition which we all know intuitively and which has long existedk,
in memory theory as a contrast between passive recognition and alive
recall. Another version of this p.sychologkal contrast is expressed in our
own discipline as the tontrast ,betwien a pasiive vocabulary and an active
vocabulary. It's well known that We passively understand many more
words than we actiiiely use. Yet, giyen world enough and time, we Can *".dredge up from our passive vocabularies a number of words that We
aon't habitually use in ordinary -speeeh and writing. Some of these
passive vocabulary words are rather eáMly available to us, while others

*ate available only with great time and effort, and Still others are entirely
beyond °Ur rEach. Psychologists call these dreaging-up stages "degrees
of availaeoility," and ive knOw intuitivel9 that each of us hai an
avaibhility. threshold for terms in our passive vocabulary, a threshold

that can only be. crossed after goal-direeted rebearial :and practice
Some of us, for instance, who are n, ot croSsword puzzle rnay have
a large passive vOcahulary and yet stumble over a p r: hours,
wliereas a crbsswOrd habitue' ^who is less literate, than ou Ives May
polish off the puzzlein twenty minutes.Years,of rehearsal hive greatly
enlarked the individual's easily available vocabidary without greatly
changing his or her total leXicon.

. Now, co get back to mi thought-experiment, let us supz.v. that
research has drterrnined how much rehearsal time ittakes on tWverage
to make a discernible improvement in the degree bf availability for each
of the subskills of writing. I aM not claiming of cOurse that theie
suhskills are precisely defined and settled right now; I'm just pretending
that they are in Order to create a plausible model like that shown in
Table l. . .

You will.immediately notice that a discernible development of all
these sUbskills will mite longer than a, college semester. Notice- also
that th'e weeks listed on .the dtartare quantum times'thats, they,are.
the minitnum times needed ..to effect any lasting improvement at all in
the availability of the subskill named. So if you. don't take at least
that much tiMe, even under optimum conditions, you might as well
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neglect the sulxikill entirely. Under these circumstances, The crucial
question we tben must face is this: Which Of these skills should we
teach in a one-shot semester course and which ones should we 'neglect?

'Or cannot teach them all."My guess is that if we . had only, the
information listed on this -chart, we would have some rather vigorous
and familiar controversies on our hands when we tried to answer
that question:

But I will carry the thought-experiment further and pretend that we
also have some addiOnal reseatch results of impeccable reliability.
These fictitious resuits are summarized it? Table 2.

Now I'll ask you to ignore the particular subskills naMed on the
left-hand side (since they were chosen siMiewhat arbitrarily)*d con-.
centrate yew' attention ..on the -items on_ the right-hand side of the
chart. They -represent the results of tests given to two comparable basic
writing studebt populations after they had been iqstructed for a senuister
in these two different curricula. The kits were conducted as follows.
On the first day of testing, the students were given a choke of topics
and told they had to write a threftpage draft in forty-five minutes,
without making any corrections on the first 'draft. On the second day
they -were allowed one how' to rewrite.the original graft. On the third
day they were allowed up to three hours to wise and rewrite their

.

Table l

, Quankm Tiine for Improvemem in Writing Skills
of lasicWridnj Students*, ,

'. Subskill of Wriling'
ip-_-....

Average Quantum Time to Reach
'Improvement in Availability of Skill

Usage
Sentence variety
lnventin techniquei
Arrangement principles
Paragraphing
Genre-audience conventions
Gollerence devices

. Focusing devices
Analytical reading skiIla
Total

4 weeks
3 weeks
2 Weeks
2 weeks
3 weeks
5 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
5 weeks

.

.

.,

.
.

a

.

.28 week-s

"*Assuisptions: age group 17-21 and optimum teaching methods for each skill. Grapho-
lactic skills, such as spelling and punctuation, and dialect-interference problems ad-
dressed in self-paced outside sessions.

lid
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papers. Thus, the numbeis on the iight-hand side r
ttst Scores for each day for students who had undergp

. of instruction. Group One, as you see, could do a lot better thin Group
Two In a rapid first trafi. Then in the revised clrafi on the second 6
'test, the groups wert about equal, but Group Two. did significantly
better _whe.n students took as much time as they wanted for a final

revision. .

157

t the average,.
c two patterns

4 Hypothetical Coluensus

In a moment I will suggest why this kindsof experimental result is
not'putely whimsical and implausible. But. first I will state the.main
inference 43 be drawn from the thought-experiment.. It is the point
..which I have made a4*.me 'Of my remarks, namely the idea that we .
will argue less when good research teaches us, more..lf all of us really -
trusted the aboveresubs-41, for instance, they had been tested and clupli.
cated even by researChers who were initially hostile or ,unpersuadedI
think' that We would not ',divide into camps over thpse two curricular
patterns. We Would very quickly forth a consensus that Cuiriculum II
is superior to Curriculuml, for, we wiiuld agree, first of all, thbt an
85 is better than' a* 60. We wotild also understand that these final
numbers identify the level of skill aaained, though hot of course the level
of facility. We would unders6nd tht students' facility in' writing would
automatically inaease n both. cases. if they continued their writing
outside th9 classr9orn, whereas their'. level of skilr might not increase
merely by further writing. Just in case some. skeptics still refused to

- Tahle 2 t

Two Instructional Patterns Comparedt
.

Curricula
. -

. Test Results

I: Invention (2 Weeks); Arrangement (2 weeks); . Isl version+, 50*
Sentence variety.(3 weeks); Genre-audience con- . 2nd version: 55
ventions (5 weeks); coherence devices (2 weeks). .* 3rd version:. 60
Total: 14 weeks. .

H: Invention (2 weeks);-Arrangement (2.weeks)- 1st version: t 0
Paragraphing (3 weeks); AnalytiCal reading (5 ,10. 2nd version: 55
weeks); Focusing devices (2 weeks). Toial: 1 3rd version: 85
weeks.

. . -

*Auuniptions: age group +1 721 and optimum teaching inethoda for earl skill. GraPliti-
lectjd skills, such as spelling and Punctuation. sad dialect-iriterferenceproblgms addreuedin s61ced outside sessions. .

*
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be peisuaded at this point, We would conduct f101er ,research ,
determine what hagpened to.history and English rnajs two yeari later.
after they had been writing a number of paperi in college courSes.
The results 'of this hypothhical researcp are shown in Table 3.

Byile time tbis study had been well-publicized, we can be ccAlfident
that a masetisus wciu.14 have *been established favoring Curriculum 11

,

..over Curriculum I, alprays assuming that' we had Confidence in the
. reliability of the research behind the studies. Thenceforward. ma' colitro7-

vetsies over that particular qUestion will have simply disappeared.'
Where before Zealous partisans apended their energies in polemics; their .

energies would now be directed towards still more refined curricula that
are superidr even to Curriculum II. In other ivotchwe would iiave
becomci as Kuhn wotild say, a mature discipline in which passion and
zeal no longer subltittited for lack of information,

.
Cost-Benefit Analysis of Writing Skills

.

Before I leaVe my utopian thought-model, sI want to make juSt, a. few,
.very hrief remarks about the structure of my intaginary experiment.

Mani readers will have been rightly skepticid of its Structure because
they will have doubted that die complex skill of writing can b&so neatly
brokemxiown iqto eachable slubskills. They might suspect that growth in
Wiiting is an die process rather thaa an atomistic one such,as my..
model suggests. iThis is a high4 lalausible view, and it is frtiitleAs to
4gue its pros a el Cons in our present state of igndrance. But I cl? Want

4.

,.
, ..

.

Table 3

TWC..Instructidrial gatterns, Compared
after Two Years*

Curricula -. "rest Res. ults .,
..

lariculum I -

.
,

Curriculum II '
, .

...

1st version: 57
2nd veksion: 65
3rd version; 70
1st version: 57
2nd version: 75
3rd version: 90

*Also tion: post-teit limited to history and
Enslish majors after two full syean of aillege.s
course work.
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to suggest one aspest of cny model wbkh psychologists have established
pretty firmlY. Learners have a very liMited channel capacity at any
Moment of time. Their circuits can get very easily overloaded if they are
asked tolierfOrm several unfaMiliar routines at the saine time. When the
mind does get cderloaded ip this way, an interesting phenomenon
occurs: one's performance in every subroutine, even .in :a familiar one,.
is degraded. For instance, if you are azoad Speller, but are asked to write
a fkst ,draft on a difficult.topic. your spelling will dedine. along with
your style, Whereas both ifour Spelling and style will be,superior in a first
draft on a familiar and easrtopic.

This principle Of overloading exPlains Whi it is plausible to find the
kind of differenCes that I Posited in the test results, when students are
permitted unlirnited time to revise their papas. Each time they revise
and edit,they Can pay attention to a differeht aspect of writing without
overloading their circuits. Given unlimited.time, students Who can best
read arid criticize their' own .writingS will probably compose.the best
papers, even though they +night perforo very badly in the first draft.

othet woids ihe Various subskills of writing may plausibly be
submitted 'to a cost-benefit analySis, showing that-the teaching of some
skills maY lead faster to higherlevels of wrtiting ability than the teaching

: of other skills. n".
:There Li inalagy for such cost-benefit evaluation in the histay

of -writing as a purely physical motor skill. Suppose we wanted to make
. a cost-benefit analysis 4.,),f _teaching the Chinese ideographic . script as
compared with the Roman alphabetic script. And let us suppose that two
niters of equal dexterity-, one Chinese, the other American, were asked to
copy out in drilr own language the first chapter of the Book of Genesis.
Using moderà ideographs, the Cliine)e writer tiould quickly leave the
American, in, the dust. For, every woke made by the Chinese writer,
the Ameritan would need tO . make loin, "Strokes..Withoue a doubt,
modern Chineseidzographsare More tonducive to purely scribal fluency,
Than modern alphabetic scripts.

But when we.look at the two_methods from the learner's standpoint,
We get a different result. The 26 characters of the alphabitk script
might be learned irt"two weeks, whereas the 44.000 ideographs, of
Chinese; for its final flueticyr Would reqUire two or -three years at
least. Now by analogY; if we have justhirteen weeks in college compo-
sition Courses, We are Well advisedto. prefer ,ttle teaching of a-few basie

. ;and constantly usabk principles iner the teaching of many locil and
fluencies. In composition skills, of course, ,no such dear-cut

7

Comparison is possible. But. we 'do need to aecipi the truth that limited
time .forces us ta make trade-ofis and to inake chOices which _we dci not
yet know how to make?, gain this kindof kttowledge is a research

.4
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goal 'of high' priority md fl certainly bring us closer to a consensus
over teachirsg aims. and methods. -

The Imporunce of Evaluation
,

It is obvious, however, that no such knowledge could ever be gained
ifwe could not evaluate the quality of ivriting educed by the different
methods of instruction. And so I will go out on a limb on the subject
of evalaation, a subject that is currently the focus of my own research.
It is also a subject with rimifications dial go far beyond research and stan
far earlier than college composition courses. 'For many reasons I think
-evaluation is our most pressing problem, both in teaching and research.

In the classroom, from grade school' to college, the judge of writing
quality-ii the teafberthe grade giver. This powerful personage wOrks

. in such mysterious and unPredictable ways that to move from one - -

teacher's writing class to another's can be like traveling from Poland to .

Peru. One teacher grades you down if you use the first-person singular,
another grades you clOwn if you don't. One marks you way up for
correctness, another for ideas, still another for an expressive style or,
contrariwise. for a neutral style. Students hold the universal belief that
an A paper in one writing section will be a C paper in another and
vice Versa. The reason that their belief is universal is that it is empirically
true. . J

That student folklore is correct on this point was demonstrated some
years ago ,hy, Diederich in an dperiment with 300 student pawl's. .I
will renbind you of just one of his results. On ainine-point rank ordering,
(that is, putting the papers in nfne piiesJn o'ider of merit), 34 percent
of the papers received every ranking from one to nine;. 94 percent of
them receiVed either seven, eight, or nine different rankings. No essay
received less than five different rankings.

Undoubtedly; these results could be y ved on in a
particular institution in a. particular multisection course through
grading sessions among the teachers. We hold snch ons at my awn
universiry, and we always get 'More consistent resu aftenvards than
we got before. But that is only because, in the end, our group has agreed

' to adopt the principles of our course director, not because we are
persuaded that those principles correspond tO our own.

The main reason, then, for the baffling mystery of the composition
class to the student is the bewildering variation among compLosition
teachers in doctrine and grading. It is but a small step for a student
lo move from bafflement to anxiety, and most of tis still harbor some o(

15j
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those childhood anxieties over the niysteries and imperatives of writing.
We can easily understand why students take those further downward
steps-from Anxiety to defeatism to the total waning of motivation.

iedagogical Polemics and Research

So. much for the way our. "methods" of evaluation can affect the
teaching and learning of comPasition. Our methods also- deeply affect
chi quality of the research &signed to improve the teaching of compo-
sition. Anyone well read in the Wiz-attire of composition research Will be
familiar with the success rateof new.pedagogical methods as tested out
by their Prpponents. As far as my reading extendsethe success rate is 100
perCent. Tbe trouble is, we =not trust these results. We cannet be sure
of their duplicability or theirinherent validity, because we cannOt trtist
the .principles of evaluation on which the judgments-Of "experienced4111*
readers" were based. The readeis themselves would be hard pressed to
enumerate their principles when challenged to do- so. I say this with 2

soak confidence, because I once asked the Chief Reader at the Educa-
tional Testing Service to eXplain his grading principles, and he was able
to explain only his method for getting bis Table Ixadert to agree with
him. 'In short1 we cannot as yet rely on any research that evaluates the.
relative merits of teaching-methods in aimposition. On the other banct
if the 'problem of intrinsic evaluation can be solved (and it is at least
solvable in principle), then we will be able to have iritercomOarable
results in Our empirical knowledge will i.put oti a sounder
footing. Sh ld that happy day arrive, how pointlisTwill seem our lack
of consensut over questions that are essentially' testable and empirical.:.

What. for instance, cioeS our banner ay "process, mit product' really. .
amOunt to? Part of its success as. a slogan must come from its alliteration
rather than its content, since not ;one of us would stick up for any
method oi instruction that we firmly knew to be an inferior method in
the teaching of writ,i.ng. Nor would any oi us who now stress the idea
of process wish to do so if we thoUght that it bore no relation to product.

Some time ago, in my first years as a director of freshman English,
I had my own polernicil axe to grind underlie slogan "composition,
not literature; in the compositiT class." I knew at the tiine that those
whci stressed literture did so less from wickednesi than from desperation
at not knoWing how to fach writing. On the other side, so zealous was
1 in my campaign against putting literature in the composition course
,thaC I overlooked the obvious, truth' that ,teaching literature can mean,
when responsibly done, .che teachf,eading. And it is inherently.

0
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obvious that we cannot write better cyan we can read. Some educators
prociose writing insuuction as a good technique for reading,instruttion;
and there is every reason to think that the opposite method is also.valid---"
valid enough certainly, to cool down my earlier zeal and partisanship
againit teaching analytical reading in the writing class. That's another
issue we necd to learn .more abotit and another illustration of tbe
intimate connection between partisan zeal and lack of knowledge.

The cure fsr ignorance is of course good research and the Pronnit-
gation of its fruits. From research.already conducted, we can guess
that malty of our controversies will end in intelligent compromise, as,
for instance, the conuoversies of process versus product and literature
versus...composition. While we cannot. expect significant research ad-
vances on a broad front until we agreeon standard measuring principles,
we can nonetheless state some of the criteria th4t good composition
research ought to meet if -it is to yield us "the kno*ledge_that we so...
desperately need.

Definitiveness 'and Generativeness

The minimal criterion of good composition research Would be definitive-
ness. A definitive piece or work is simply one that will never have tO
be done over again. It is research that provides an mintier to a question
that has been so carefully framed that no significant loote end (ex-
traneous variablei) are left over which might permit a different result.
If other reSearchers in another time and place were to repeat the wark,
they would also repeat the results. In Short, definitiveness Means
reliability,'an elementary criterion fix' all good empirical work4

lf, for example, a researcher finds that a teaching technique tom-
bining workshops with tutorials is better than one conibining classes
and conferences, then it ought to be shown that anyone who repeated
the experiment with that age group would get the same results. But for
tins to be shOwn, the experiinental methodand the eYaluative techniqbe
must have been so carefully described and tontrolled that any distant

:.researcher would dupliCate theresuhs independently.
. .

Suppose Jot a Moment that this work on tutorials haa been.accom:
plished definitively for the lirst time. It would then atitomatically meet
an even loftier criterion for good xesearchthat otvnerativene.ss, by
which I mean research that not only leads to practical applications, but
also opens up whole &mains of further research: If, for instance, our

- researcher on tutorials'had deviseda way,of cancelling out extraneous
variables, this newly developed technique wbuld have many applications
for future experimental designs. The researcher would have solved a

4/
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problem. in this case a methodological one. which opened up teseakh
"Rossibilities which had not existed beforerg

MoitgOO4reikarcii in if gll4o;t1oped empirical fields must be conies*
to satisfy. the aiterion of definitiveness. Only very lucky or very gifted
researchers can make generative contributions. Yet our field is so virginal '

, and so rich in'significant po&sibilities that many in the 1980s may have
a chance to make generative discoveries. And eVen illicit, the ideal of
significant definitive reseal& is itself an inspiring one, especially When
our research opportnnities are coinpared to thew& that exist in the
trodden Path. Of literary interpretation. Most of us, when we entered
graduate school, did not tforsee ourselv engaging in the kind of
research required .by the 1problen_ls.4 e now recognize as most
important. namely the Problems of rather than those of litera-.
ture. But &our profession takes tis into realins that we c!ould not have
predicted wfith we started out that makes our enterprise all the more
adventurous and compelling. .

(.4
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